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1. THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Introduction 

In this chapter we will review some theories on superconductivity which are 
relevant to the experiments as described in the following chapters. For a general 
survey of the theoretical and experimental situation we will refer to the liter
ature 1). Special attention will be devoted to the magnetic and electrical prop
erties of superconductors. Firstly, the London and Pippard equations will be 
given, thereafter the Ginzburg-Landau equations will be considered. The cal
culations of the magnetization curves as far as they are reversible with the 
magnetic field will be given in greater detail. 

1.2. London and Pippard equations"') 

From the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect 2), that is the effect that the magnetic 
induction B is zero in a soft superconductor, it follows that the electrodynamic 
behaviour of a superconductor is quite different from that of a metal with zero 
resistivity **). 

Considering first the electromagnetic behaviour of a conductor with zero 
resistivity. One has for the equation of motion of the electrons: mv = eE, 
which combined with J = nev gives 

(1.1) 
where 

(1.2) 

If we take the curl on both sides of eq. (1.1), then using \J xE=-Hfc, we find 
. . 

(4rr,\LP2/c) \J xJ -H. 

Combining eq. (1.3) with \1 xH = 4rrJfc, we obtain 

ALP2\l X \J X H 

and with \1 . H = 0 we obtain 

ALP2\l 2 H H. 

(1.3) 

. 
-H 

(1.4) 

F. and H. London 1) modified these equations by changing n in eq. (1.2) into 
ns, the number of superconducting electrons, and by substituting for eq. (1.3) 
the equation 

(1.5) 

*) All units in the Gaussian system. 
**) The definition of a soft, or type-1 superconductor will be given later. It needs only 

be mentioned here that all superconducting elements, excluding niobium, are soft 
superconductors. Examples are Pb, In, Sn, AI. 



whence 

where 
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ALP2v 2H = H, 
ALP2v 2 J J, 
hP2v 2 A =A, 

H vXA. 

(1.6) 

Although it will later be shown that these equations do not entirely define the 
magnetic behaviour, it will nevertheless be useful to see what results these 
equations yield. 

According to eq. (1.6) the superconductor is completely diamagnetic except 
for a surface layer of a few hundred A in magnitude; ALP is therefore called 
the London penetration depth. If, however, the dimensions of the super
conductor become comparable with the penetration depth ALP, then the field 
in the interior of the specimen is no longer zero. As a consequence of the 
absence of a complete Meissner effect the critical field of a thin specimen is 
larger than that of a thick specimen. Let us define the critical field of a bulk 
superconductor as He, the thermodynamic critical field. As an example we will 
now calculate the critical field of a long thin wire with radius ro placed in a 
longitudinal magnetic field He. After writing eq. (1.6) in cylindrical coordinates 
one finds as a solution 

H(r) = HJo(ir/ALP)/Jo(iro(ALP), (1.7) 

where Jo is the Bessel function of zero order with imaginary argument. From 
eq. (1.7) one can easily calculate the magnetization in two extreme cases: 

ro » ALP: --4rrM =He (1.8) 
and 

(1.9) 

The critical field is found by equating the Gibbs free energies G in the super
conducting and normal state. If we write for the Gibbs free energy in a field He 

He 

G(He) G(O) f MdHe, (1.10) 
0 

we obtain for the case ro » hP with eqs (1.8) and (1.10): 

He 

Gs(He) Gs(O) f (He/4TT)dHe. (1.11) 
0 

From eq. (1.11) we find: Gn(Hc) G8(0) = Hc2/8TT, which quantity is in-
dependent of the dimensions of the specimen. 

Substituting eq. (1.9) in (1.10) and equating Gs(He) to Gn(He) one finds for 
the critical field He' for the case ro «ALp: 
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(1.12) 

Since, then, the magnetic energy per unit volume of a thin specimen is lower 
than that of a thick one, it is energetically favourable for a thick superconductor 
in a magnetic field to divide itself into thin superconducting domains separated 
by infinitesimal normal domains whose energy is negligible compared to the 
total energy. The fact that this does not happen is due to an extra positive 
surface energy between normal and superconducting domains, which we have 
not yet considered. 

From the foregoing it is apparent that this extra positive surface energy per 
unit surface must be greater than or equal to (hP/2) Hc2/8?T if the Meissner 
effect is to occur. We can put this in another way by saying that the London 
equations lead to a negative surface energy whose magnitude is 

-(/\LP/2) Hc2/8?T. 

These and other considerations prompted Pippard 3) to modify the London 
equation (1.5): (4rr/\LP2/c) J -A. Pippard suggested that the current den
sity J at a point r in the superconductor is not proportional to A(r), but that 
the environment of r has to be taken into account. If we denote A(r') as the 
vector potential at a point r and R as r r' then Pippard's equation reads: 

' R [R . A(r')] 
-(3ne2j4'1Ttomc) j ~ exp (-R/tP) dr'. R4 

J(r) (1.13) 

This expression introduces a new characteristic length tP, the Pippard coherence 
length, which is dependent on the mean free path in the following way 3): 

1/tP f'::i 1/go 1//, (1.14) 

where go is the coherence length of the pure metal (to f'::i 1·6.10-4 em for AI 
and 8·3.10-6 em for Pb). The main contribution to the integral in eq. (1.13) 
is obtained by integrating over a domain tP. Thus, if we wish to know the prop
erties at a particular point we have to take the entire domain tP into account; 
the characteristic length gp thus gives the correlation length between the current 
density and the vector potential. From eq. (1.13) one can calculate the penetra
tion depth, /\, which is defined as the integral of H over the specimen, divided 
by H at the surface. It is found that 1\ differs from ALP and depends on the 
values of to and gp. 

The coherence length gp was in fact introduced to explain the following 
phenomena: 
(1) The change of 1\ with the indium concentration in So-In alloys. The value 

of ,\ was found to decrease with increasing In concentration, while Te 
remained almost constant. Pippard assumed that the change of A. was due 
to a change of the mean free path I of the electrons in the normal state as 
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.\ depends on gp and gp on l. 
(2) The field dependence of.\ in Sn-In alloys, although.\ for pure tin scarcely 

changes at all with the field. For pure tin gp » .\, which means that a 
disturbance, e.g. a magnetic field, extends over a much larger domain than 
.\ so that the influence on .\ is slight. For an alloy, however, owing to I 
being shorter, gp is smaller, so that the disturbance extends over a small 
region with the result that .\ varies with the field. If I were to be greatly 
increased, gp becomes equal to go, the minimum distance over which the 
wave functions can vary. 

(3) If one considers gp as the length over which a disturbance extends, then 
at a superconducting-normal surface boundary, the equilibrium value of 
e.g. the density of superconducting electrons is reached after a distance gp 
from the surface (in fact one should not take gp for this correlation length, 
as will be shown later). This means that there is an increase ofthe free energy 
in the superconducting state and hence a positive surface energy. This 
surface energy is called the configurational surface energy and must be added 
to the surface energy found from the London theory to get the total surface 
energy. If gp » A then the total surface energy is positive, while if gp «A 
it is negative. 

We can now distinguish between two kinds of superconductors: 
Type I with gp » A, i.e. a total positive surface energy and hence showing 

a complete Meissner effect. 
Type II with gp «A, i.e. a negative surface energy, hence not showing a 

complete Meissner effect. 
If the mean free path of the electrons in the normal state changes, then .\ will 

also change, as A depends on gp and gp on /. The variation of .\ is such that .\ 
increases with decreasing mean free path. Thus all superconducting elements 
where eo > .\, with the exception of Nb, are superconductors of the first kind 
when the mean free path is sufficiently long. If it is shortened, e.g. by alloying, 
they become superconductors of the second kind. 

We shall deal later in some detail with the various properties of supercon
ductors of the first and second kinds. 

1.3. Ginzbnrg-Landau equations 

Ginzburg and Landan 4) introduced an order parameter if! where 11/11 2 = ns 
gives the density of superconducting electrons. The quantity if! can also be 
considered as a kind of effective wave function of the superconducting electrons. 
At T r::::,j Tc the change from the superconducting to the normal state is a second
order transition; the free energy near the transition can be written as a power 
series in 11/11 2• In the absence of an external field, the free-energy density can 
now be written as 

Fso = Fno + al~/~1 2 + (fJ/2)11/114, (1.15) 
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where Fso and Fno are the free energies in the superconducting and normal 
states, respectively, at zero field, while a and fJ are functions of temperature. 
In the equilibrium state Fso must be minimum, from which one gets 

lif;ol 2 =-a/fl. 

one has: Hc2 = 4rra2ffJ. 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 

Let us now consider the case where the superconductor is situated in an 
external magnetic field H 6 • In the first place, we must now add H 2/8w terms to 
the free energy, and also energy contributions due to gradients in if;, which may 
be considered as the kinetic-energy contributions of a superconducting electron 
of charge e* and mass m in an electromagnetic field. In classical mechanics 
this contribution is given as 

E (l/2m)[p (e*/c)A)2 + e*<P, (1.18) 

where p is the momentum, H = v x A and <P is the potential which, in a 
superconductor, we write as zero. If we regard if; as a quantum-mechanical 
wave function, we find for the kinetic-energy contribution of the whole system, 
substituting -i/iv for p, 

(lf2m) J if;*[-li2v 2if; (e*/c)2A2if; (ilie*fc)vAifl (ine*fc)Avifl]dT. (1.19) 

After partial integration of eq. (1.19) and introducing the boundary condition 

n. [-iliv if; (e*fc)Aif;] 0, (1.20) 

where n is the unit vector perpendicular to the boundary, one gets for the total 
energy density 

FsH = Fso + H 2/8w + (1/2m)l-iliv if;- (e*fc)A¢;1 2• (1.21) 

Ginzburg and Landau introduce the following reduced quantities: 

x' = xj~; y' = yf~; z' = z/3; 

Wl 2 = lifll2fJ/Iai; 
A' (e*2f2mc21al)l/2A; H' = 2-112HfHc 

and the parameters: 

~2 mc2{Jf4rre*2ial; 

K2 = (fJ/2w) (mcfe*fi)2 = (2 e*2Jfl2c2)H02o4; 

for He we found already in eq. (1.17): 

Ho2 4wa2ffJ. 

(1.22) 

(1.23) 

(1.24) 
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The total free energy of the whole body must be minimum, that is to say: 
J FaHdT minimum with respect to if;* and A. Minimizing eq. (1.21) to if;* 
gives with the aid of eqs (1.22), {1.23) and (1.24) the relation 

{(i/K)\j' + A'}2if;' = if;'- if;'lif;'!2. (1.25) 

Minimizing eq. (1.21) to A gives, with the aid of eqs {1.22) and (1.23): 

-v'xv'xA' W1 2A' + (i/2~<) (f*v'lfr'- lfr'v'lfr'*). (1.26) 

Considering first eq. (1.26) for He ~ 0 we can write as an approximation 
v 'if;' ~ 0 and W12 ~ 1; substitution in eq. (1.26) gives 

-v'xv'xA' =A', 

which is in fact the London equation with the penetration depth o in non
reduced units. With the aid of eqs (1.22) and (1.23) we find for the penetration 
depth: 

82 mc2f47re*2!if;o!2. 

If llfroi 2 = n8 and e* e, then 8 is in fact the London penetration depth. By 
measuring o and He we can thus find the parameter " from eq. (1.23). 

In discussing the London and Pippard equations we have considered the 
surface energy and the penetration depth. We shall now examine these quantities 
in connection with the Ginzburg-Landau theory. 

(1) Penetration in a half space bounded by a vacuum 

Let us take the x' axis perpendicular to the surface, the magnetic field He' 
in the z' -direction and A' in they' -direction. If we treat this as a one-dimensional 
problem with if;' as a function of x', then v 'if;' is a vector in the x' -direction. 
As A' in eq. (1.26) is only in they' -direction, the imaginary part of (1.26) must 
be zero; for the one-dimensional case we can therefore treat if;' as real. We now 
obtain the following equations: 

and 

and the boundary condition (1.20) now becomes 

dif;'/dx' 0. 

For x ~ oo, H' = 0, dA'fdx' 0, if;' 1, dif;'/dx' = 0. 

(1.27) 

(1.28) 

(1.29) 

(1.30) 

If we take He ~ 0 and if;' 1 + q;, then in the approximation of 9?1 « 1 we 
can write eqs (1.27) and (1.28) as 
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(1.31) 

and 
(1.32) 

Equations (1.31) and (1.32) can be solved in the approximation of K «: l 
from which one can easily calculate the weak-field penetration depth, which 
is defined as 

OQ 

AL' = (1/He') J H'dx' for He' ,:::,; 0; 
0 

writing AL' in the ordinary coordinates, one obtains 

(1.33) 

Equation (1.33) thus shows that the penetration depth is field-dependent; since 
K « 1, however, the field dependence is of minor significance. 

From the solution of t/1' it appears that for K « l the most important varia
tion of tf/ with x' extends over a length 2-112 K-1 in reduced coordinates. In non
reduced coordinates, then, rp varies over a distance 2-1/2 8/K, that is to say over 
a much greater distance than 8. When introducing the coherence length (sec. 
1.2) we saw that the equilibrium value of e.g. the density of the superconducting 
electrons is reached after a distance g, so that as an approximation we can now 
identify 8/K with a coherence length g. This also makes the physical significance 
of the parameter K clear. By introducing Pippard's coherence length we were 
able to explain the Meissner effect when gp » A, that is when the surface 
energy is positive. Conversely, one sh.ould be able to deduce from the Ginz
burg-Landau theory a positive surface energy for K « 1. 

(2) Surface energy between normal and superconducting phases 

We shall first consider the normal phase in equilibrium with the super
conducting phase in a field He, and calculate the surface energy between the 
two phases. In the normal phase we have rp 0, so that the free energy is 
given by Fnn Fno + Hc2/8rr; in the superconducting phase we have rp =I= 0, 
and the field H(x) is place-dependent. For the Gibbs free energy of the super
conducting region we have the contribution given by eq. (1.21) and a contri
butiop due to the partial field penetration; this latter term is given by 

-MHc = -(H(x)- He) Hc/4rr. 

The surface energy, then, is given by 

ans j(Fsa-Fna-MHc)dx. 

Again introducing reduced coordinates and the parameters from eqs (1.23) 
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and (1.24) Ginzburg and Landau obtain for the surface energy: 

00 

CTns = (Hc2C.j41r) J [1/2- (1 - A'2)ifo'2 + f4j2 + 
0 

(1/«2) (difo' fdx') 2 + H' 2 - 2 H'Hc']dx'. (1.34) 

Ginzburg and Landau showed that eq. (1.34) can be rewritten as 

00 

uns (Hc2C.f21T) J [(1/«2) (difo'/dx')2 + H'2 - H'Hc'] dx'. (1.35) 
0 

In the superconducting state H' On reduced quantities) is always smaller than 
2-112 (He' 2-1/2). The term H'2-H'Hc', therefore, is always negative, while 
(l/«2) (difo'/dx')2 is always positive. Equation (1.35) was worked out by Ginz
burg and Landau for sma1l values of «, and they found 

Uns = SHc2/(21/2 • 31T«). 

By means of numerical integration it can be shown that uns 0 for K = 2-112 
while for larger K values uns is negative. We shall not give this calculation here; 
it will be sufficient to give a very rough approximation with which we can 
estimate the magnitude of the surface energy. We can approximate to the 
terms with H' in (1.35) by writing the London solution as H' 2-1/2 exp (-x'). 
We then obtain for these terms: 

00 

(Hc2 t.f21T) f (H'2 - 2-1/2 H') dx' = -Hc28f81T. 
0 

In the context of penetration, according to the Ginzburg-Landau theory, we 
saw that ifo' varied over a distance 0 < x' < 1/«. Approximating ifo' by an ex
ponential function 

ifo' = 1-exp (-x'K), 

we obtain for the first term in eq. (1.35): 

00 

(Hc2'8/21T) J exp (-2 x' «) dx' Hc28f41TK. 
0 

We thus find for the total surface energy: 

CTns = Hc28/41TK Hc28/81T, 

from which it is seen that uns > 0 for small values of« and uns < 0 for large 
values of«. 

We can therefore draw the following conclusions from the Ginzburg-Landau 
theory for the case where K « 1. 
(1) The penetration depth is approximately equal to 8 and is weakly dependent 

on the field. 
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(2) The variation of ,P extends over a distance 2-112 8/K that is over a much 
greater distance than the field variation. 

(3) The surface energy between the normal and the superconducting phase is 
positive, from which the Meissner effect follows. 

Ginzburg and Landau's calculations have shown that the surface energy 
decreases with increasing K, and goes negative forK> 2-112. We expect in this 
case that the superconductor will be divided into normal and superconducting 
domains. If He' > 2-1/2 the normal state would be stable, that is ,P' =/= 0. 
However, after closer consideration of eqs (1.27) and (1.28) for ,P' « 1, we 
find that (1.28) gives 

dA' fdx' = constant = He'. 

Equation (1.27) may now be written as 

d2,P'/dx'2 = K2 (He'2x'2- 1) •f/. (1.36) 

Equation (1.36) is analogous with the SchrOdinger equation for a harmonic 
oscillator and has solutions for K/He' = 2n + 1, (n = 0, 1, ... ). Since 
He'~ 2-1/2, the minimum value of Kat which we find solutions for 1{1 =1= 0 
is K = 2-112. This is of course precisely the value at which the surface energy 
goes negative. For K 2-112 there are thus solutions with 1{1' 0 up to 
He' = K. Expressed in non-reduced variables it can therefore be said that super
conductivity is found up to a field Hcz, given by 

Hcz 2112 K He. (1.37) 

For He> Hc2 the normal state is stable if we disregard boundary effects. 

1.4. Magnetic behaviour of superconductors 

In this section we shall deal in some detail with the magnetization curve of 
superconductors of the first and second kinds, considering only the case where 
there is no demagnetization. Superconductors of the first kind (K < 2-112, 

positive surface energy) are diamagnetic up to the thermodynamic critical 
field He; above He the normal state is stable. The magnetization curve is shown 

-4TTM 

t 

Fig. 1. Magnetization curve of a soft superconductor in the form of a long wire in a longitudinal 
field. 
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in fig. 1. This curve is reversible with the field. The magnetic behaviour of a 
superconductor of the second kind differs from fig. 1 in that the total surface 
energy can be negative, which means that the superconductor will divide itself 
into domains in order to reach a minimum Gibbs free energy. Various models 
have been given for the M-H curves in a longitudinal field, and we shall consider 
these in sees 1.4.1 and 1.4.2. First of all we shall give the calculations of Good
man 5) and of Van Beelen and Gorter 6) on a laminar model; in sec. 1.4.2 we 
give Abrikosov's calculations 7) together with some modifications based on the 
Ginzburg-Landau equations. 

1.4.1. Laminar model 

Goodman 5) calculated the M-H curve on a laminar model, using the London 
equations. He assumed thin superconducting layers separated by thin normal 
layers. The field penetration in a superconducting layer is calculated with the aid 
of the London equation: 

(1.38) 

where AI,P is replaced by i\, the penetration depth, which depends on gp and go. 
We consider an infinitely large body where H is a function only of the 

coordinate z and is oriented along they axis. We find as the solution of eq. (1.38): 

H He cosh (zfi\)f coshp, (1.39) 

where He is the external field and p = d8/2i\ (d8 being the superconducting-layer 
thickness), and where z 0 is the middle of the layer. 

The magnetization per unit volume is given by 

!ds 

41TM = (1fd8) J He [cosh (z/A.)jcosh p- 1] dz = (H6/p)(tanh p- p). (1.40) 
-1-ds 

The contribution to the Gibbs free energy is given by 

He 

J MdHe (He2f877p) (p- tanh p). (1.41) 
0 

We introduce a = d8f(dn + d8) where dn is the thickness of the normal layer. 
We then find for the Gibbs free energy: 

G8(He) = aG8(0) + a(He2/81rp)(p- tanh p) + (I -a) Gn(O). (1.42) 

To this function we still have to add a configurational surface energy, which is 
written as gHc2f81T for one superconducting-to-normal boundary. The number 
oflayers per unit volume is N 1f(d8 + dn), so that for the total surface energy 
we obtain 

(1.43) 
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where q =~/A.. After substituting Gn(O) Gs(O) Hc2/87T one finds for the 
total Gibbs free energy : 

Gs(He) = (-aHc2/81r) [1-q/p- (h2fp)(p tanh p)] + Gn(O), (1.44) 

where h = He/ He. 
In eq. (1.44) the function Gs(He) is a linear function of a and is therefore 

minimum for a = 0 or a 1; a = 0 means ds 0, that is to say the normal 
state is stable; a = 1 means dn = 0, that is to say the superconducting state 
with infinitely thin normal layers is. stable. Minimizing eq. (1.44) to p gives 

qfp2 + (h2fp2)(- tanh p + pjcosh2 p) = 0. (1.45) 

We will now calculate the field at which the superconductor splits up. This 
will occur when 

Gs(He) -Hc2 (1 - h2)j81r + Gn(O), (1.46) 
• 

that is when 

-a [1 qfp (h2/p)(p- tanh p)] = h2 1. (1.47) 

Equation (1.47), with the condition a = 1, gives 

q/h2 = tanh p. (1.48) 

The smallest value of He, that is the value at which splitting starts, is therefore 
given by the maximum value of tanh p and thus 

(1.49) 

For He > Hc1 the split-up state is stable. This state is known as the mixed 
state. 

The normal state is stable when Gs(He) ~ Gn, i.e. where 

1-qfp (h2/p) (p tanh p) ~ 0. (1.50) 

If we define the field where the superconducting-to-normal transition occurs 
as Hc2, we find from (1.50) and (1.45): 

Hc2/Hc = 1/tanhp; p tanh-1 (Hc/Hc2). (1.51) 

Substitution of (1.51) in (1.50) gives 

q Hc2/Hc + [1- (Hc2/Hc)2] tanh-1 (Hc/Hc2). (1.52) 

For Hc2/Hc » I we can approximate (1.52) and find 

Hc2/Hc 2{3q. (1.53) 

At He= Hc2 the quantity p changes discontinuously from tanh-1(Hc/Hc2) to 
zero. The magnetization, given by eq. (1.40), therefore changes discontinuously 
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Fig. 2. Magnetization curves as found from Goodman's calculations 5) on a laminar model. 
The parameter q is equal to g/>.. • 
also, so that at Hc2 we have a first-order transition. At a given value of q the 
magnetization curve can be calculated from eqs (1.40) and (1.45). An M-H curve 
found in this way is shown in fig. 2. 

Van Beelen and Gorter 6) modified Goodman's calculations by taking into 
account the change of the order parameter with the field. The following 
expression was given for the Gibbs free energy: 

Gs(He) = (Hc2/87T) [ { 1/;'4 - 21/;'2} + {261/;'2(2- if;'2)1/2fd} + 
+ h2 {I - (2/..f if;' d) tanh (if;' d/2A)} ], (1.54) 

where if;' is an effective order parameter as given in the Ginzburg-Landau 
theory, dis the thickness of the superconducting layers, A is the penetration 
depth in a weak magnetic field, h = He/ He and 6 is a kind of coherence length. 

The first term gives the condensation energy comparable with the Ginzburg
Landau quantity (sec. 1.3): all/;1 2 + ({J/2)11/;1 4 which, in reduced coordinates, 
results in 

The second term gives the surface energy. The third term resembles that given 
by Goodman, where the penetration depth A is replaced by A/f. 

We have already seen that the penetration depth as given by London was 
inversely proportional to n8 112• If we now write ns = 11/;1 2, then the field
dependent penetration depth is given by A/ if;'. The method of arriving at 
eq. (1.54) has been indicated by Van Beelen 8). Consider the case where the 
order parameter varies linearly over a distance b, calculated from the super
conducting-to-normal boundary plane (fig. 3) and where the condensation 
energy per unit length in the domain x = 0 to x = b is half the condensation 
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r· 
t 

-x 
Fig. 3. Place dependence of the order parameter if/ in the calculations given by Van Beelen 
and Gorter 6) on a laminar modeL 

energy per unit length for the domain where if/ is constant. The condensation 
energy of a layer (x 0 to x = d) is then found to have the value 

(Hl·/81r) (,P'4- 2,P'2) (d-b). 

In the Ginzburg-Landau expression for the surface energy one has a term 
00 

J (d,P'fdx')2dx'. Let us take this term for the configurational surface energy. 
0 

Assuming that d,P' fdx' is constant in the domain x = 0 to x b, then the 
configurational surface energy for two surfaces is proportional to 

Assuming the proportionality constant to be equal to i ~12/82 we obtain for 
the surface energy: 

The condensation energy and the surface energy are thus given by 

(Hc2f81T) [(,P'4 2,P'2) (d-b)+ 62,P'2jb]. (1.55) 

Equation (1.55) must be minimum with respect to b, giving 

O· , 
b 6/(2- ,P'2)1/2. (1.56) 

He 

Substitution of (1.56) in (1.55), and adding the term - J MdHe as in Good
o 

man's calculations, gives eq. (1.54). 
Equation (1.54) now has to be minimized to ,P' and d, after which the 

magnetization curve can be found. We shall not give this calculation here but 
merely the results. The field above which the normal state is stable is found to 
be given by Hc2/Hc = 4Aj36; the derivative of the magnetization just below 
Hc2, which is independent of He, is found to be 
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Fig. 4. Magnetization curve as derived from the calculations of Van Beelen and Gorter 6) 

for Hc2 = 2·31/Hc. 

At Hc2, then, the magnetization falls continuously to zero, which implies a 
second-order transition. The field Hc1, at which the splitting begins, is found 
to be H012Hc2 ::::::; Hc3• Figure 4 shows the M-H curve as constructed from the 
calculations for the case where Hc2/Hc = 2·31. 

In these calculations it was assumed that the lamellar structure is stable, i.e. 
has the lowest Gibbs free energy. In the next section we shall see that this is 
not the case, and that a filament structure is stabler. 

1.4.2. M-H curve calculated from the Ginzburg-Landau theory 

We shall first briefly give the calculation of Hci. as presented by Abrikosov 7). 

It is assumed that the field penetration takes place in the form of quantized 
lines of flux with a flux <Po= hcfe*. So few lines of flux will be present near 
Hc1 that we can regard them as independent filaments which do not interact 
with one another. The Gibbs free energy is now given by Ne- MHe, where 
N is the number of flux lines per cm2, and e is the free energy of a flux line per 
centimetre length. At He Hc1. Ne- MHe will be exactly euqal to the Gibbs 
free energy when a complete Meissner effect is present, i.e. equal to He2f4Tr. 
Where there are N lines of flux per cm2, the magnetic induction is given by 
B = N<Po, so that we find for Hc1: 

Ne N<PoHc1/4TT = 0; Hc1 = 41Te/<Po. (1.57) 

We calculate e in the approximation that K » I, which means that tjJ varies 
over a very short distance compared to the distance over which the field varies. 
We therefore neglect the energy contribution from the region where tjJ varies 
and calculate only the energy contribution from the region where tjJ is constant. 
If we take cylindrical coordinates this contribution (in reduced units) is given by 
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co 

('tJ2Hc2f4TT) f (H'2 + A'2) 21rr'dr'. (1.58) 
1/K 

Since if/ varies over the region 0- 1/K this contribution is neglected, and the 
limits taken are 1/K and oo. Partial integration of (1.58), with H v xA, 
gives for the free-energy difference, divided by Hc2/4TT: 

]"" "" 
2TTr'I32H'y' X H' + 82 f (H'2 - H'v '2 H') 2TTr'dr'. (1.59) 

!/ K 1/K 

Over the range of integration 1/K- oo the second term is zero, since if/ is 
constant in this region, and therefore the Ginzburg-Landau equation is 
identical with the London equation: H' = v '2H', for which the solution is 
H'(r') = constant X Ko(r'), where Ko(r') is the Hankel function of the Oth 
order with imaginary argument. Treating the region 0 < r' < 1/ K as a sin
gularity in the field equation, we can write this equation as 

H' + v' X v' x H' = constant X 8(r'), (1.60) 

where 8(r') is the delta function. Integrating eq. (1.60) in respect of surface, 
we obtain 

f H' dS' f v' X H' d/ = constant. (1.61) 

Choosing the integration contour for r' » 1 we can then neglect the second 
term, so that we obtain J H' dS' constant. The constant must therefore be 
equal to ~o' (~o' = ~o/21/2 Hc82) so that eq. (1.60) becomes 

H' 'Xv 'xH' ~o'8(r'). (1.62) 

Considering eq. (1.61) for r' « 1, we can neglect the first integral and we 
obtain 

(1.63) 

and 

H' (~o' /2TT) In r' for r' « 1. 

Substitution in eq. (1.59) now gives 

(FsH- Fso)/(Hc2/4TT) 82~o'2 ln Kj2TT; 

FsH- Fso = e = [~o2/(4TT8)2] InK. (1.64) 

For Hc1 we thus find from (1.57) and (1.64): 

Hc1 = (~o/411"82) InK. (1.65) 

Since ~o = hcfe* and K = 2112 Hco2e*fhc (see eq. (1.23)) we can write eq. 
(1.65) as 

Hc1/Hc = (1/21/2 K) InK. (1.66) 
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Writing K 2-112 He2/Hc we obtain Hc1/Hc (Hc/Hcz) In (Hcz2-112fHc). 
The laminar case yielded Hc12Hc2 = Hca. For large values of Hc2/Hc it then 

follows that Hc1 (laminar model) is greater than Hc1 (filament model), which 
means that the filament structure is stabler than the lamellar structure since 
for a field He given by Hc1 (filaments)< He< Hc1 (lamellae) we have: 
G (filaments) < G (Meissner effect) and G (lamellae) > G (Meissner effect). 

We have assumed in the calculation that we can disregard the interaction 
between the flux lines, which is permissible if few flux lines are present. We 
shall now consider what the relation is between Band He when He> Hct, 
that is to say when the interaction has to be taken into account, in the case 
where K ::;p 1 and the reduced distance between the lines of flux ::;p 1/K. When 
the flux lines are regarded as singularities, we find the field equation for one 
flux line to be 

H'- \J '2H' (/)o' S(r') (2Tr/K)S(r'). 

When we consider several flux lines, where the centre of the flux lines is given 
by the coordinate rm, we can write the field equation for the total field as 

(1.67) 
m 

The solution of (1 ,67) is given by 

H' = (1/K) :EKolr'- rml (1.68) 
m 

In this sum terms of Ko(O) should not be considered. In the free-energy expres
sion contributions of these terms are replaced by eq. (1.64). The tolal difference 
in free-energy density can now be written as in eq. (1.59): 

F11H Fso = (Hc2/4Tr) [<2TrN'/K2) InK+ F(l/K2) :E Koir'- rm'i2TrS(r') dr] = 
0 m#O 

(Hc2f4Tr) [(2TrN'jK2) InK+ (2TrN'/K2) :E Kolrm'l], (1.69) 
m#O 

where N' is the number of lines of flux per unit surface in reduced units 
(N' NS2). 

Equation (1.69) can be elaborated for a lattice of flux lines, e.g. for a triangular 
lattice in the XOY plane where the field is oriented along the z axis. Abrikosov 
considers a lattice both in the form of an equilateral triangle and in the form 
of a square. Calculations by Matricon 9) show, however, that a triangular 
lattice is stabler than a square one for this field region, and we shall therefore 
only consider the triangular lattice. If the distance between nearets neighbours 
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is equal to d' (reduced coordinate), the magnetic induction is given by 

B' = N'<P0' = 2<Po'/d'231/2 %-jd'2K3112. 

The difference in free-energy density is therefore found from (1.69): 
FsH- Fso = (Hc2/%-) [(B'/K) 2: Ko{47T (12 m2 + lm)J31/2KB'}1/2 

l.mi=O 

(1.70) 

Using dF/dB' = He' Hl·/27T we find the relation between He' and B' and after 
substitution for He'= 2-112He/Hc; B' = 2-112B/Hc we find the relation be
tween He and B: 

He Hcl + 2-312(Hc/K) 2: [2 Ko(xz,m) xz,m KI(Xz,m}], (1.71) 
l,mi=O 

where 

Equation (1.71) thus holds forK» 1 and when the distance between the lines 
of flux is much greater than 1/K. 

In arriving at equation (l.7l) we took a triangular lattice of flux lines, 
following Abrikosov; it has not been proved, however, that this lattice has the 
lowest Gibbs free energy compared with other lattices. Matricon 9) showed 
only that for this field region the triangular lattice is stabler than a square one. 

The magnetization between Hc1 and Hc2 has also been calculated by 
Marcus IO) in the approximation that one can take tf/ and A' as circularly 
symmetrical. If one considers e.g. a square lattice of flux lines, then at the 
corners and at the centres of the edges of a basic cell the values of v 'if/ and A' 
must vanish. Now Marcus approximates the problem by considering circulariz
ed cells with radius Rb in which v '.P' and A' vanish for r Rb. Every cell 
contains one flux quantum. Firstly the Ginzburg-Landau equations are solved· 
for one cell, where the field for r = Rb is taken as Hr' (reduced units). The 
radius Rb can now be expressed in Hr'. Then the relation between Hr' and He' 
is calculated. The interior of the specimen has a magnetic moment in the direc
tion of He', but since the whole specimen must be diamagnetic, a shielding 
current must flow to compensate the moments of the cells. If one assumes that 
this current flows in a thin surface layer the contribution to the Gibbs free 
energy can be neglected. The Gibbs free energy is now calculated for one cell, 
G(Hr',K), and for the whole specimen, G(H/,K}. These two energies are related 
to each other. The magnetic moment is calculated in two ways; firstly by 
considering the derivative of G(H/,K) to He' and secondly in terms of an 
integral over the field. Equating these quantities gives a relation between He' 
and H(, from which the magnetic moment can be calculated as a function 
of He'· For some sp~ial values of K all the interesting quantities are calculated. 
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The results with respect to the value of Hcl and of 4zr(dM/dHe)He2 differ 
only slightly from the results of Abrikosov. A remarkable difference is that 
Marcus finds a first-order transition at Hc1. while in Abrikosov's calculations 
a second-order transition is assumed. 

We shall now calculate the magnitude of the magnetization in the neighbour
hood of Hc2, as done by Abrikosov and Kleiner et al. 11). We consider an 
infinitely large body, with external field oriented along the z axis, and take if; 
as a function of x and y; the vector potential A we take along the y axis. The 
two Ginzburg-Landau equations are 

(1.72) 

and 

Near the second-order transition He~ Hc2, that is He' ~ K, the quantity lif;'l2 
will be very much smaller than unity so that we can neglect the term if;'lif;'l2 
in (1.72). As a first approximation we take A' He'x'. In that case the solution 
o (1. 72) is given by 

00 

if;' = ~ Cn exp (ikny') exp [(-~<2/2) (x' kn/~<2)2]. (1.74) 
-00 

If we take the coefficients Cn constant then if;' as given by eq. (1.74) is periodic 
in x' andy'. The period in they' -direction is 2TT/k and in the x' -direction kjK2. 
Substituting (1.74) in (1.73), and taking He' ~ ~<, we find as the solution of 
A'orH': 

H' = dA'/dx' = K- W1 2/2K (1.75) 
' 

and the magnetic induction B' is therefore given by 

(1.76) 

Considering now eq. (1.74), without neglecting the term if;'lif;'l2, using the 
approximation of A' from eq. (1.75) and adding to the solution of if;' small 
terms ((Jn'(x'), we obtain a differential equation in ((Jn'(x'). This can only be 
solved provided the following relation for if;' is satisfied: 

(1.77) 

Substitution of (1.77) in (1.76) gives for the derivative of the magnetiz~tion 
at Hc2: 

4zrdMfdHe = 1/{3(2~<2 - l), 
where 

(1.78) 
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The quantity f3 in eq. (1.78) now has to be calculated for a particular lattice of 
flux lines. Abrikosov calculates f3 for a square lattice of flux lines, in which case 
Cn+l = Cn, giving for the period in thex'-andy'-directions 2Tr/k = kf«2. The 
quantity f3 is found to have a value of 1-18. 

Kleiner et al. and Eilenberger 11) have shown that the square lattice does not 
have the lowest Gibbs free energy but that a lower value is found for a triangular 
lattice. For this lattice, which corresponds to Cn+2 Cn, a value of 1·16 is 
found, so that the derivative of the magnetization at Hc2 is given by 
4TrdMfdHe l/1-16 (2K2 1). For the laminar case the result found was 
4TrdMfdHe 2f(3Hc22/Hc2 2·4). As Hc2 = «21f2Hc, we can write 
4Tr(dMfdHe)H02 (laminar)< 41r(dM/dHe)H.2 (filaments), which means that the 
filament model is stabler than the laminar model, since at Hc2 we have 
Gs(Hc2) Gn and at Be< Hc2 

Hc2 

Gs(He) Gs(Hcz) + J MdHe. 
He 

Finally, we shall give a schematic representation of the results of the cal
culations of the M-H curve in accordance with the Ginzburg-Landau theory: 

Hcz 
(1) -- = 2112 K for K 

He 
2-1/2· 

' 

He! 
(2) He = 2-112 K-l}n K for « » 1; 

(3) The relation between He and B in the case of a lattice in the form of an 
equilateral triangle is given by 

He = Hcl + 2-312(Hc/«) L 2Ko(Xl,m) + Xt,mKt(Xl,m) 
l,m*O 

with 

X!,m [25/2TrHc (/2 + m2 + lm)j31/2 «B]l/2 

for « » l and for the case where the distance between the lattice points 
is not too small, that is He ~ Hcz. 

(4). The derivative of the magnetization in the neighbourhood of Hc2. for a 
stable triangle lattice, is given by 

4Tr dMfdHe 1/1·16 (2K2 - 1 ). 

1.5. Surface effects; Hc3 

In discussing the M-H curve we have assumed infinitely large bodies and have 
disregarded surface effects. We shall now consider the case where the specimen 
is finite and bounded by an insulator (vacuum) and we shall give the calculations 
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performed by Saint James and De Gennes 12). Let us take a flat surface in the 
ZOY plane with He in the z-direction and the vector potential in they-direction, 
and consider the case in the region of the transition, where if/ ~ 0 and 
A 11' = He'x'. The Ginzburg-Landau equation may then be written: 

(i\1 '/K + H 8'x')2!f;' =if;'. 

It has the solution 

if;' = exp (iky')f(x'). 

For f(x') we then find the following differential equation: 

-(1/K2)d2f/dx'2 + (He'x' -kjK)2 f f 

with the solution 

exp [-(K2/2) (x'- x0')2], 

where xo' = kjK2 and He' K. 

(1.79) 

(1.80) 

(1.81) 

This solution is a special case of the solution as used by Abrikosov, see eq. 
(1.74). At the surface of the specimen, however, where x 0, the boundary 
condition must be (see eq. (1.20)) 

n. (-in\1 if;+ (e*fc) At/;) = 0. 

Since Ax = 0 we obtain the boundary condition 

(1.82) 

or df/dx' = 0 for x = 0. 
The solution (1.81) satisfies the boundary condition if xo' » 1/K or xo' = 0. 

The first case corresponds to that discussed in sec. 1.4 where the point x = 0 
was arbitrary (infinitely large body), so that we could always take x0' » 1/K, 
giving He' = K and Hc2 2112 KHc. 

For the case where 0 < xo' < 1/K eq. (1.81) does not satisfy the boundary 
condition and we have to find a new solution. Defining the field corresponding 
to this new solution as Hcs', we shall find that Hcs' 1-7 Hc2'. Equation (1.80) 
is analogous to the SchrOdinger equation if we introduce a potential V, given 
by 

V(x') = He'2 (x' - xo')2; x' > 0 

and V(-x') = V(x') for x' < 0. Where xo' > 0 the potential for x' < 0 is 
smaller than H 8' 2 (x'- xo')2 (see fig. 5) which means, then, that there must be a 
lower value for the eigenfunction. The lowest eigenvalue off is an even function, 
so that the boundary condition (1.82) is automatically satisfied. The value of 
xo' and the eigenfunction must now be found from the minimization to xo'. 
Saint James and De Gennes find for this a value xo' 0·59/K and an eigen-
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Fig. 5. Place dependence of the potential V, as used in the calculations of Hca 12). 

value which is given by 0·59 He'/~<= 1, yielding Hca' = ~</0·59. In non
reduced quantities we therefore have 

(1.83) 

We shall now calculate the value of Hca, as indicated by Gorter 13) from the 
laminar model given by Van Beelen and Gorter. Since dif;fdx 0 for x = 0, 
we shall assume that the if;' function is constant for 0 < x <(d-b) and varies 
linearly with x for (d b)< x <d. Writing the contribution to the conden
sation energy and the surface energy in the Gibbs free energy in a manner 
analogous to that used for sec. 1.4, we find for a surface layer: 

(Hc2f81T) [(1/;'4- 2if;'2)(d- }b) i 6 21/;'2/b]. (1.84) 

Minimization of (1.84) to b gives b 6/(2 if;'2)1/2 and the total Gibbs free 
energy is 

(Hc2f81T) [if;'4-2if;'2 + (6/d)if;'2(2-if;'2)1/2 + h2 {I (2?../if;'d)tanh (if;'df2A.)}]. 
(1.85) 

Equation (1.85) is, identical with the Gibb8o free energy given in eq. (1.54), 
for an infinitely large body if we take 6 twice as small. The difference between 
a surface layer and an interior layer is thus expressed in a value of el which is 
twice as small. For an infinitely large body we found Hc2/Hc 4Aj3gl, so that 
·for the surface layer we find 

hence Hca = 2 Hc2· 

1.6. Some remarks on the characteristic lengths 

In the foregoing sections different characteristic lengths were introduced, i.e. 
ALP, AL, eo, gp, g and '1· We will now define these lengths more precisely, and 
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we will also give their dependence on the mean free path I in the normal state. 
In sec. 1.3 we found that for ~ «: 1 and He ~ 0 the order parameter if! varies 
over a distance Sf~. We will now generally define the coherence length g for 
the if! function as II.L/~, where AL is the weak-field penetration depth. 

Gor'kov 14) showed that the Ginzburg-Landau equations forT~ Tc follow 
from the microscopic theory of superconductivity if one changes e* in the 
expression for 1< into 2e, the double charge of an electron. The physical meaning 
of this is that electron pairs are responsible for the superconductivity 15). 

It is shown by Gor'kov that the K value of a pure metal can be given by 

(1.86) 

where ALp(O) is the London penetration depth at T = 0: ALP(O) = (mc2f41rne2)112, 

and go the coherence length of the pure metal. 
Both AL and g depend on the temperature and the mean free path I of the 

electrons in the normal state. The dependence of AL, g and ~< on the mean free 
path in the normal state has been given by Gor'kov 14) and Caroli et al. 16). 

We shall not give their calculations here but simply mention the results. The 
penetration depth at a temperature T ~ Tc was found to be 

t\(T) 0·64 ALP(O) (go/1)112 [Tcf(Te- T)]l/2 

for I«: go. 
The result found for the coherence length is 

g(T) = 0·85 (go/)1/2 [Tc/(Tc T))ll2 

for I «: go and T ~ Tc. 
The parameter K is thus given by 

K 0·75 ALp(O)/l 

for T ~ Tc and I «: go. 

(l.87) 

Goodman 17) has shown that the results of Gor'kov's calculations can be 
written, within a few per cent, as , 

~< = 0·96 ALP(O) (1/ go + 1/1· 32 /). . (1.88) 

Equation (I .88) holds for all values of l. The relation between K and the residual 
resistivity follows from eq. (1.88) as 

I< I<O + 7·5.103 yl/2 p, (1.89) 

where p is in O.cm, y is the coefficient of the electronic specific heat in erg cm-3 
OK-2. 

The coherence length gp as introduced by Pippard 3) depends also on the 
mean free path 1 in the following way: 

1/gP = 1/go + lfl. 
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This coherence length correlates the current density with the vector potential. 
A schematic representation of the different lengths and values, as given by 
De Gennes 18) can be found in table I. In this table numerical factors before 
the different lengths are ignored. 

TABLE I 

pure impure 

T=O T""' Tc T 0 T""' Tc 
K » 1, local local local local 

AL ALP(O) ALP(O)( Tc/ .d T)112 ALP(O)go1/2[-1/2 .\u,(O)g01t2J-1!2 
(Tel ,J T)1f2 

K « I, non local non local 
ALr(0)213~0l/3 ALp(O)gol/3[-1/3 

correlation length 
between J and A go go I I 

correlation length 
for .P function go go{Tc/ .d T)112 €o1/2fl/2 g01/2[1/2(Tc/ ,j T)l/2 

K value 19) = 
Hc2/(2112 He) 1·20.\LP(0)€o-1 0·96~LP(O)go-l 0·90.\Lr(0)/-1 0·75.\J,p(O)!-l 

In sec. 1.4 we saw that the K value governed the magnitude of Hc1 and Hc2, 
where Hc2 = 2112 K He. In their laminar model Van Beelen and Gorter in
troduced a coherence length 6 in such a way that Hc2/Hc = 4AL/36. It seems 
obvious, then, to take 6 as equal to g, in which case both models give nearly 
identical results. In the laminar model the surface energy was assumed to 

00 

be equal to (62Hc2/Um) J (df/dx)2dx while Ginzburg and Landau give 
00 0 

(g2Hc2/4rr) J (dt/J'fd.;\:)2 dx (see (1.34)). Thus, although the surface energy in 
0 

the laminar model is taken in accordance with Ginzburg and Landau, 6 = 2g 
is substituted by Van Beelen and Gorter. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF mE MAGNETIZATION 
CURVE 

2.1. Introduction 

In this chapter we shall discuss some experiments on magnetization curves, 
done on lead and lead alloys, and compare the results with the theories. 

In chapter 1 we made a distinction between type-1 and type-11 supercon
ductors, a distinction which was clearly manifested in the magnetization curve. 
We tacitly assumed that homogeneous samples were used, and therefore that 
the magnetization curve was reversible. If the samples are not homogeneous, 
or not free from stresses, we shall designate them as type-III superconductors. 
We thus have the following classification. 
Type I : "soft" superconductors, ~< < 2-1/2, homogeneous and stress-free, an 

example being pure lead. 
Type II : "hard" superconductors, ~< > 2-1/ 2, homogeneous and stress-free, 

an example being lead-indium alloy. 
Type III: "hard" superconductors which are inhomogeneous and not stress

free, hence the magnetization curve is not reversible. The critical 
currents are always higher than those of type-II superconductors. 
Examples are deformed type-1 or type-II superconductors. 

In sec. 1.6 we saw that K increases linearly with the residual resistivity p. 

By using different alloys (with dissimilar p) we can therefore determine the 
magnetization curves for various values of K. The results will be discussed in 
sec. 2.4 with respect to the case where demagnetizing effects can be neglected, 
and in sec. 2.5 with respect to the case where this is not permissible. 

2.2. Materials used and preparation of alloys 

The materials used in the experiments were pure lead and lead alloys. These 
materials had the advantage of being superconductive at 4·2 oK (Tc 7·2 °K 
for pure lead) and of having a low melting point, so that annealing to obtain 
homogeneous alloys is a simple matter. Only the In-Pb alloys had a transition 
temperature lower than 4·2 °K, so that in their cases the liquid helium had to 
be pumped off. A further merit of the alloys used is that e.g. indium dissolves 
in pure lead in large amounts. The pure lead came from Johnson, Matthey & 
Co., and the specified purity was better than 99·99 %. Spectrochemical analysis 
revealed that the total impurity content in percentage by weight of foreign 
metals was 0·011 %. The purity of the "commercial lead" samples used was 
99·9 %. Measurements were performed on Pb, Pb-ln (up to about 25% In), 
Pb-Tl, Pb-Hg and In-Pb alloys, all alloys being single-phase alloys in solid 
solutions 1). 
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Furnace 

--lt-tt-f?,.,.,_- Grai'f!ite 
crucible 

H----Quartz tube 

tt 
Fig. 6. Set-up for the preparation of lead alloys. 

Preparation of alloys 

The alloys were prepared by Mr J. L. A. Gielissen of this laboratory, using 
the equipment shown in fig. 6. The materials are melted in a graphite crucible 
in a stream of mixed H2 and N2, the whole being contained in a quartz tube 
and placed inside a furnace. After a homogeneous melt has been obtained by 
stirring, the crucible is withdrawn from the furnace and slowly cooled. The 
alloys are subsequently drawn at 20 oc into wires of various diameters, which 
are then homogeneously annealed in vacuum at about 50-100 oc below the 
melting point for fourteen days. The wires are finally cut into the lengths 
required for the various measurements. 

Method of determining concent~ation 

Part of the wire was used for determining the lattice parameter by X-ray 
diffraction. A Philips X-ray diffractometer type PW 1050 was used, with 
CuKa radiation. The lattice parameter was determined by Mr H. A. G. M. 
Bruning of this laboratory, and from the lattice parameter the concentration 
was found with the aid of the data reported by Tyzack et al. 2) for the relation 
between lattice parameter and concentration. With this method one has some 
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idea about the homogeneity of the alloys. Some tenths of a per cent of e.g. In 
in Ph could be detected. 

It was found that the concentration of, e.g. indium, as used for making the 
melt, differed from the concentration found from the X-ray-diffraction measure
ments. 

The concentration found by the latter method was in good agreement with 
the concentration found from the residual resistivity. 

2.3. Experimental 

Two methods were used for measuring the magnetization curve: 
(1) Null-coil magnetometer. 
(2) Flux meter. 
(l) Null-coil magnetometer. This method was developed by Jongenburger and 
Berghout 3). The principle is based on the fact that when a sample with a 
magnetic moment M x in the x-direction is placed in an inhomogeneous field, 
a force acts upon it, of which the x component is given by 

F1x = Mx dHxfdx. 

If we enclose the sample in a coil with the axis in the x-direction, and pass 
a current through the coil, the force acting on the coil is 

F2x = m dHxfdx, 

where m is proportional to the current I through the coil and also contains 
some geometrical factors. When the current I is adjusted to give Ftx F2x, 
the magnetization M x is then proportional to the current I. The proportionality 
constant can be determined from the fact that when He < Hc1 the magnetiza
tion of a superconductor is given by 4-n-M = -He. The gradient in the magnetic 
field is obtained by making one pole piece concave and the other convex. The 
movement of the coil with the sample (when F1x =J:. F2x) is transmitted to a 
differential transformer which can be connected to a measuring bridge, Philips 
type P.R. 9300. The displacement is reduced to zero by varying the current I. 
An aluminium cylinder is introduced into the coil; the cylinder contains holes 
along its length for the insertion of the wire samples under measurement. As a 
rule six were used, each with a length of roughly 8 mm and a diameter of 0· 3 mm. 
Then the accuracy of the measurement was about 0·2% of the maximum 
repulsion at He of pure lead. This 0·2% corresponds to a value of -4n-M equal 
to l gauss. This method was used for measuring the M-H curve in a longitudinal 
field, and sometimes in a non-longitudinal field. In the latter case, the axes of 
the wires were at an angle with the axis of the coil. 
(2) Flux meter. 

In this method the change of flux in a coil containing the sample is measured 
with a flux meter, type Norma, Mod. 251 F. At its finest setting, the sensitivity 
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of this :flux meter is 5.10-6 Vsec per scale division. The apparatus consists of 
a compensating coil and six pick-up coils, each of which contains one wire 
sample having a maximum diameter of 0·6 mm. The compensating coil and 
the pick-up coils are oppositely wound, so that with no sample there is no total 
change of flux when the external field is varied. The pick-up coils are each 
wound with 2500 turns of copper wire (50[.!.); the inside diameter is 0·7 mm and 
the length 10 mm. The coils are placed in a copper-wound solenoid. This 
method, which was used for measuring the magnetization curve in a longitudinal 
field, lends itself more easily to experimental work than the null-coil magnetom
eter. The accuracy was roughly 1 % of the maximum scale deflection at He, 
using six pure-lead wires with a diameter of 0·6 mm and a length of 8 mm. 

For measuring the magnetization curve when the axes of the wires were at 
an angle with the direction of the field, a similar arrangement was used, con
sisting of only one pick-up coil. The long axes of the coils were always parallel 
with the magnetic field. The pick-up coil is wound on an almost rectangular 
coil former (12 x 3 x 15 mm), the number of turns of copper wire (50 fL) being 
roughly 10 000. The pick-up coil and the compensating coil are designed in 
such a way that in the absence of a sample the total deflection on the flux meter 
is practically zero when the external field is varied. Several wires can be inserted 
in the pick-up coil at any required angle to the magnetic field. The accuracy 
of the measurement was roughly 1 % of the maximum scale deflection at He 
of pure lead, using six wires of 0·6 mm diameter and 8 mm length. 

The experiments on the influence of a transport current on the magnetization 
(seechapter4)were done with another apparatus. In order to combine in one 

111-=nfh4- Liquid He 
Solenoid 

•ir::-iH-H~'-:¥1-- Pick-up coil 

Compensating 
coil 

Fig. 7. Apparatus for determining the magnetization. 
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section all the apparatus used we will describe it here. A schematic represen
tation is given in fig. 7. A rectangular pick-up coil (inside dimensions 
15 x 9 x 5 mm) was wound with 12500 turns of copper wire (50 !J.). A compen
sating coil around the solenoid was used in order to compensate the variations 
of the field with time. The pick-up coil was connected to the flux meter. The ab
solute value of the magnetization was measured by pulling the specimen out of 
the pick-up coil. The change in the magnetization when the transport current 
was changed, was determined from the deflection of the flux meter while the 
specimen was kept in the pick-up coil. 

2.4. Magnetization curves in a longitudinal field 

2.4.1. Experiments 

With the aid of the null-coil magnetometer (see sec. 2.3) the magnetization 
curve in a longitudinal magnetic field was measured on a number of lead alloys. 
The specimens were in the form of wires (diameter 0·3 mrn, length 8 mrn) which 
were aligned as well as possible in the longitudinal direction of the field. Figure 8 
shows the magnetization curve of a lead alloy with 23·9 at. % In, together with 
the value of Hc1, Hcz and the slope (tan a) of --4n-M at Hc2· It can be seen 
from the figure that the curve is not entirely reversible; the value of He cannot 
therefore be determined exactly. Figure 9 gives the M-H curves for increasing 
fields for lead and various lead-indium alloys with different K values(~<< 0·7; 
K = 1·8; ~< = 3·4; K 4·5). Similar magnetization curves were found for 
Pb-Tl, Pb-Hg, Pb-Sn and Pb-Bi alloys. We shall not give these curves here but 
merely present in table II the values of the concentrations, residual resistivity, 
Hc1, He, Hc2 and 41TdM/dHe at Hc2· 

The composition of the alloys was determined, as described in sec. 2.2 or 
from the relation between the residual resistivity and the composition, using 
the results of Livingston 4). The residual resistivity at 4·2 oK was determined 
in a sufficiently strong magnetic field. 

The value of Hc1 was found from the intersection of two curves: --4rr M = He 
for small fields and -41TM f(He) for higher fields. In our experiments the 
derivatives of these two curves with respect to the field always have a different 
sign. In the case of samples with considerable hysteresis in the M-H curve it 
is known that the derivative of --4n-M at Hc1 does not change if Hc1 in this 
case is defined as the field where the first macroscopic penetration occurs (see 
fig. 10). Curves showing this behaviour were not found, however, on our 
annealed specimens. The value of He was found from the area under the 
magnetization curve with increasing fields. The value of Hc2 was determined 
from linear extrapolation of --41TM.to M = 0; for He > Hc2 we found no 
magnetization. 
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TABLE II 

composition Hc1 from Hc1 from noise 
He Hc2 4.,. 'dM) Hc2 He! p measurements (at.%) (r.tOcm) fM·H (Oe) (Oe) (Oe) (dHe He=Hc2 

-- --
(Oe) He He 

pure Pb 0·004 550 550 550 550 large 1 1 
0·4In 0·53 560 550 560 560 large 1 1 
0·5 In H 596 700 960 large 1·37 0·85 
0·9 In 1·5 540 675 905 large 1·34 0·80 
5·6 In 4·1 360 645 1450 0·17 2·25 0·56 
6·4 In 4·7 340 550 1415 0·13 2·56 0·62 
6·6ln 5·0 340 630 1690 0·13 2·68 0·54 

15·2 In 10·5 250 650 3040 0·045 4·68 0·38 
15·4 In 10·0 245 260 575 2760 0·032 4·8 0·43 
17·0 In 11·7 195 210 575 3040 0·026 5·28 0·34 
23·9 In 13-7 170 180 545 3560 0·020 6·52 0·31 
23·9 In 13·6 165 210 500 3440 0·012 6·9 0·33 
24·5 In 13·3 195 215 570 3500 0·021 6·14 0·34 
4·711* 3·1 416 650 1300 0·23 2·0 0·64 

29·411* 15·2 145 430 2920 0·019 6·78 0·34 
0·4 Hg* 0·9 545 550 600 large 1·09 0·99 
2·4 Hg* 4·4 340 580 1460 0·17 2·52 0·59 
1·4 Bi* 1·5 495 640 840 large 1·31 0·78 
8·8 Bi* 9·4 245 675 3250 0·040 4·82 0·36 
4·3 Sn* 1-1 455 545 702 large 1·29 0·84 

"') Composition determined from the residual resistivity. 

-urM 

200 
Gfuss 

100 

Fig. 8. Magnetization curve in a longitudinal field for a Pb-23·9 at.% In alloy for increasing 
and decreasing field. 

In figs 8 and 9 the M-H curves are shown as continuous curves: in reality, 
however, the cnrves show small discontinuities owing to the magnetization not 
being constant as a function of time. The variations in the magnetization were 
detected in the null-coil magnetometer as a vibration of the differential trans
former around its zero position (see sec. 2.3). These irregularities occur in the 
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Fig. 9. Magnetization curves in a longitudinal field for increasing field values •• for Pb; 
+ for Pb-6·4 at.% In; O for Pb-15·4 at.% In; 0 for Pb-23·9 at.% ln. 
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Fig. 10. Magnetization curve in a longitudinal field for a Pb-13·9 at.% In alloy, after de
formation and after recovery, as found by Livingston 4). 

range Hc1 < He < Hc2· Table II also gives the values of Hc1 as found from 
noise measurements (done by Dr D. J. van Ooijen of this laboratory). Noise 
will occur if the penetration of the field (He > Hcl) in a superconductor 
proceeds discontinuously. These measurements will be discussed in more detail 
in sec. 2.4.2.4. 

2.4.2. Discussion of the M-H curves in a longitudinal field 

In these discussions we shall use different K values, i.e. 1<.1, K2 and K3• Follow
ing the nomenclature as used by Maki 5), Kl is related to Hc2/ He, K2 to the 
derivative of the magnetization at Hc2, Ks to the value of He1, while K!(Tc) = 
K2(Tc) Ks(Tc) = K is the Ginzburg-Landau value. This nomenclature differs 
from that used previously 6). 
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2.4.2.1. The value of Hc2 

In sees 13 and 1.5 we saw that the relation between Hc2, Hca and K follows 
from the Ginzburg-Landau theory as 

Hc2/Hc = 2112 K and Hca/Hc = 1·7x2112 K. 

In the experiments, as stated, no magnetization was found above a certain field 
strength. We have taken this field to be equal to Hc2, although according to 
the theory there is still surface superconductivity between Hc2 and Hca and 
hence a negative magnetization, if we neglect the magnetization of the normal 
state. However, for Hc2 < He < Hca the order parameter extends over a region 
of magnitude eat the surface. The volume fraction which is still superconductive 
is therefore of the order of 2 e/r, where r is the radius of the wire. The null-coil 
magnetometer enabled us to detect 0·2% of the maximum repulsion in the case 
of pure lead. This means that we can detect a volume fraction, which is com
pletely diamagnetic, of 2.10-3; if we put this equal to 2dfr, where dis the 
thickness of the surface sheath of the wire, we then find d = 1·5.10-5 em 
for r 1·5.10-2 em, as used in the experiments. In the alloys used the magni
tude of e is less than 1·5.10-5 em and the surface is certainly not completely 
diamagnetic. It is seen, therefore, that we cannot detect the negative magneti
zation between Hc2 and Hca, caused by a surface sheath as given in the calcula
tions of Saint James and De Gennes. It thus seems reasonable to equate the 
field above which we find no magnetization with Hc2 = 2112 KHc. 

For a comparison between the experiments and the theory we shall first 
determine the theoretical relation between Hc2/ He and the residual resistivity 
p for T ~ Tc. Then the temperature dependence of Hc2/ He will be taken into 
account. The final result is given in fig. 11 as the drawn curve. The results of 
the experiments are also given in fig. II. 

7 
X 

Hc2 6 
Hc 

t 5 

p,JJAcm 

Fig. 11. Hc2/ H. as a function of the residual resistivity for various lead alloys. The solid curve 
is the theoretical curve. 
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The value of K can be determined for T ~ Tc from the relation between K 

and the residual resistivity, as described in sec. 1.6: 

K KO + 7·5.10-3 y1/2p, 

where Ko is the value appropriate to the pure metal, r is the coefficient of the 
electronic specific heat (erg cm-3 "K-2) and pis the residual resistivity ((1.0 em). 

We have not measured they values of the alloys but assuming that the values 
of all alloys given in table II are identical to the value for pure lead, we have: 
r 1710 erg cm-3 oK-2. This is only a first approximation. Measurements 
of CholB) show that e.g. for a Pb-5%Tl alloy the r value deviates 15%. Van 
der Hoeven en Keesom 9) found for Pb alloys with 1·8% and 6% In, respec~ 
tively, nearly the same r values as for pure lead. 

The value of ~<o can be determined from Goldner's 10) measurements of the 
surface energy of pure lead. The surface energy per cm2 between the normal 
and the supercoriducting phase was found to be: an8 = 1·2.10-5 Hc2f87T. 

Using the relation between ans and K as given by Bardeen 11) we find ~<o ~ 0·34. 
The value of Ko can also be found using the relation given by Gor'kov 12) 

forT~ Tc: 
~<o = 0·96 >.u(O)/ go, 

where >..LP(O) is the London penetration depth at T = 0 "K and go the coherence 
length of the pure metal. If we take for go and ALP(O) the following values 13): 

go = 8·3.10-6 em and ALp(O) = 3·7.10-6 em, 

we find ~<o = 0·43. In view of the slight disparaties in these KO values, we shall 
take an average value for Ko of 0·38, which is in good agreement with the 
experiments of Strongin et al. 14). We then find forT~ Tc: 

Hc2/Hc = 21/2 (0·38 + 0·31 p), 
where p in (J.Ocm. 

Maki 5) and Helfand and Werthamer 15) have calculated the temperature 
dependence of Hc2/Hc. Maki found for If go« 1: Hc2/Hc 21/ 2 KI(T), where 
~<l(Tc) is equal to the Ginzburg-Landau value K forT~ Tc. If we take for all 
the alloys used the same Tc 7·2 "K), which is a rough approximation, we 
then find from Maki's calculations: ~<1 (4·2) 1·07 ~<(Tc). The final relation 
can then be written as 

Hc2/Hc = 0·57 + 0·47 p for p ~ 0·92 (lOCm 
and 

Hc2/ He = 1 for p ,::;;; 0·92 (J.Ocm. 

These results are given in fig. 11 as straight lines. It is seen that there is 
reasonable agreement between the theoretical curve and the experiments as 
was also found previously 4,6,16,17,18). 
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Helfand and Westhamer calculated K1(t) for all values of a parameter A 
( = 0·882 eo/1). We can make an estimate of the parameter >t by considering 
how K depends on /. In sec. 1.6 we saw that K could be written as 

(2.1) 

If we take Hc2/Hc ~ 21/ 2 K and eo/ALP(O) = 2·2 we can find the parameter A. 
Putting this in the results of Helfand and Werthamer we find nearly the same 
curve for Hc2/Hc vs p as given in fig. 11. Gygax et al. 19) found for In-Pb 
alloys (In with some per cent Pb) that KI(T) does vary with A. 

Another model for explaining superconductivity above the thermodynamic 
field He was put forward by Mendelssohn 20). He considered that hard super
conductors are inhomogeneous, resulting in a kind of sponge structure. The 
sponge structure is thought to be built up from thin, adjoining filaments, sur
rounded by other material. A model on the same lines was later extended by 
Bean 21) and by De Jong and Blaisse 22). The experimental results on a filament 
structure made by compressing mercury in porous vycor glass were explained 
with this model (mathematically) by Bean 23). If the size of the filaments is of 
the order of magnitude of the penetration depth, the critical field may be higher 
than He, if one disregards the influence of the surrounding material on the 
superconduction in the thin filaments. The magnetization curve in this model 
is irreversible because, as the field decreases, the filaments become supercon
ductive, while the rest of the material is not superconductive, resulting in flux 
trapping. The magnitude of the critical field above which the normal state is 
stable is governed in this model by the degree of inhomogeneity, that is to say 
not primarily by the residual resistivity. This is inconsistent with the experiment. 
Calverley et al. 24) and Stromberg et al. 25) have performed experiments showing 
that, while the magnetization curve is entirely reversible, superconductivity is 
found above He, which is not consistent with this model. 

2.4.2.2. The derivative of the magnetization at Hc2 

From Abrikosov's calculations (see sec. 1.4.2) and from those of Kleiner et 
al. and Eilenberger, it followed that the magnetization at Hc2 is linear with the 
field. At Hc2 the value of the derivative of 47T M with respect to He is given by 

(2.2) 
where 

{3 = lo/'1 4/{1</;'1 2 }
2

• 

Kleiner et al. and Eilenberger calculated that for a triangular lattice of flux 
lines {3 1-16. We shall compare 47TdM/dHe with the experimentally found 
value of Hc2/Hc. We now have forT~ Tc 

(2.3) 
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Fig. 12. The derivative of the magnetization at Hc2 ,as a function of Hc2/Hc for various lead 
alloys. The curves drawn relate to a triangular lattice of vortices and to the laminar model. 

The calculations of Van Beelen and Gorter on a laminar model gave 

471'dM/dHe 2 [3 Hc22/Hc2 2·4]-1• (2.4) 

Maki S) has calculated the derivative of the magnetization at Hc2 for T < Tc. 
His result is identical with eq. (2.2) if one changes K into ~e2(T), where K2(Tc) = K. 

If we take Tc 7·2 oK for all the alloys used we then find from Maki's cal
culations: K2 (4·2) 0·85 K(Tc) 0·89 Kl (4·2). Instead of eq. (2.3) one thus 
has 

(2.5) 

The theoretical curves in accordance with eqs (2.4) and (2.5) and the experi
mental results are given in fig. 12. 

Maki's calculations are valid for l « /;o. We can make an estimate of 1//;o 
by considering the K dependence on /.Let us take as an example K >::::: 3·5. 
With the aid of eq. (2.1) we then find 1/ t;o ~ 0·1. It is questionable whether 
Maki's calculations are valid for these alloys. His calculations imply a first
order transition at Hc2 for these alloys at 4·2 °K if Hc2/Hc < H which we 
have not found. If the approximation 1/ /;o « 1 is not valid for these alloys one 
can make a guess whether K2 is taken too large or too smalL Experiments on pure 
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Nb 26), where the approximation is certainly not fulfilled, indicate that the 
magnetization near Hc2 is even smaller than given by eq. (2.3). It is therefore 
likely that we have taken in fig. 12 a too large value of K2 (4·2). 

Concluding we can say that there is reasonable agreement between the 
experiments and the curves given in fig. 12, as previously found 6,16,18,27,28). 

A last remark concerning flux pinning should be made. Livingston's experi
ments 4) on an inhomogeneous alloy showed that, owing for example to plastic 
deformation or precipitation, the value of 4TT (dM/dHe)802 was greater than 
for a homogeneous alloy, and that Hc2 was not affected by plastic defor
mation. Let us consider the case with increasing field; then -4rrM in a 
deformed alloy is greater than in a homogeneous one, the number of flux 
lines per square centimetre thus being lower than the equilibrium number. 
This means that in an inhomogeneous material, or in a material with lattice 
imperfections, the flux lines are pinned, because the density of the flux lines in 
the equilibrium state increases with increasing field. In a decreasing field the 
density decreases, implying that in the case of pinning the value of -4rr M is 
lower then the equilibrium value. Thus due to pinning -4rrM is larger for in
creasing fields than for decreasing fields, which is also found in our experiments 
(see fig. 8). 

2.4.2.3. The value of Hc1 determined from the M-H curve 

Table II gives the values of Hc1 as found from the intersection of the curves 
for -4rrM =He at He< Hc1 and for -4TTM f(He) at He> Hcl· For 
large values of " the theoretical value of Hc1 has been calculated by Abrikosov 
(sec. 1.4.2). 

Again Maki 5) has calculated Hc1 for T < Tc and found the same result as 
Abrikosov but using "s(T) instead of "• where "s(Tc) = K. In the same way 
as done in sees 2.4.2.1 and 2.4.2.2 we found "S (4·2) = 1-176" = H "1· We 
cannot, however, apply these results to the alloys used here since the " values 
are not large. Harden and Arp 29) have calculated Hc1 for T ~ Tc numerically 
from the Ginzburg-Landau equations for all values of K. For large K values 
their results are of course the same as the results of Abrikosov. For determining 
the relation between Hc1/Hc and Hc2/Hc we first substitute "3 forK in Abriko
sov's expression for Hcl and "1 forK in the expression for 2-112 Hc2/H0. Now 
we plot a similar curve as Harden and Arp did for low " values in such a way 
that for large Hc2/Hc values we have the same result as Maki. This curve is 
given in fig. 13, together with the results of the experiments. As can be seen, 
there is reasonable agreement with the theory, in spite of the fact that the 
experimental determination of Hc1 is not so accurate, because the value of 
-4rrM never changes so sharply as it does in theory. 
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Fig. 13. The value of Hc1/Hc as a function of Hc2/Hc for various lead alloys. The solid curve 
is obtained from the calculations of Maki 5), the dotted curve is related to the laminar model. 

According to Abrikosov's calculations, dM/dHe tends towards infinity for 
H-+ Hc1, while the transition to the mixed state is of second order. This 
sharp change is not found experimentally, however, because hysteresis and 
demagnetizing effects are difficult to eliminate completely. From these experi
ments, then, we cannot draw conclusions as to whether a first-order transition · 
occurs at H = He!, as follows from the laminar model, or a second-order 
transition, as assumed in Abrikosov's calculations. A .first-order transition at 
Hc1 is also found from the calculations of Marcus 30), whose results we shall 
discuss in sec. 2.4.2.5. Exact measurements of the specific heat at Hc1 might 
perhaps throw some light on this 26). 

Figure 13 also gives the relation between Hc1 and Hc2 as given by Van 
Beelen and Gorter: Hc12Hc2 ~ Hca. It is not entirely clear, however, how this 
value is arrived at. For H < Hc1 we can take if/ = 1 in the Gibbs function 
(see eq. (1.54)). In that case the Gibbs function is entirely analogous to that 
used by Goodman with a.= 1 and q = 6/>.. (see eq. (L44) which leads to 

Hc1/Hc (~I/>..)1/2 and, since Hc2/Hc 4>..f36, 

one gets Hc12Hc2 i Hc3. It follows, then, that He!> He if He< Hc2 < 
1·15 He, which is of course physically impossible. In the publication by Van 
Beelen and Gorter we .find Hc1 ~ 0·75 He and Hc2 2·31 He, which gives 
Hc12Hc2 = 1·3 Hc8 in accordance with Hc1/Hc (~1/>..)1/2 . 

This difficulty probably explains why He12Hc2 ~ Hc8 is given. 
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2.4.2.4. The value of Hc1 determined from noise measurements 

When at Hc1 the penetration of flux lines into the specimen starts one can 
detect a noise in a surrounding pick-up coil. This noise is related to two phenom
ena; firstly to the flux quantization and secondly to a non-continuous motion 
of the flux quanta. The first phenomenon is shown by Van Ooijen a1 ). This noise 
is analogous to the "shot" noise 32) in vacuum diodes, from which the unit 
charge of an electron can be determined .The second phenomenon is analogous 
to the Barkhausen noise 33) in a ferromagnetic material. It was first found in 
superconductors by Justi 34), who showed that strong demagnetization produces 
in the specimen a non-homogeneous magnetic induction, which does not change 
continuously with the external field. This Barkhausen effect is also found when 
a thin superconducting wire is placed in a parallel magnetic field. For a soft 
superconductor it o:::curs at He ~ He; as regards a type-II superconductor the 
field penetration occurs at Hc1, and we expect therefore a noise voltage in the 
region Hct < He < Hc2 35). 

The experimental arrangement is shown in fig. 14. A solenoid surrounds a 
pick-up coil of 13 000 turns, and the latter is connected to an amplifier (Philips 
EL 6400) with a loudspeaker. The external field is slowly increased and the 
field strength is noted at which the first noise is heard; some measured values 
are given in table II. In order to obtain a kind of Barkhausen noise, and not 
a single voltage pulse, it is a necessary condition that the change of the mag
netization is not infinitely fast. There may be several reasons why the field 
penetration is not infinitely fast. It is possible, for example, that the flux lines 
are pinned but are able, given a certain activation energy, to jump over the 
barrier; or an individual flux line may be helped over the barrier by the re
pulsive force of other lines of flux. The pinning of flux lines will be discussed 
in some detail later. 

Specim~n --!181-4l!l8'1~ 

Pick -up 
Coil 

Solenoid 

Amplifier 

Loud
speaker 

Fig. 14. Experimental set-up for noise measurements. 
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It can be seen from table II that the value of Hot as determined from noise 
measurements is greater than the value determined from the magnetization 
curve. It is probable, therefore, that for the greater part one measures a kind of 
Barkhausen noise, where it is not the first penetration of the field that is meas~ 
ured but the first irregular penetration in the specimen. 

2.4.2.5. The magnetization between Hct and Hc2 

In this section we shall discuss the value of the magnetization --41T M between 
Hct and Hc2 and compare it with the theory. First of all, the value of --41TM 
in the proximity of Hct has been calculated by Abrikosov (see sec. 1.4.2) for 
large values of Hc2/ He and assuming the distance between the flux lines to be 
sufficiently large. The relation between the external field He and the induction B 
is given by the following expression: 

He= Hcl + 2-3/2 (Hc/K) 2: [2 Ko(Xt,m) Xt,mK1 (xt,m)], (2.6) 
l.m#cO 

where Ko and Kt are Hankel functions of the first kind. Definitions and tables 
of Ko and Kt have been given by Jahnke, Emde and Losch 36). For an equi~ 
lateral triangular lattice of flux lines Xl,m is given by 

Xt,m [25/21THc (/2 + m2 lm)j31/2KB]ll2 
and for a square lattice by 

Xt,m [23121THc (/2 + m2)jKB)112. 

From eq. (2.6) we have calculated numerically the value of He - Hct for 
some values of B, from which the value of --41TM is determined as a function 
of He - Hc1, on the assumption that terms in the order of 1 % of the largest 
term could be neglected. The results of this calculation with respect to 
a triangular lattice are presented in table III. The results for a square lattice 

TABLE III 

KB K KB K 
(He Hct) - (He-Hci) 

He He He He 

0·282 0·022 1·73 0·97 
0·445 0·075 2·00 1·14 
0·773 0·241 2·24 1·34 
0·892 0·316 2·44 1·52 
0·997 0·384 2·82 1·85 
1·093 0·450 3·19 2·18 
1·41 0·486 3·53 2·49 
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Fig. 15. The magnetization in the neighbourhood of Hc1 for a Pb-23·9 at.% In alloy. The solid 
curve is the theoretical one. 

are practically identical. At the same values of K (He- Hcl)/Hc the differences 
in KB/Hc are less than 2%. 

Figure 15 shows the measured magnetization in the neighbourhood of Hc1 
in the case of Pb-23·9 at.% In, where Hc2/Hc = 6·9. Since Abrikosov's calcu
lations hold for high values of Hc<J./Hc, we have taken for the purpose of com
parison with theory the alloy showing the highest value of Hc2/ He. The points 
in fig. 15 indicate the values measured in the experiments. The solid curve is 
obtained from table III, assuming Hc1/Hc = 0·37. We took this value to 
obtain agreement with the measurements, although in table II we gave 
Hc1/Hc = 0·33 from an extrapolation of the --4-rrM-He curve at Hc1 (see e.g. 
fig. 9). 

In the experiments we never found a decrease in the value of -47TM as 
sharp as that which follows from the theory. If we take for Hc1/Hc a value 
of 0· 33, we find that the theoretical curve runs almost parallel with the curve 
through the experimental points, except that the latter curve is flattened in the 
region of Hcl· We may therefore conclude that the shape of the curve is in any 
case consistent with the theoretical shape, which is surprising in view of the 
fact that Abrikosov's calculations are related only to high values of Hc2/ He. The 
value of He1/ He which follows from Abrikosov's calculations for Hc2/ He::?:> I 
is roughly 0·21 at Hc2/Hc = 6·9, whereas Harden and Arp 29) find Hc1/Hc 
0·32. It is evident from this marked disparity that Abrikosov's calculations are 
really not properly applicable to these alloys. 

Goodman 37) found that the magnetization curve for Mo-Re alloys 38) with 
Hc2/Hc ~ 4·8 showed good agreement with Abrikosov's calculations when the 
value of Hc2/Hl· was taken roughly 1·4 times larger than the value obtained 
from the experiments. By taking a higher Hc2/Hc2 value he obtained a higher 
theoretical magnetization value. For Hc1 too he took a higher value than that 
found from the calculations of Harden and Arp. 
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Fig. 16. Magnetization curve in a longitudinal field for a Pb-23·9 at.% In alloy (solid curve) 
and the curve as found from the laminar model proposed by Van Beelen and Gorter. 

Figure 16 shows the complete experimental magnetization curve of the Pb-23·9 
at.% In alloys(solidcurve), together with the theoretical curve (dashed) obtained 
from Van Beelen's and Gorter's laminar model (see sec. 1.4.1) and from the fol
lowing discussion. It can be seen from this figure that in the laminar model there 
is an even greater drop at Hc1, and that Hc1 is much larger than the values 
found experimentally. In the range of field values where we found agreement with 
Abrikosov's calculations (see fig. 15) the correspondence with the laminar 
model is poor. Abrikosov's calculations (eq. (2.6)) are valid for the case where 
the distance between the flux lines is much greater than the coherence length, 
and therefore eq. (2.6) cannot be applied in cases where the fields are higher. 
Figure 15 gives the theoretical curve up to He/He= 0·87. For higher values 
of He/ He the numerical summation over the lattice points became too complicat
ed owing to the very large number of lattice points to be taken into account. 
As regards the alloy to which figs 15 and 16 relate, it is too complicated to 
calculate the magnetization curve from the Ginzburg-Landau equations in the 
range 1·0 <He/He< 6·9, because in this range the lattice points can no 
longer be treated as singularities in the field equation. Nor, on the other hand, 
can we use the approximation 11/1'12 « 1 as employed in calculating the magnet
ization at Hc2· 

Marcus 30) has calculated the magnetization for all values of the field, using 
an approximation where the order parameter and the vector potential are 
circularly symmetric (see sec. 1.4.2). In his publication the results are given for 
K = 2, i.e. Hc2/Hc = 2·8. In fig. 17 we have plotted these results as a solid 
curve. For a comparison with the experiments we have taken the Pb-6·6 at. % In 
alloy with a value of He2/Hc = 2·68. The experimental curve in fig. 17 is given 
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Fig. 17. Magnetization curve in a longitudinal field for a Pb-6·6 at.% In alloy (dashed curve) 
and the curve found from the calculations of Marcus 30). 

as a dashed curve. Both curves in fig. 17 give a nearly linear relation between 
-%M and He if the field is sufficiently higher than Hcl· 

It is also possible to calculate the magnetization in this range of fields for 
the laminar model, as done by Van Beelen and Gorter. By minimizing the Gibbs 
free energy G with respect to if/ and d (eq. 1.54) one obtains the following 
expressions : 

2Ajd (3 Hc2/2 He) (1 - .fr'2) (2- .fr'2)1/2 (3 2.fr'2)-1 (2.7) 
and 

He2fHc2 = 2 .fo'2 (1- ¢;'2) (2 .fo'2) (3 2 .fr'2)-l X 

x[tanh2 (.fr'dj2A.)-1 + (2A./ifi'd)tanh(.ft'd/2A.)]-1. (2.8) 

The magnetization is given by 

-4rrM/Hc =(He/He) [1 (2>../ifi'd) tanh (.fr'd/2>..)]. (2.9) 

In figs 16 and 18 the magnetization as worked out from eqs (2.7), (2.8) and 
(2.9) is drawn as a dashed curve for respectively a Pb-23·9 at.% In alloy with 
Hc2/Hc = 6·9 in fig. 16, and in fig. 18 for a Pb-6·4 at.% In alloy. We have taken 
in fig. 18 the value Hc2/Hc = 2·31, for which value the magnetization was given 
by Van Beelen and Gorter. 

The figure shows that for both curves the magnetization is almost linear with 
the field. 

We have drawn the magnetization between Hc1 and Hc2 as continuous curves, 
although in this range there are fluctuations in -4rr M as a function of time. 
These fluctuations showed up in the null-coil magnetometer because the com
pensated deflection of the differential transformer (see sec. 2.3) was not constant 
but vibrated around the zero position. The cause of the fluctuations is that the 
flux lines move more or less jumpily in the material, because the magnetization 
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Fig. 18. Magnetization curve in a longitudinal field for a Pb-6·4 at.% In alloy (solid curve) 
and the curve found in accordance with the laminar model of Van Beelen and Gorter. 

is hindered by pinning from reaching the equilibrium value. The same behaviour 
was observed in the noise experiments. Since we have not performed any 
extensive experiments on this effect, reference may be made to a· discussion of 
it given in the literature 39). 

Finally, we would note that it is really remarkable that we should have found 
the magnetization curve to be reasonably consistent with the theoretical curve, 
in spite of the fact that hysteresis occurs. We determined the value of He from 
the area under the magnetization curve with increasing field, and this value will 
therefore be too high. Consequently the value of 2112 K Hc2/Hc is smaller. 
than the theoretical one. This is in fact also found in fig. 11, where several 
experimental points lie under the theoretical curve. Apart from this error in K, 

the consequences of the hysteresis are of minor importance since, in the relation 
between He1, Hc2, He and 4-n- (dM/dHe)H02, they tend to compensate each 
other. If He were taken higher than the true value, the experimental value of 
Het/Hc might be lower than the theoretical value, since Hct/Hc decreases with 
increasing He and the theoretical valne of Hetl He rises with decreasing Hc2/ He. 

As a result of hysteresis, however, that is to say the pinning of flnx lines, the 
experimental value of Hct increases also, thus compensating the theoretical 
decrease. 

The same can be said of the derivative of the magnetization at Hc2: the 
theoretical value increases with decreasing Hc2/ He, but the experimental value 
also rises with increasing hysteresis 4). The changes caused by hysteresis thus 
have the effect of compensating each other to some extent. 

2.5. Comparison of the magnetization curves in longitudinal fields and transverse 
fields 

2.5.1. Introduction 

Hitherto we have considered magnetization curves of thin wires in a longi-
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tudinal field where demagnetizing effects could be disregarded. In this section 
we shall consider the magnetization curves where the magnetic field makes an 
angle cp with the axes of the wires. Owing to demagnetization of the wire, the 
field is no longer equal to the external field, but equal to the external field plus 
the demagnetizing field. It will appear from our experiments, however, that we 
not only have to consider demagnetizing effects but also the distribution of the 
flux lines in the specimen, since due to pinning the density of the flux lines is 
not constant throughout the specimen. It will be seen that the influence of 
pinning is not the same in a longitudinal field as in a transverse field. By simply 
rotating the field we can therefore use the same specimen for studying the 
influence of pinning on the magnetization curve. 

The magnetization curves were measured at various temperatures 
(0·5Tc < T < Tc), making it possible to determine the temperature depend
ence of Hc2· 

2.5.2. Experiments 

The measurements were carried out with a Norma flux meter (see sec. 2.3) 
on an In-8·7 at.% Pb alloy. From a resistance measurement it was found that 
the resistance dropped to zero at roughly 4·20 oK at a current density of 1 A/cm2. 
The width of the transition was less than 0·1 °K. Twelve wires of about 0·6 mm 
diameter were bundled in such a way that the spacing between the wires was of 
the same order as the diameter. The length of the wires was roughly 8 mm. 
The wire bundle was cooled to below Tc in the absence of a field, after which 
the magnetization curve was determined when the field was increased and 
decreased. For the longitudinal case the slope of the straight line at He < Hc1 
was compared with the magnetization of a lead sphere for He < i He. It was 
found experimentally that the initial straight line part of the magnetization 
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Fig. 19. Magnetization curves at T = 2·65 °K for an In-8·7 at.% Pb alloy in a longitudinal 
field (rp 0°) and in a transverse field (rp = 90°). 
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curve when He< Hc1 for the bundle of wires, fitted 41TM =-He, so that 
demagnetization may be neglected in the longitudinal case. In the transverse 
case the slope for He < Hct was found to be twice as steep as in the longitu· 
dinal case. In fig. 19 the magnetization curves at T = 2·65 "K are shown for 
the case where the field is parallel (cp 0°) and transversal (cp 90°) with 
respect to the wires. The curve where cp = 45° lies between the two curves 
drawn here. It can be seen from fig. 19 that the magnetization becomes zero at 
the same value of the field (Hc2) for different values of cp. Table IV presents 
the values of Hc2 at various temperatures and angles, and also indicates the 
relative size of the area under the magnetization curve with respect to increasing 
and decreasing field, the area in an increasing field at cp oo being taken 
equal to unity. 

TABLE IV 

Hc2 Hc2 

temp. (°K) Hc2 (Oe) 
f MdHe J MdHe 
0 0 

with increasing field with decreasing field 
(arbitrary units) (arbitrary units) 

'P = oo 'P = 45° 'P = 90° 'P = oo 'P = 90° 'P = oo 1' = 90° 

3-79 150 150 150 1 1·53 0·21 0·12 
3·37 295 295 295 1 1·26 0·26 0·18 
2-98 445 440 425 1 1·40 0·38 0·24 
2-65 560 540 560 1 1·18 0·37 0·22 
2·20 665 670 670 1 1·22 0·36 0·34 

2.5.3. Discussion 

2.5.3.1. The value of Hc2 

From table IV it is seen that the value of Hc2 is independent of the angle cp. 
Apart from surface effects, the normal state at He > Hc2 is stable, with negli· 
gible magnetization. Since the magnetization drops to zero at He2, the de
magnetizing field, which is proportional to the magnetization does the same. 
At Hc2 the demagnetizing·field effects can therefore be disregarded. The value 
of K is also independent of the direction of the field with respect to the speci· 
men if the material is polycrystalline. Where a single-crystal specimen is con
cerned the value of Hc2 may be anisotropic, as found theoretically and ex
perimentally by Tilley et al. 40). · 

The temperature dependence of Hc2 has been calculated by ShapovaJ41), 
Ginzburg 42), Maki 5), Helfand and Werthamer 15). Ginzburg reports that 
K = 2-112 Hc2/He is proportional to (1 + t 2)-1, where t T/Tc. Since K is 
proportional to Hc82 it follows, assuming the temperature dependence for He 
and 8 as obtained from the two-fluid model 43) that 
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Hc2 = 2312 K(Tc)Ho(l t2)/(1 + 12). (2.10) 

According to Werthamer 44) Shapoval's calculations contain an algebraic error. 
Maki has calculated Hcg(T)/Hc(T) in the approximation that //go « 1. Helfand 
and Werthamer have calculated Hc2/Hc for all temperatures using the quantity 
A = 0·882 gofl as a parameter. Since pure indium is a soft superconductor 
with K ::::::~ 0·05, the parameter A for the indium alloys with K > 2-1/2 will be 
very large. From the results of Helfand and Werthamer one finds with 
He= Ho (1 t2): 

Hc2 

Hc2 = 21/2 HoKI(T) (1 t2). 

---Ginzburg 

-Helfand and Werthamer 

0.8 

__,....1. 
Tc 

(2.11) 

Fig. 20. Temperature dependence of Hc2/2112HoK(Tc) from the calculations of Ginzburg 42) 
and Helfand and Werthamer 15). The experimental results on an In-8·7 at.% Pb alloy are 
also given. The experimental value for t = 0·525 is plotted on the different curves. 

In fig. 20 we have plotted Hcz/2112 HoK(Tc) as a function oft, as obtained from 
eqs (2.1 0) and (2.11); the parameter A in the expression of Kl(T) is taken zero 
or infinite. The differences between these curves become larger at lower tem
peratures. For a comparison with the experiments we theretpre fitted the value 
of Hc2 for the lowest measured temperature (T = 2·20 °K, t = 0·52) on the 
different curves. From fig. 20 it is seen that the values of Hc2 for the other 
temperatures fall on the curves as calculated by Helfand and Werthamer. 
This is not the case for the curve as obtained by Ginzburg. From the value 
of Hc2 at 2·20 oK one can calculate the value of Ho by using eqs (2.10) and 
(2.11). Assuming K(Tc) ::::::~ 1·5 we get Ho 280 Oe from the calculations of 
Ginzburg, while the calculations of Helfand and Werthamer give Ho = 405 Oe. 
From the results of Gygax et al. 45) we derived a value Ho ::::::~ 430 Oe for an 
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Fig. 21. Magnetization curve at T 2·65 °K for an In-8·7 at.% Pb alloy in a longitudinal 
field (q; = 0°) and in a transverse field (q; = 90°), where for the demagnetizing effects is 
corrected. 

In-Ph alloy with Tc ~ 4·2 °K. So we can conclude that there is reasonable 
agreement with the calculations of Helfand and Werthamer, as was also found 
by Gygax and Kropschot 19). The results of Maki are nearly the same as those 
of Helfand and Werthamer. 

2.5.3.2. The magnitude of the magnetization . 
We consider first of all a completely reversible magnetization curve for 

f{J = oo and ({! = 90°. The demagnetization coefficient for a long thin wire in 
a transverse field is equal to !, so that the demagnetizing field is equal to: 
tx%-M = 2rrM. If the magnetization curve for({!= oo is given by -4-n-M = 
f(He), where He is the external field, then the magnetization curve for({!= 90° 
is given by --4rrM f(He- 2rrM). This means that we can construct the 
transverse curve from the longitudinal curve, the initial slope for He < He1 
being twice as steep for({! 90° as for({!= 0°, the magnetization for He< Hc2 
being smaller for({! = 90° than for({! = 0°, and the area under the magnetiza
tion curve being equal for both angles. Conversely, one can construct from the 
measured magnetization curve the magnetization curve when demagnetizing 
effects are eliminaf£d. In the following we shall discuss the measured magneti
zation curves for which this has been done, assuming the correction for the 
demagnetizing is permissible. 

Figure 21 shows magnetization curves obtained after correcting for de
magnetizing effects for an In-8·7 at.% Ph alloy at T 2·65 oK. At other 
temperatures similar curves are measured, i.e. curves showing a greater magnet
ization for f{J = 90° than for oo with increasing field, and a smaller magnetiza
tion for ({! = 90° with decreasing field. The field at which perceptible field 
penetration occurs is always much higher for ({! 90° than for ({! 0°. From 
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fig. 21 and table IV it can be seen that the area under the magnetization curve 
is larger for t:p = 90° than for t:p = oo with increasing field and smaller with 
decreasing field. The difference between the curves t:p = oo and t:p 90° is 
thus due to irreversible effects. 

Because the flux lines may be pinned, the flux lines in the specimen will show 
a density gradient, the density decreasing with the distance from the surface 
as the field is increased, but increasing with the distance from the surface when 
the field is decreased. Assuming as a first-order approximation that v x B is 
constant, as also assumed by Bean 23), we can write for a cylindrical wire in a 
longitudinal field B ar + b, where r is the distance from the centre point, 
and a and b are positive constants in the case of increasing field. We then find 
for the total magnetic induction per unit volume 

R 

B = (1/7TR2) J (ar +b) 27Trdr = 2aR/3 + b. (2.12) 
0 

The constant b is found from the condition that at the boundary (r R), the 
magnetic induction must be equal to the equilibrium value Bo, which value 
would be found in the case of a completely reversible magnetization curve. 
After substitution of b, eq. (2.12) leads to 

B = Bo aR/3. (2.13) 

In the case where the field is transversal to the wire, the distribution of flux 
lines is different, since v. B = 0 applies in the specimen. Assuming that the 
axis of the wire is in the z-direction, the field is in the x-direction and that the 
flux lines are straight, that is to say By 0, we then have a gradient of Bx in 
the y-direction, while dBxfdx = 0. 

Since the constant a indicates the strength with which the flux lines can be 
pinned in the material, a will for an isotropic material not depend on the 
angle t:p. In that case the magnetic induction in the x-direction is given by 

Bx = ay +b. (2.14) 

The constant b is given by b = Bo - aR. Introducing cylindrical coordinates 
with y R cos f3 and x R sin {3, we then find for the total magnetic in
duction per unit volume: 

1'1/2 

B = (2/7TR2) f (a.R cos f3 + b) 2R2 sin2f3 d/3 = 
0 

= Bo aR (l - 4/371') ~ Bo- 0·58 aR. 

Defining 47TMo as the magnetization if a 0, we can write 

-4n-M = -47TMo 0·33 aR for p = 0°, 

-47TM = -4n-Mo 0·58 aR for t:p 90°. 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 
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For decreasing field the calculation is entirely analogous, except that a. changes 
sign. If Bo + a.R ~ Hc2, eq. (2.16) becomes 

-47TM -47TMo- 0·33 laiR for q; = 0°, 

-47TM -47TMo- 0·58 la.IR for q; = 90". 
(2.17) 

From eqs (2.16) and (2.17) it is thus seen that the influence of flux pinning is 
greaterforq; 90°thanforq; oo, which is also found in the experiments 46). 

Equations (2.16) and (2.17) give 

[-47TM (q; 90°) + 47TMo]/[-47TM (q; = 0°) + 47TMo] R:i 1·7. (2.18) 

We can compare this value with the experiments as given in fig. 21 for e.g. 
He = 300 and 400 Oe. If we take for the value of -411Mo the average value of 
-47TM for increasing and decreasing fields, we then find for increasing fields 
a value of 1·6 for He 300 and 400 Oe, while for decreasing fields 1·2 and 
1·3, respectively. 

We have assumed that b = Bo aR > 0 because the magnetic induction at 
r = 0 cannot be negative. At small values of Bo, that is in the neighbourhood 
of Hc1. this condition is not satisfied. For that case we shall assume that for 
q; = 0°, B = Bo-a. (r- R) for ar > a.R Bo and B 0 for ar < a.R- Bo. 
We then obtain for the total induction per unit volume with increasing field: 

Jj = Bo [Bo/a.R- Bo2/3a.2R2] for q; = oo 
and 

Jj = Bo [(2}11) (1 - a.R/Bo) cosh (1 Bo/a.R) + (2.19) 

+ (4/7T)(2Bo/aR-Bo2/a2R2)1/2(-1/3 + Bo/6aR + a.R/2Bo)] for q; = 90°. 

A comparison between eq. (2.19) and the experimental values of -477 M ( q; 90°) 
and-47TM(q;=0°) cannot be made as the value of a is unknown. We can only 
conclude that eq. (2.19) also gives Jj (q; = 90°) < B (q; = 0"), as also found 
experimentally. 

For decreasing fields one has the condition Bo + aR He2· For He R:i Hc2 

this condition is perhaps not satisfied. In that case one can do similar calcula
tions as above if one assumes that for q; oo, B = -ar + Bo + a.R for 
ar Bo + aR- Hc2 and B = Hc2 for a.r < Bo + aR- Hc2· The value of a 
must of course be field-dependent, because at H = Hc2 the magnetization is 
zero and hence a = 0. 

Silcox and Rolli'ns 47) and Campbell et al. 48) have suggested that the 
distribution of flux lines is not linear but given by B = (ar + b)l/2• Friedel 
et al. 49) have shown that the force per unit length acting on a pinned flux 
line is given by 

F = (<'Pu/47T)(dHe/dB)rev. dB/dx, (2.20) 

where ( dHe/dB)rev. is the derivative of the reversible magnetization curve. 
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Campbell et al. 48) assumed that the density of the pinning centres is smaller 
than the density of the flux lines. If the pinning centres are at a distance l 
from each other, this corresponds to B > lJ>0fl2• If the pinning force per 
pinning centre is equal to F P• then the pinning force per flux line is given by 
FplJ>ofl2B. If we write (dHe/dB)rev. = m and take Hc1 <He< Hc2, we find 

dBfdx a/2B; 

hence B2 = ax+ b, where a 81TFpfl2m. (2.21) 

Calculations of the total magnetic induction with the aid of(2.21) also shows, 
of course, that -%M for q; 90° is greater than for q; = oo with increasing 
field. The relation found is not, however, so simple as given by eqs (2.13), 
(2.15) and (2.16). For cp = 90° the integrations are not easily performed. For 
q; 0°, Campbell et al. have found forb> 0 and increasing field: 

R 

fj = (2fR2) J (aR + b)l/2 rdr 
0 

= (4/15 a2R2) [Bo3 (5aR- 2Bo2) + 2 (Bo2 aR)512J, 

resulting in fj 0·91 Bo if aR/Bo2 = 1/2. For cp = 90° we obtain 

71/2 

B = (4/1TR2) f (a.R cos fJ + b)l/2 R2 sin2fl dfl, 
0 

(2.22) 

which for a.RfB02 

is thus given by 
1/2 yields B = 0·84 Bo. The magnetization per unit volume 

-41TM = -41TMo + 0·127 (aR)l/2 

-41TM = -41TMo + 0·226 (aR)l/2 

for cp = oo, 
(2.23) 

which resembles eq. (2.16). 
Although the model assuming a constant gradient is not entirely correct, we 

shall be content with the calculations on this model, since the integrations are 
easily carried out and the results are clear, which is not the case as far as the 
second model is concerned. A second difficulty is that the results cannot be 
compared with the experiments unless the factor a is known. 
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3. RESISTANCE TRANSITIONS IN LEAD-INDIUM ALLOYS 

3.1. Introduction 

The superconducting-to-normal-phase transition in a magnetic field can be 
studied in various ways, e.g. by measuring the magnetization curve or the 
resistance transition in a magnetic field. The magnetization curve has been 
discussed in chapter 2, and in this chapter we shall consider the resistance 
transition. We shall attempt to determine the influence of the current I on the 
resistance transition when there is no external field present (sees 3.2.1 and 3.3) 
and in the case where there is an external field, the direction of which can be 
varied with respect to the current flow (sees 3.2.2 and 3.4). Since the specimens 
were the same as those employed for the magnetization measurements, we can 
use the data obtained from the 4TTM-H curve for a discussion of the resistance 
measurements. It will be seen that the values of Hcl, Hc2 and Hca can be 
obtained from the resistance measurements. Various theories have been 
advanced to explain the resistance transitions, but their results differ quite 
considerably. We shall therefore discuss the various theories and compare the 
results with our experiments. Since several mechanisms are operative in the 
regions of the resistance transition, we shall divide the transition into separate 
parts which we shall discuss individually. A difficulty is that there is always 
some heat generation due to the current when the material is not completely 
without resistance, and this heat can give rise to local temperature increases. 

3.2. Experiments 

The resistance transitions were determined on a series of lead-indium alloys, 
the same specimens being used as for the magnetization curves in a longitudinal 
field (see sec. 2.4). The wires, with a diameter of roughly 0· 3 mm, were mounted 
on a Pertinax frame and the contacts soldered. The distance between the current 
contacts was about 13 mm, and between the voltage contacts about 7 mm. The 
current contacts were in all cases aligned with the voltage contacts. The voltage 
across the specimen was measured with a Keithley 149 millimicrovoltmeter, 
which was connected to a Moseley X-Y recorder, model2 DR. All measurements 
were carried out at 4·2 °K. 

3.2.1. Critical current in zero field 

On a number of Pb-In alloys the beginning of the resistance transition was 
determined when no external field was present. The critical current Ic in this 
case will be defined as the current at which a voltage of ~ w-s V appears. 
In fig. 22 a plot is given of the quotient of the voltage V and the resistance in 
the normal state, Rn, as a function of the current I for three alloys. The curve (a) 
relates to the normal state (V/Rn I), curve (b) was found for the alloy with 
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Fig. 22. Voltage as a function of the current in the absence of an external field. Curve (a) relates 
to the normal state, curve (b) to a Pb-23·9 at.% In alloy, curve (c) to Pb-15·4 at.% In, and 
curve (d) to Pb-0·4 at.% In. 

23·9 at.% In, curve (c) for Pb - 15·4 at.% In and curve (d) for Pb- 0·4 at.% In. 
It can be seen from the figure that in the case of the alloy with 0·4 at. % In 
the voltage shows an abrupt increase at the critical current le, whereas in other 
alloys the voltage gradually increases with the current. At the start of the resist
ance transition the voltage changes lin~arly with the current. In table V we have 
collected the values of Ic, the field Hre produced by this current at the surface 
of the wire, and the differential resistance (1/Rn) (dV/dl)z •. The table also 
gives the values of K = 2-1/2 Hcz/ He and of Hc1, as obtained from the magnet
ization curves. 

TABLE V 

at.% Ic(A) Hrc (1/Rn) (dVfdl)I. K Hcl 
In (Oe) (Oe) 

0·4 31·2 416 large 0·7 550 (=He) 
6·4 21·9 292 0·028 1·73 340 

15·4 17·6 234 0·014 3·38 245 
23·9 14·1 188 0·008 4·64 165 
24·5 15·6 208 0·011 4·36 195 

3.2.2. Resistance transitions in a magnetic field 

The resistance transitions were measured with constant current I and 
increasing field He for different values of the current and different angles cp 
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Fig. 23. Resistance transition for a Pb-6·4 at.% In alloy at a current of 1 A, J = 1·4.108 A/cm2 

and Hc2 = 1415 Oe. 
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Fig. 24. Resistance transition for a Pb-6·4 at.% In alloy at a cunent of 100 mA, J = 1·4.102 
Afcm2 and Hc2 = 1415' Oe. 

between I and He. Figures 23 and 24 give the resistance transitions of a lead 
alloy with 6·4 at.% In for I= 1000 mA and for I= 100 mA at different 
angles q;. In a longitudinal field (rp = 0°) the transition starts steeply up to a 
certain value of R/ Rn, after which the resistance gradually increases with the 
field. The value of R/Rn at which the gradual increase begins decreases with 
decreasing current. At rp =F oo a voltage is measured before the sharp transition 
begins. This field region becomes smaller with decreasing current. We shall 
define the field at which a sharp transition occurs as HR. From the resistance 
transitions at various values of I and q; we can now construct I vs H R curves 
with q; as a parameter. Figure 25 shows curves of this kind relating to the 
Pb- 6·4 at.% In alloy. A sharp transition is not found at I< 10 mA, and for 
this range the curve in fig. 25 cannot be drawn. For q; = 90° a part of the 
Ivs HR curve is shown dotted, and in that region no sharp transition is found 
either. At small currents (lOrnA I~ 100 rnA) the value of HR is indepen
dent of I and q; and appears to be equal to Hc2 as found from magnetization 
measurements. 
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From the resistance transitions we can also determine the field at which 1 % 
of the normal resistance appears; we shall denote this field as H (1% Rn). 
The I vs H (1% Rn) curves for various values of <p are given in fig. 26 for the 
Pb- 6·4 at.% In alloy. The figure shows that at I~ 10 mA, H (1% Rn) is 
independent of q;, and is exactly equal to Hc2· Table VI gives the value of HR 

TABLE VI 

at.% In HR(Oe) H (1% Rn) (Oe) Hc2 (Oe) 

0·4 520 (560) 
6·4 1400 1385 1415 

15·4 2620 2690 2760 
23·9 3350 3350 3440 
24·5 3400 3400 3500 
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Fig. 25. I-HR curves for varying He and constant I and 'P· for a Pb-6·4 at.% In alloy. The 
field HR is the field at which sharp transition occurs. At I< 10 mA, no sharp transition 
is found. 
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Fig. 26. I-H (I% Rn) curves for a Pb-6·4 at.% In alloy for various angles between I and H •. 
H (1% Rn) is the field where 1% of the normal resistivity is found. These curves were con
structed from the resistance transitions at variable He and constant I and fP; see figs 23 and 24. 

where it is independent of I and g;, and the value of H (1/~ Rn) where it is 
independent of <p for alloys of various compositions. For comparison the table 
also gives the value of Hc2 obtained from the magnetization curve. It can be 
seen from the table that these values of HR and H (I% Rn) are almost equal 
to Hc2· 

If we define H (99% Rn) as the field at which the resistance is 99% of the 
resistance in the normal state, we can construct in a similar way an I vs 
H (99% Rn) curve. Figure 27 shows curves of this kind for the Pb - 6·4 at. % In 
alloy at <p = oo and <p = 90°. For this alloy the value of H (99% Rn) at low 
currents is roughly 1·8 He2 for rp 0° and about 1·5 Hc2 for rp 90°. 

In the experiments with constant I and varying He nearly the same resist
ance transitions were found for increasing fields as for decreasing field. 

Some experiments were done on the resistance transitions while the field 
was kept constant and the current was varied. In fig. 28 the results are given 
for He= 1150 Oe for the Pb- 15·4 at.% In alloy for different angles g; between 
I and He. From the figure it is seen that the slope of the straight lines differs 
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Fig. 27. I-H (99 % R n) curves for a Pb-6·4 at. % In alloy. H (99% R n) is the field where 99% 
of the normal resistivity is found. 
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Fig. 28. V/Rn vs I curves for a Pb-15·4 at.% In alloy for different angles t:p between I and H •. 
These curves were measured with constant He and varying /. 

for different values of q;. If we define the critical current I cr. as the current where 
the voltage becomes zero, then it is found that Icr .He sin rp is constant for different 
values of He and rp (He= 1150; 1440; 1720; 2010; 2300 Oe and rp = 15°; 30°; 
45°; 60°; 75°; 90°). 
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3.3. Discussion of critical current in zero field 

It is seen from table V that the critical current Ic in zero field decreases with 
increasing indium content, that is to say with increasing K value. The field at 
the surface, caused by the current Ic, is roughly equal to Hch which has also 
been found by other workers 1,2). Rjabinin and Schubnikow 1) found that the 
value of Ic always corresponded to a surface field of the order of magnitude 
of Hct, for wires of various diameters. 

For soft superconductors the critical current is given by the Silsbee relation 
Ic = (cf2)RHc, where He is the thermodynamic critical field and R the radius 
of the wire. As appears from table V we found in our experiments a somewhat 
lower value for the type-I Pb- 0·4 at.% In alloy. If the field at the surface is 
He, the surface layer will become normal. It is easy to see that at I ;;?; Ic we 
obtain an intermediate state, where part of the material is superconducting 
and the remainder normal; at the surface, however, the material will be normal, 
because at I Ie the field at the surface can never be lower than He. F. Lon
don 3) assumes that the superconducting-normal boundaries are perpendicular 
to the current, so that for r < R there exists a series circuit of normal and 
superconducting regions. From the Maxwell equation v x H 4-n-J/c the 
current density is found to be 

J = (c/4-n-) ,-1 d rHrp/dr = (cf4rr) Hc/r, 

since Hrp =He in the intermediate state. For r = R the thickness of the super
conducting region at I Ic is zero, so that for the voltage V across the wire 
London finds 

V = Jpl = cHcpl/4-n-R = IcRn/2, 

where I is the length of the wire, p the resistivity and Rn the resistance in the 
normal state. At I Ic, then, a jump occurs in the resistance, so that the slope 
in a V-I diagram is infinite, which is what we find for the Pb-0·4 at.% In alloy. 
On the other hand Gorter 4) has stated that the superconducting-to-normal 
boundary will orientate itself parallel to the current in the intermediate state. 
In that case the superconducting region will extend over the whole length of 
the wire, and no resistance would be expected to appear at I Ic. However, 
the situation where the boundary is parallel to the current is not a stable one; 
the boundary will move under the influence of the Lorentz force, and this 
motion will give rise to an induction voltage across the wire, i.e. an apparent 
resistance. Gorter and Potters 5) find the same result as London for I lc, 
namely R = Rn/2, which gives a discontinuity at Ia. 

[n the case of a type-II superconductor, we found that Ic decreases with 
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increasing K, in such a way that Ic ~ (cf2)RHcl· This value differs from those 
found from the calculations of El Bindari and Litvak 6) and Bergeron 7). 

El Bindari and Litvak calculate the critical current as a function of the 
external field, using Goodman's laminar model. The current distribution is 
taken to be the same as in a type-I superconductor, i.e. extending over a 
domain ,\ at the surface. For calculating the critical current in zero field the 
situation is therefore identical with that in the case of a soft superconductor, 
so that one can write Ic = (c/2)RHc. In this calculation no account is taken 
of the possible movement of field regions under the action of a Lorentz force. 

Bergeron 7) calculates the critical current in a longitudinal field with the aid 
of the laminar model, taking as an extra condition that the current has the same 
direction as the total field (external field + field produced by the current), 
Under this condition, I aH, the Lorentz forces are zero, completely anal
ogous to the force-free winding of coils. For the critical current in zero field 
a value is found which is even higher than the Silsbee current, because now 
this large current does not just flow merely over the surface. The value of Ic 
at constant K is roughly proportional to R2 (R being the radius of the wire) 
indicating that in these calculations the field at the surface is not the main 
factor governing Ic. Sekula et al. B) have in fact found this dependence on R2 
in experiments on Ta-Ti alloys, while Rjabinin et al. found a proportionality 
with R for the Pb-Tl alloys. It is possible that the Ta-Ti alloys behave much 
more as type-III superconductors than the Pb-Tl alloys. 

In the following discussion we will show that Ic = (cf2)RHcl· In a type-11 
superconductor the mixed state begins when the field at the surface is Hcl· 
If this field is caused by a current, vortex rings wiU probably appear at the 
surface. Where these vortex rings are not pinned (or not strongly so) they will 
move inwards, since the energy of a vortex is proportional to its length, so that , 
the energy is lowered as the ring shrinks. This movement of vortex rings gives 
rise to an induction voltage across the length of the wire and to the dissipation 
of energy. If we assume that, at I= Ic, N vortex rings (each with a flux tl>o) 
are formed and annihilated per second, the resulting induction voltage is given 
by: V = Ntl>ofc. The corresponding energy dissipated is equal toE 2'1TReN, 
where e is the energy of a vortex line per unit length. This energy dissipated 
per second is equal, however, to leV= RHicNtl>o/2 where Hzc is the field 
produced at the surface by fc. Equating these energies we find: Hzc = 4Trs/tl>o. 
From this it follows that Hzc= Hc1, since we have defined Hc1 as being equal 
to 4Tre/4'>o (see sec. 1.4.2). 

From table V it is seen that the differential resistance at I = Ic is about 1 % 
of the resistance in the normal state. For calculating this value one should 
consider the forces on the vortex ring and the inward velocity. The results 
found then give the induction voltage in the direction of the current. Probably 
the pinning of the vortices also plays an important role. 
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3.4. Discussion of resistance transition in a magnetic field 

3.4.1. Introduction 

Various theories have been put forward to explain the resistance transition 
of hard superconductors in a magnetic field in the presence of a transport 
current. It will be useful to examine these models briefly, since they differ 
considerably in their results. 

Klose 9) suggests that the critical current in a completely homogeneous, 
infinitely large body is zero in the mixed state. The critical current here is 
understood to be the current that disturbs the non-resistive state. The total
current distribution can always be divided into a part composed of the mag
netization currents, J = c v x M, and a part composed of a potential cur
rent 10). From the calculations given by Klose, however, no solutions of the 
Ginzburg-Landau equations can be found if a transport current is super
imposed on the magnetization currents. 

Gorter 11) pointed out that the current-carrying filaments must be stabilized 
against the Lorentz force. In the presence of a transport current in the mixed 
state a force acts upon the flux lines. When the flux lines are not completely 
pinned there occurs a motion of flux lines, which causes an induction voltage. 
The pinning of flux lines gives rise to irreversible magnetization curves. 
Kamper 12) and Heaton and Rose Innes 13) found for carefully annealed alloys 
a very low critical current in the mixed state. 

An example of pinning by dislocations has been worked out by Webb 14). 

Since the elastic constants change upon the superconductive-to-normal-phase 
transition, and since the elastic constants govern the elastic energy, there is an 
extra difference in the Gibbs free energy between the normal state and the 
superconducting state (Gn- Gs) when internal stresses are present. These 
internal stresses vary with location, and so too therefore does the magnitude 
of Gn- G8 • Webb calculated the interaction energy between a flux line and a 
straight screw dislocation having only one stress component, and found that 
the dislocations constitute barriers to the motion of flux lines. Another example 
has been given by Friedel et al. 15), who calculated the pinning of vortex lines 
for the case of small holes in the material such as are probably encountered in 
sintered specimens. 

The critical current as a function of the external field can also be calculated 
using a model in which the current is conducted in the material by thin super
conducting filaments. The filamentary model, postulating a structure of thin, 
adjoining filaments in the material, was originally put forward by Mendels
sohn 16) and became known as the "sponge model". Daunt et al. 17) and De 
Jong and Blaisse 18) have calculated the critical current as a function of the 
field, assuming the dimensions of the superconducting filaments to be inde
pendent of field and current. In fact, what is calculated is the critical current 
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of a thin wire in vacuum, the surface ~nergy being taken into account by 
deducting a constant amount from the condensation energy. For the current 
and field distribution in these thin filaments the London solutions are used. 
Daunt et al. 17) have considered the case where the filaments are parallel with 
the length of the wire. The critical current can easily be calculated if one assumes 
that on the surface of the filament, where the total-current density is highest, 
a normal region is first produced, giving rise to resistance. In that case the 
critical-current density of a cylindrically shaped wire with radius r is given 
by the equation 

(3.1) 

where a is the surface energy per unit surface area between the superconducting 
and the normal phase. Daunt et al. take afr for the surface energy instead of 
2a/r as in eq. (3.1). Using the London solutions for the current and field 
distributions, one finds the following, relation: 

(3.2) 

where p is the angle between I and He, 

ht = (2Ic/rHc) [Jo (ir/A.)/-i J1 (irf,\)J (1 16 a.Tr/rHc2)-lf2 

and 

where Jo and hare Bessel functions of the first kind. Daunt et al. also considered 
the case where the thin filament changes to the normal state without any inter
mediate state arising in the filament. In that case the equilibrium condition at 
the surface is disregarded, and the difference in Gibbs free energy is integrated 
with respect to the volume of the filament. 

In the polar diagram represented in fig. 29 the radius vector is the value of the 
critical field divided by He at a constant value of the reduced current I/ Ic, where 
lc is the critical current in zero field. In the first and second quadrants the plot 
relates to the calculations of Daunt et al., the first for the case where no inter
mediate state occurs, and the second for the case where an intermediate state 
does occur (eq. (3.2)). These figures differ from those published by Daunt et al., 
where the critical current was plotted as radius vector, whereas in fig. 29 the 
critical field is taken as radius vector. In the third and fourth quadrants the 
curves are given as found from experiments on a Pb-15·4 at.% In alloy. In the 
third quadrant the radius vector is H (1 % Rn) and in the fourth quadrant it is 
the field where a sharp increase in resistivity appears. It can be seen from the 
figure that the curves in the third and fourth quadrants are in reasonable 
agreement for large values of 1/Ic, but the current dependence of the curves 
is not· at all consistent. 
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Fig. 29. Polar diagram, where the vector radius is taken as a reduced critical field with the 
reduced current as parameter. The first and second quadrants relate to the calculations of 
Daunt eta!. 17), the third and fourth quadrants to a Pb-15·4 at.% In alloy; the third quad
rant for H (I% Rn) and the fourth quadrant for HR. 

DeJong and Blaisse 18) also calculated the critical current on a filamentary 
model. They considered three cases: 
(a) filaments parallel with the wire, 
(b) filaments at an angle of 45° to the wire, 
(c) filaments in isotropic distribution. 
For case (a) 1/lc was found to depend in the same way on the external field as 
in the calculations given by Daunt et al. for the local approximation, taking 
a = 0. Tong 19) correlates the critical current to the magnetization curve by 
assuming that the superconducting volume in a field He is proportional to 
1-a/A, where 

He He2 

a = f MdHe and A f MdHe 
0 0 
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with increasing field, and that the critical current is proportional to the same 
factor 1-a/ A. Shmidt 20) also used a filamentary model. 

El Bindari and Litvak 6) calculated the critical current as a function of the 
external transverse field with the aid of Goodman's laminar model, working on 
the assumption that the current distribution in the mixed state is the same as 
in a soft superconductor, that is to say limited to a region A under the surface. 
The applied current is parallel with the direction of the layers and perpendic
ular to He. For the Gibbs free energy of a single superconducting layer one 
finds gsHc2/8TT, where 

gs = h (Ji 2 he)(tanhp- p se:;h2 p)f2p + 
(h)2 (tanhp + p sech2 p)f2p + (Lih)2 cosech2 p, (3.3) 

where 2 pA is the thickness of a layer, he = He/ He, 

h [h(p) + h(-p)]/2 
and 

Llh = [h(p)- h(-p)]/2, 

h(p) and h(-p) being the respective ratios of the magnetic field at the bound
aries of the layer and He. In the case where He is not perpendicular to 1 but 
makes an angle tp to the current, we can easily calculate the Gibbs free energy 
from eq. (3.3). We shall therefore extend the calculations of El Bindari and 
Litvak to apply to an arbitrary angle tp, since we can then make a better com
parison with the experiments. If we write He/He (Htr.2fHc2 + Htong. 2/Hc2) 112 

we must then add to (3.3) the extra terms due to Htong .. For the longitudinal 
component Htong. we have 

Llh = 0 and htong. 

so that for the total gs we obtain 

gs = htr. (htr. 2 htr.) (tanh p- p sech2 p)f2p 

-htr.2 (tanhp p sech2 p)f2p + Llhtr.2 cosech2 p- htong.2 tanhp/p, (3.4) 

where h has been replaced by htr. and htong. respectively, and Llh by Llhtr .. We 
still have to add to (3.4) the configurational surface energy and the contribution 
of the normal regions, after which we must minimize the total Gibbs free energy 
to the quantity p. The calculation for arbitrary tp is the same as that performed 
by El Bindari and Litvak except that we have added the term htong. 2 tanh pjp. 
The relation between 1 and the external field He for an arbitrary tp is then found 
to be 

(He/Hc2)218 + 2 Hi18 1 sin q;/Hc2ll3 Ic (lflc)2 = 1, (3.5) 

where Ic = c RHc/2. 
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Fig. 30a. 1-He curves from the calculations of El Bindari and Litvak 6) for various angles. 
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Fig. 30b. 1-H (1% Rn) curves for a Pb-15·4 at.% In alloy for various angles. 
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Figure 30a gives the I/Ic-He/Hc2 curves calculated from eq. (3.5) for various 
values of fP, and fig. 30b shows the experimental curves I/Ic- H (I% Rn)/Hc2 
with Ic c RHe/2 for a Pb-15·4 at.% In alloy. It can be seen from the figure 
that the experimental values of 1/Ic are considerably lower than the theoretical 
ones. 

The different calculations as given above cannot explain our experimental 
results; these calculations take no account of the influence of the Lorentz force 
that can give rise to the motion of flux lines. We shall deal with this subject at 
greater length in sec. 3.4.2. In sec. 3.4.3 we shall discuss the field HR at which 
the sharp increase in the resistivity takes place, and in sec. 3.4.4 the value of Hc2· 
The field region He > Hc2 and the value of Hca will be dealt with in sec. 3.4.5. 

3.4.2. Resistance caused by flux motion 

In this section we shall discuss the resistance that arises in the field region 
0 < He < H R, the field HR being the field at which a sharp increase of resist
ance occurs. The values of current and current density in the experiments were 
1- 10 A and 1·4.103- 1·4.104 A/cm2, respectively. 

Gorter 11) was the first to recognize from Ampere's rule that a driving force 
acts on the current-carrying regions. Anderson 21) takes this driving force into 
account in a model where flux bundles are pinned, but where this driving force 
decreases the pinning barrier. This can cause a drift of flux lines, giving rise to 
an induction voltage. Anderson et al. 2I-24) take the driving force equal to the 
Lorentz force, which as shown by Friedel et al. 15) is only an approximation. 
If fP is the angle between I and He we can approximate the driving force as 
being proportional to I He sin fP· At first sight it seems therefore that the 
quantity I He sin fP is the important factor in determining the velocity of the 
flux lines and hence the induction voltage. In figs 31 and 32 we have plotted 
the quantity I He sin fP (I in A,H8 in Oe) as a function of the current I for 
various constant values of the voltage across the specimen. The curve in fig. 31 
relates to the Pb-6·4 at.% In alloy, and that in fig. 32 to the Pb-15·4 at. % In 
alloy. These curves were constructed from the resistance transitions by deter
mining the field at which the particular voltage V appears, and by multiplying 
this field value by I sin fP· We have taken the field at which a specific voltage 
appears, H (V), in contrast for example with H (l% Rn), where we took a 
specific resistance. In figs 31 and 32 the lines designated 15°, 30° and 90° are 
lines of constant I Hc2 sin fP· These curves give a lower limit for the current, 
since of course He must always be smaller than Hc2. 

It can be seen from figs 31 and 32 that for a particular voltage and a particular 
current the values of I H sin fP are almost independent of f[J; this is apparent 
if one remembers that the values of sin 15° and sin 90" differ by a factor of 4. 

Figures 31 and 32 relate to the region of the resistance transition at which 
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Fig. 31. IHe sin rp (in A.Oe) for constant voltage, as a function of the current I for a Pb-
6·4 at.% In alloy. V1 0·2 mV; V2 0·8 mV. 

He < HR. For fJ! = oo this region is almost entirely absent, in accordance with 
the fact that sin cp is zero for that case. 

According to Anderson and Kim 22) the Lorentz force does not set individual 
flux lines in motion but a bundle of flux lines. In Abrikosov's calculations (see 
sec. 1.4.2) the interaction energy between the flux lines can be written as the 
summation of the Hankel function Ko (rm/A), where rm is the coordinate of the 
mth flux line, the interaction being considered with a flux line in the origin. 
For high values of rm/A one has Ko(r) oc e-r, whereas Ko(r) tends to infinity 
when rm/A-+ 0. This means that the interaction of flux lines extends over a 
wide region, at least over a region A, and that variations in the density are 
improbable over small distances. The movement of flux lines will therefore be 
such that density variations only occur over large distances. 

The voltage that appears across a wire with length l can be considered to be 
an induction voltage. If the B in the material is built up from flux bundles with 
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flux (f), travelling at an average velocity V(l>, then the voltage is equal to Bvq;lfc. 

The motion of flux bundles shows much resemblance to the superconducting 
dynamo, as described by Volger and Admiraal 25). In this dynamo a zone with 
field is moved over a superconducting disk between two contacts, which can 
be connected to a superconducting coil. The continuous motion of the zone 
through the contacts generates an e.m.f., producing a persistent current in the 
superconducting coil. 

Thus, we have not treated the voltage across the wire in terms of a real ohmic 
resistance, due to some normal regions in the material. This may be found in a 
Mendelssohn .. sponge" structure, if the sponge is weaker at some places so that 
the filaments conducting the current are no longer stable in the presence of a 
field 11). 

The different interpretations of the voltage appearing across the wire were 
touched upon in our discussion of the critical current in zero field; in that case 
London explained the voltage for a soft superconductor as being due to a series 
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Fig. 32. IH. sin cp (in A.Oe) for constant voltage, as a function of the current I for a Pb-
15·4 at.% In alloy. V1 0·4 mY; Vz = 0·8 mY; Va 1·7 mY. 
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arrangement of normal and superconducting domains, while Gorter explained 
it as an induced e.m.f. 

In the theories given by Anderson et al. 21,22, 23) to explain the voltage caused 
by flux motion, a distinction is made between two kinds of motion, viz. thermally 
activated motion (hopping) and a viscous flow of flux lines. In the following 
sees 3.4.2.1 and 3.4.2.2 we shall examine these motions in more detail. 

3.4.2.1. Thermally activated motion of flux lines 

In the theory put forward by Anderson et al. 21 ·22,23) it is assumed that the 
flux bundles are pinned to structural defects in the crystal lattice, but that they 
can be loosened by thermal activation so as to bring them over the energy 
barriers that caused the pinning. The height of these barriers is decreased 
asymmetrically by the driving force, so that a net flow of flux results. For the 
case where ll He, the velocity with which the flux bundles "hop" over the 
barrier, in the direction of the force, is given by Anderson et al. as 

vrp vd exp [-(Po- qa)/kT], (3.6) 
___,.. 

in which vis a vibration frequency of the bundle (lOl>-lQlO cfs), d the distance 
between the bundles, Fo the height of the barrier, q a coefficient with a dimension 
of a length to the fourth power and a = J (He + Bo)fc where Bo is a positive 
constant of the magnitude of Hc1 24) or He 22) and J is the current density. The 
term a is proportional to the Lorentz force, with the correction Bo. Let the 
dimension of the barrier be of the same order of magnitude as g (the core 
of the vortex) then the height of the barrier can be written as a fraction p of 
Hc2g3/87T. If,\ is the width of the bundle and l the length of the flux line on 
which the force acts, then the Lorentz force is roughly equal to JHe,\2/fc. The 
lowering of energy over the barrier, due to the Lorentz force, is then given by 
qa JHe,\2/gfc, so that we find for q, assuming Bo = 0, q = ,\2/g. The values 
of Fo and q may be a function of the field. In the approximation used by Kim 
et al. 23,26), the factors Fo and q are taken constant. The physical meaning of 
Bo is not yet entirely clear. Kim et al. 23·24) :find a positive value for B0, whereas 
Autler et al. 27) report a negative value from experiments on Nb 23). Van 
Gurp 28) found for vanadium both a positive and a negative value, depending 
on the :field and temperature. From the experiments of Cody et al. 29) on 
NbaSn we :find a value Bo ;::::,; 0 or negative from extrapolation of the straight 
line in a 1/l-sin ((! graph. Cody et al. find their positive value of Bo from the 
experimental point for ((! = 0°, which point is not on the straight line in the 
1//-sin p graph. 

For the case where qajkT » 1 we may neglect the velocity of the flux in the 
direction opposite to lvq;, i.e. 

-7 
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Fig. 3 3. A linear and a logarithmic graph showing the voltage in millivolts as a function of the 
product of current and field for fixed values of He (where He is in Oe and I in A) and rp 90° 
for a Pb-15·4 at.% In alloy. 

vq, = vd exp [-(Fo + qa)fkT]. 
+-

If a flux bundle with average magnetic induction B moves, this will give an 
induction voltage. The induction voltage can then be written as 

V = Bvq,fc R;> Hevq,fc (vdHe/c) exp [-(Fo -qa)/kT]. (3.7) 

For the case that qa/kT is not much larger than unity, the total velocity is given by 

vq, = 2 vd exp [-FofkT] sinh (qafkT). 

Substituting in eq. (3.7) He sin <p for He in the case where I and He are not 
perpendicular to each other, we find 

V = (vdHe sin q;/c) exp [-{Fo -qJ(He sin <p + Bo)fc}fkT]. (3.8) 

In order to compare eq. (3.8) with the experiments, we have plotted in fig. 33 
the measured voltage as a function of I He for various values of He and 
<p = 90° for the Pb-15·4 at.% In alloy. It can be seen from this figure that the 
relation between V and I is not exponential over the whole range of I, although 
this could certainly be the case for smaller values of I (and hence of a). Kim 
et al. 23,30) indeed found an exponential behaviour for small values of a. For 
higher values of a they found a more or less linear relation SO). Our experimental 
results cannot therefore be explained with this model of thermally activated 
motion. We shall now consider the viscous motion of flux. 
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3.4.2.2. Viscous motion of flux 

Firstly we will review some theoretical considerations about the viscous 
motion of flux lines, after which we will compare these results with the experi
ments. 

If a flux bundle or a flux line moves it causes an induction voltage in a 
direction perpendicular to the motion. In sec. 3.4.2 we wrote for this induction 
voltage per unit length V = Bvq,fc, where B is the moving magnetic induction 
and vq, the velocity of the flux bundle or flux line. For calculating the voltage 
one must therefore calculate the velocity vq, .For a stationary situation vq, can 
be determined from a balance of forces acting on the flux line. Firstly we have 
a driving force, which will be denoted as Ka; secondly there is a friction force, 
Kt; both forces are taken per unit length. In the following we shall discuss these 
two forces for the case where I l. He. 

Friction force Kt 

Volger et al. 31) considered one flux line surrounded by superconducting and 
normal electrons and calculated this friction force from the eddy-current 
damping due to the normal electrons outside the core of the flux line. Strnad 
et al. 82), Stephen and Bardeen 33), Tinkham 34), Van Vijfeijken and Niessen 40) 
and Nozieres and De Gennes 62) also considered the damping as caused by 
the motion of the flux line paying special attention to the cores of the flux 
lines. We will briefly give the calculations of Tinkham and of Nozieres and 
De Gennes. Tinkham firstly considered the eddy-current damping of the normal 
electrons. This contribution to Kt is analogous to the damping force when a 
magnet is moved across a normal metal. The damping force is then given by 
Kt = -fvq, where 

f = ff a1H2dS/c2, (3.9) 

a1 being the real part of the complex conductivity of the superconductor; the 
integration is taken in a plane perpendicular to H. There are two contributions 
to the integral in eq. {3.9); firstly from the regions where the if! function is nearly 
constant, and secondly from the regions where if! varies considerably, i.e. the 
cores of the flux lines. From the results of Caroli et al. 35) one expects u1 un 
in the cores of the flux lines. As B = N([>o the fraction of the material in the 
cores is approximately equal to b = B/Hc2· In the rest of the material, (1-b), 
the density of the normal electrons is assumed to be independent of the field 
so that a1 is approximately equal to unt, where t T/Tc. If one takes the field 
in the specimen constant, then these contributions to f can be written as 

/1 (unSH2fc2) [b + (l b)t]. (3.10) 

Tinkham now introduces a second mechanism, viz. the relaxation of the wave 
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function, so as to obtain the equilibrium value of this function after it has been 
varied by the motion of the passing flux line. For this contribution he writes 
as an approximation 

(3.11) 

Combining eqs (3.10) and (3.ll) gives the total value of f. 
Nozieres and De Gennes 62) considered at T = 0 the friction when a flux 

line with core radius ' moves, by taking a rough model where one has only 
normal electrons in the core and only superconducting electrons outside the 
core. If a flux line moves this gives a motion of normal electrons, which in 
an impure system with conductivity an corresponds to a force 

Kt = rrl;2n2e2vnfan, 

where rrl;2n is the number of electrons in the core and Vn the velocity of the 
normal electrons. For vn two possibilities are suggested: 
(1) Vn VtfJ> 

(2) Vn Vs. 

The friction force is therefore given by 

Kt rrl;2n2e2vq,fan (3.12) 
or by 

(3.13) 

Driving force Ka 

Let us consider a flux line with flux <Po in a medium containing normal and 
superconducting electrons, where the current density is given by J = ns e Vs. 

The driving force acting on the flux line is supposed to be 

Ka (ns efc) <Po (vs- ffvq,) X e, 

where e is the unit vector in the direction of the field. In this equation the 
parameter {f is introduced, for which various authors have taken different 
values. 

Ka with {f 1 

De Gennes and Nozieres 36) showed that at T = 0 in a pure material {f 

should be taken as unity. This can be shown by the following example. 
Consider a vortex ring with radius R in a pure superconductor at T = 0, and 
assume {f 1 and vs =0. The driving force can now be written as (nefc) <I> V<J> x e. 
This force is balanced out to an inward force which is correlated with the 
energy of a vortex, e, per unit length. The total energy of the ring can be 
written as 2rrRe; therefore the inward force per unit length is equal to efR. 
From the balance of forces one obtains 

V<J> = ecfne (/> R. 
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The velocity V<J> can also be derived from the total energy and the momentum 
Pby 

v<P = oE/oP. 

After calculating the momentum, Nozieres and De Gennes found V<J> =ecfne IPR, 
indicating that{} should be taken as unity. 

Let us now consider the consequences of taking {} 1 and Kt = fv<P, 
where .f is given by eqs (3.10) and (3.11) with respect to the voltages across a 
wire. If a is the angle between V<J> and V8 one finds from equating Ka to Kt: 

VI[> = ns e v81Po sina/fc. 

The voltage VII in the direction of J ( = ns e vs) and the voltage V .L perpen
dicular to J, both per unit length, and neglecting a drift of normal electrons, 
are then given as 

(3.14) 
and 

V .L = BJIPo sin a cos a/.fc2. (3.15) 

The ratio Vn/V.L is found to be 

Vu/V.L tan a fc/ns e tl>o. (3.16) 

If we take as an example t 0·5 and b = 0·5, then .f is found to be from 
eqs (3.10) and (3.11): f ~ 3 anSH2/c2• Equation (3.16) can now be written as 

Vn/V.L ~ 3 (n/ns) tan an, 

where tan an is the Hall angle of the normal electrons. One should therefore 
expect a large transverse voltage unless n8 « n, as tan an is nearly always very 
small. If B is reversed then VII is unchanged, where V .L changes sign, so that 
one expects a large Hall effect in the mixed state if {} = 1 and Kt -fvtJ>, 
where.fis given by (3.10) and (3.11). 

Let us now consider the case where {} = 1 and Kt is given by (3.12) or 
(3.13). It is easily verified that one finds for the longitudinal voltage per unit 
length with the aid of eq. (3.12): 

VII = (Jfan) tan2 an TIP/d2, 

where tP = Bd2 is substituted, d being the distance between the flux lines. As 
tan an is normally very small one therefore finds a very small longitudinal 
voltage. With the aid of eq. (3.13) one finds: 

VII = (Jfan) Trg2/d2• 

The transverse voltage, which is a Hall voltage, is related to the longitudinal 
voltage by V.LfVII =tan an for both cases. 
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Ka with{} 0 

Bardeen 37) gave a theoretical argument for {} 0. Let us take vs 0; 
then Ka is given by 

Ka (ns e <l>ofc) {}vcpxe. 

Bardeen argues that if a flux line moves, it moves in a neutral system at rest, 
as the electron charges are balanced to the charges of the ions. A neutral system 
gives no force on the flux line, so {} = 0. Let us consider the consequences if 
one takes {} 0. Then Ka is perpendicular to Vs and thus a= 90°, which 
gives f'J. = 0. Originally Borcherds et al. 38), assuming K1 proportional to vcp, 
found no indication for a large Hall effect and therefore proposed {} = 0. 

No Hall effect with {} =F 0 

Staas et al. 39) showed that when there is a kind of guided motion of vortices, 
no Hall effect can be found even though {} 0 and K1 -fvcp. To under
stand this idea of guided motion let us briefly describe their experiments on 
Nb and Ph-In sheets. In the experiments on Nb the specimen was placed in a 
non-homogeneous magnetic field, obtained by corrugated-iron pole pieces. The 
corrugations were all parallel with each other, but could be oriented at an 
arbitrary angle with the current. The corrugations modulate the field in one 
direction. If vortices move one therefore expects their direction of easy motion 
to be parallel with that of the corrugations. The experiments on Ph-In were done 
on rolled sheets which had a rough surface with elongated "hills" and "valleys". 
Here again the motion in the direction of the elongated "hills" or "valleys" 
is much easier than perpendicular to it. In both experiments large transverse 
voltages are found, which were not Hall voltages, as they hardly changed when 
the magnetic field was reversed. The experiments were explained with a model 
in which it is assumed that the motion of flux lines will be in the prescribed 
direction of the pole pieces (for Nb) or in the direction of the "hills" or "valleys" 
(for Ph-In). The velocity of the flux lines can be calculated from a balance of 
forces in the direction of vcp, i.e. the direction of the barriers. The forces per
pendicular to the barrier are balanced out by the reaction forces due to the 
barrier. Suppose that the barrier makes an angle a with Vs then the component 
of the driving force Ka along the barrier is given by 

ns e va<Po sinafc. (3.17) 

The component perpendicular to the barrier is given by 

ns e Vs<f>o cosafc- {}ns e vcJ><l>ofc. 

In fig. 34 the relevant forces and velocities are given, where Ka(vs) and Ka({}vcp) 
are the driving forces related to Vs and vcp and K1 is the friction force pro
portional to vcp. Equating (3.17) to Kt -fvcp gives 

(3.18) 
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Fig. 34. Relevant forces and velocities for the case of a guided motion of vortices along a 
barrier. 

From eq. (3.18) one gets the same values of VII and V.L as given in eqs (3.14) 
and (3.15). 

If there are many different barriers with different angles a one has to multiply 
eqs (3.14) and (3.15) with a distribution function and integrate them over all a's. 
Let the distribution function g(a) be 

g(a) = (1- k)/Tr + kS (a a1), (3.19) 

where k is a constant (0 ~ k ~ 1) and 8 (a- a1) is a delta function. With the 
aid of eqs (3.14), (3.15) and (3.19) one gets after integration: 

VII (BiPo.lfc2f) [(1 - k)/2 + k sin2 a1] (3.20) 
and 

V.L = (BiPo.lk/2 c2f) sin 2a1. (3.21) 

In the experiments on Nb and Pb-In there was a preferential orientation of the 
barriers (k 0), which led to a transverse voltage. If He is reversed then Yt!> is 
also reversed and therefore v1 is unchanged. If one has a random distribution 
of barriers then k = 0 and thus 

and 
VII = BiPol/2 fc 2• 

Equations (3.20)-(3.23) are independent of the value of f). 

Dependence of the voltage on the angle t:p between I and He 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

In the foregoing discussion we have taken the angle p between I and He 
as 90°. We will now consider the case where p =ft. 90°. Let us calculate for 
example the longitudinal voltage for the case where f)= 1, K1 = -/Vtf> and 
where there are no barriers. The relevant forces and velocities are given 
in fig. 35, where Vtf>s = Vs- Ytf>. The velocity Vtf> is now found to be 
V<.fJ = n8evs<Po sinp sina/fc. The voltage in the direction of v8 is therefore 
proportional to sin2p, if the field as caused by the current can be neglected. 
This neglect is not always permitted. 
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Fig. 35. Relevant forces and velocities as given by Volger et al. 3l) for the case that the angle 
between I and He is equal to q;. 

Comparison with the experiments 

Combining the results of Tinkham 34) given in eqs (3.10) and (3.11) one gets 
for the longitudinal voltage for the case {} = 0 and no barriers: 

VII = (Jfan) sin2 f{J [bf {(1 + t2)2(1 - b2) + b2 + (b- b2)t} ]. (3.24) 

From the results of Staas et al. 39) for a random distribution of barriers one 
obtains with the aid of eqs (3.10) and (3.11): 

VII = (Jf2an) sin2 f{J [b/ {(1 + t2)2(1- b2) + b2 + (b- b2)t} ]. (3.25) 

From the calculations of Nozieres and De Gennes 62) for vn = v8 , T = 0 and 
{} = 1 one obtains: 

VII = (Jfan) 7Tg2/d2 = (Jfan) B/Hc2· 

For T = 0 the results of Nozieres and De Gennes for the longitudinal voltage 
are the same as that of Tinkham. We shall therefore compare the experiments 
with eqs (3.24) and (3.25). 

Two remarks should be made: firstly it is seen from (3.24) and (3.25) that 
VII/Vn is independent of the current, and secondly eq. (3.25) gives Vu/Vn = i 
for He = Hc2· Both facts are not found experimentally. 

Let us assume for a moment that there are no barriers; this implies a zero 
critical current in the mixed state, which is not found experimentally. One 
must therefore assume in either case that pinning barriers exist at some places 
in the material. Let us assume therefore that only a fraction of the driving force 
is balanced out by the friction force and the rest by some other forces. These 
forces F can be caused by pinning centres or by interaction between the different 
flux lines. Let us write this in the following form: 

fvfb + F = Ka, (3.26) 

whereas vfb = 0 for Ka ~ F. 
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If we take {) = 0 and v41 > 0 then the voltage per unit length in the direction 
of the current is given by 

VII = (H2SJ sin2q;/c2f)- (FH sinq;fcf). 

The maximum value of J and H where VII = 0 is given by 

F = Hlcr.S sinq;/c, 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

where lcr. is the critical current density in a field He. Equation (3.27) can now 
be written as 

(3.29) 

The experiments were done at 4·2 °K. Assuming Tc = 7·2 °K gives t = 0·585. 
Substituting this in eqs (3.10), (3.11) and (3.29) gives a relation between VII 
and He, which we can compare with the experiments. 

Constant H11 and varying I 

Let us first consider the experiments where He was constant, while I was 
varied. Here we found Icr.H sin q; = constant in agreement with eq. (3.28). As 
f is taken independent of/ the relation between VII and J is linear. Regarding 
the differential resistance (dV/dJ)IP, the experimental results indeed show the 
sin2q; pependence, which is given as a dotted curve in fig. 36. 

0. 

Q 

• H :1150 Oe 
+ H :1440 0e 
o H :1720 Oe 
~ H =2010 Oe 
X H:23000e 

Fig. 36. Anghlar dependence of the differential resistance for a Pb-15·4 at.% In alloy. 

In fig. 37 we have plotted the experimental results of (dV/dl)tp=90" divided 
by the same quantity for the normal state (Rn), as a function of He/Hc2· The 
dotted curve gives the results of eq. (3.29) for t = 0·585. Figure 37 shows a 
remarkable agreement between the experiments and Tinkham's calculations. 
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-~ Hc2 

Fig. 37. Differential resistance as a function of He/Hc2 for a Pb-15·4 at.% In alloy. The 
dotted curve is obtained from the calculations of Tinkham 34). 

This was also previously found by Tinkham 34) from the results of Strnad et 
al. 32) and Swartz and Hart 41). 

Constant I and varying He 

Let us now compare the experimental results with the resistance transitions 
where I was kept constant while He was varied. For this case we define Her. 
as the largest field where for a certain constant current VII is zero. Equation 
(3.29) can then be written as 

(3.30) 

For large values of He whereHe2./He « 1 we have only to consider the first 
term in eq. (3.30). For He/Her. > 0·7 this term is nearly quadratic in He/Hc2· 
Equation (3.30) can then be written as 

(3.31) 

If eq. {3.31) is correct than VII should be proportional to sin2 q;. In table VII 
the ratio of V q)V9o• is given for different values of He and I. 

Table VII indicates indeed a sin2 q; dependence of VII. However. we also 
find VII oc He2 sin2 q; for lower fields, i.e. He « Hc2· The reason for this is not 
yet entirely clear. In sec. 3.4.3 we shall discuss the field HR where a sharp 
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TABLE VII 

Angular dependence of the measured voltage V 'P in some superconductors of 
the second kind 

results of Hempstead and Kim 30), see their fig. l, for an Nb-Ta sheet, with 
Hc2 R:; 3550 Oe 

£P sin q; sin2 q; V91 j V9oo at constant He and I 

J = 260 A/cm2 J = 260 A/cm2 
He= 3000 Oe He= 2000 Oe 

20 0·34 0·12 0·10 0,09 
43 0·68 0·46 0·45 0·47 
65 0·91 0·83 0·79 0·82 

results of present work on Pb-15·4 at.% In alloy with Hc2 = 2760 Oe 

£P sing sin2q; V 91! V9oo at constant He and I 

He=2900e Hb=5750e He=l1500e He=l7250e He=23000e 
J 8400 J = 5600 J 2800 J = 1400 J = 1400 

A/cm2 A/cm2 A/cm2 A/cm2 A/cm2 

15 0·26 0·07 - 0·07 0·06 - 0·09 
30 0·50 0·25 0·23 0·24 0·24 0·23 0·28 
45 0·71 0·50 0·31 0·31 0·52 0·46 0·56 
60 0·87 0·76 0·75 0·73 0·81 0.84 0·91 

increase of the resistance occurs and shall show that it is very likely that HR 
marks the end of the mixed state. For the field HR one thus has B He. 

From fig. 25 it can be seen that HR depends strongly on q; and I, and therefore 
one expects that the value of B!Hc2 will also depend on q; and I and not only 
on He. Consequently one has to modify the calculations of Tinkham in such a 
way that f is also dependent on I and q;. One can also make a comparison 
between the experiments and the theory if one measures simultaneously the 
magnetization, or B, and the voltage. In chapter 4 a few of these measurements 
will be described which were done on In-Pb alloys. If the current was higher 
than Icr. it was found that B increased with increasing voltage if He was taken 
constant, while I was varied. This is in agreement with the above-mentioned 
suggestions that B/ Hc2 increases much more with increasing voltage than He/ Hc2· 
As we have not done precise measurements of B and VII at the same time a 
comparison between experiments and theory is not possible. 
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3.4.3. Sharp transition at He= HR 

This sharp transition separates two regions, where there is a gradual increase 
of resistance with the field (see figs 23 and 24). 

No sharp transition is found at currents less than about 10 rnA for all values 
of fP for a Pb-6·4 at.% In alloy. At somewhat higher currents (e.g. 30 rnA) a 
sharp transition is observed at a field HR, which field is independent of fP and 
is equal to Hc2, as found from magnetization measurements in a longitudinal 
field. These two facts incline us to believe that the field HR marks the transition 
of the mixed state of a superconductor into a state in which the material is for 
the most part normal, and only a few remnant domains are superconducting. If 
He Hc2 and for currents lower than the critical current of the remnant super
conducting domains the resistance remains zero, but at somewhat higher currents 
resistance appears at Hc2, the latter showing no angular dependence (see se::. 2.5). 

At still higher currents (e.g.> 1 A) HR becomes smaller than Hc2, depending 
very sensitively upon the angle fP· Remarkably enough the difference between 
HR and Hc2 is much larger than the field caused by the current, especially at 
large values of fP· Nevertheless since at fields larger than HR, no discontinuities 
in R/Rn are found, it seems very likely that, also at high currents, HR marks 
the end of the mixed state. 

The resistance transition in de:::reasing field is found experimentally to be 
nearly identical with that in increasing field. If the sharp transition were due to 
thermal effects, we should certainly not expect it to be reversible. In the field 
region where the sharp transition is found, instabilities often occur in the 
magnitude of the resistance at constant current and field. These instabilities 
disappear again at higher values of the field, although the resistance is still 
smaller than the resistance in the normal state. It has sometimes been found 
at H = HR that rapid switching-on of the current results in a high resistance, 
which decreases fairly rapidly as a function of time (in a few seconds) to the 
constant value. These instabilities, too, indicate that the field HR marks the 
end of the mixed state. 

A last remark concerning the "peak effect" should be made. The "peak effect" 
refers to the remarkable decrease of resistance found at He = Hc2, where the 
mixed state ends. This effect is found in Nb 27,42,43), in vanadium 28) and in 
deformed lead-indium alloys 44). In our annealed specimens we observed no 
"peak effect", but always an increase in resistance with increasing fields. In 
fig. 38 a resistance transition is shown as found by Rosenblum et al. 42) in 
niobinm. It has been suggested 27) that this decrease of resistance, i.e. the peak 
effect in the critical current vs magnetic field, marks the end of the mixed state. 
In that case it should have some similarity with the field HR. 

3.4.4. Field region He ~ Hc2 

From figs 25 and 26 we see that the 1-H curves come together at a field 
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Fig. 38. Resistance transition of a niobium specimen, as found by Rosenblum et al. 42). 

which is just equal to Hc2 found from magnetization measurements. In sec. 2.5 
we found that Hc2 is independent of rp, since at Hc2 the magnetization is zero 
and so too, therefore, is the demagnetization. At low currents we can neglect 
the influence of the current on the critical field Hc2, so that the 1-H curves 
must coincide at a field just equal to Hc2· The results shown in figs 25 and 26 
and in table VI thus show good agreement with the theory, and indicate that 
Hc2 can be accurately determined from resistance measurements. 

3.4.5. Superconductivity above Hc2; the value of Hcs 

From figs 23 and 24 it can be seen that above Hc2 1415 oersted for the 
alloy concerned) the value of R/ Rn is smaller than one. This means that super
conductivity occurs above Hc2· Figure 26 shows that the value of H (1 % Rn) 
can also be higher than Hc2, suggesting that there is a connected supercon
ducting circuit for the current at He > Hc2· From the magnetization meas
urements it followed that the superconducting volume fraction for He > Hc2 
is very small. The resistance transition for He > Hc2 can now be described by 
a simple model, using the following assumptions: 
(I) The superconducting volume fraction is very small, that is to say 

0 618 <t: Onln, where 0 is the total cross-sectional area and lis the length 
of the superconducting region 8, and the normal region n, respectively. 

(2) For He > Hc2 the region extends continuously over the whole length of 
the wire, i.e. Is = ln. 

(3) As a function of the field the resistance transition in the region 8 is sharp 
if the region n is absent. 

The resistance of the normal region n is given by Rn = Pnln/On and that 
of the superconducting region 8, when completely normal, is given by R8 = 
Psls/Os. Since Pn = Ps, In= Is and On» Os, we have Rs » Rn and Rn = R 
where R is the total resistance of the wire. If the total current It is lower than 
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Fig. 39. The constructed Ic-He curves for superconductivity in fields He > Hce for a Pb· 
6·4 at.% In alloy. 

the critical current Ic of the region s in a field He, then the total resistance is 
zero. If, however, It > Ic, the current will divide itself into Ia ins and In inn. 
The current I8 is exactly equal to Ic. Assume, for example, that 18 > Ic, then s 
is normal and the voltage across the wire is equal to lsRs, which then should 
be greater than ItRn = ltR, because R8 » Rn. If, on the other hand, 18 < Ie < It, 
then sis superconducting and the voltage across the wire is zero, so that In =0. 
This is in contradiction to 18 < Ic < It, and the only remaining possibility is 
Is = I c. The voltage across the wire is given by V = InRn = (It- Ic) Rn = 
(It - Ic) R. If we define Ve = feR as the voltage when the whole wire is 
normal, we find (for It~ Ic): 

V/Vt 1 -lc/lt, 

where Ic is a function of He. By now taking various values of V/Ve we can 
construct the Ic-He curve from the resistance transition at various values of It. 
We have done this in fig. 39 for V/Vt = 0·50, 0·80, 0·90, 0·95 and 0·99 from 
the resistance transitions at It= 3000, 1000, 300, 100, 30, 10, 3 and 1 mA. 
The curves relate to a Pb-6·4 at. % In alloy for two values of cp. It can be seen 
from the figure that for one value of cp all points lie on a line, which is a con
firmation of this simple model. The critical field at small values of Ic is almost 
independent of the current. We shall designate this field value as Hca 45). 
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Originally it was suggested 45) that superconductivity above Hc2 was due to 
inhomogeneities, although all alloys were in solid solution and annealed. Al
though it was not clear, a dependence of Hcs on the residual resistivity or on 
the value of K was pointed out. In sec. 1.5 we mentioned that Saint James and 
De Gennes have given a more specific explanation by calculating that a thin 
surface layer remains superconducting up to a field Hcs which is higher: than 
Hc2· The theoretical result obtained was Hca/Hc2 = 1·7 when the specimen 
was surrounded by an insulator and the field was parallel to the surface. This 
surface superconduction has afterwards been demonstrated experimentally in 
various ways. From the resistance transition in Pb-Tl alloys, Bon Mardi on 
et al. 46) determined Hca as the field where R/ Rn _,. 1. Hempstead and Kim 3°) 

determined Hca in the same way and showed that superconductivity above Hc2 
is a surface effect since covering the lead-indium with a layer of copper gives 
Hcs < 1·7 Hc2. Tomasch and Joseph 47) demonstrated Hcs by means of mag
netization measurements and also determined its angular dependence. In the 
calculations of Saint James and De Gennes the field is parallel to the surface; 
if, however, the field is perpendicular to the surface, Hes Hc2· Tinkham 48) 

has given the angular dependence of Hca, and the results are in good agreement 
with the experiments of Tomasch and Joseph 47). Gygax et al. 49} also deter
mined the temperature dependence of Hca, and found Hcs/Hc2 = 1·7 to be 
independent of temperature. Cardona and Rosenblum 50) found Hca from 
microwave-absorption measurements, paying particular attention to the surface 
properties. From tunnelling experiments Tomasch 51) demonstrated Hca to be 
due to surface properties. Rosenblum and Cardona 52), Hart and Swartz 53) 
and Strongin et al. 54) demonstrated Hcs in a type-I superconductor. Burger 
et al. 55) determined the angular and temperature dependence of Hcs for 
Sn-In films. Cardona and Rosenblum 56) showed that in supercooling experi
ments, too, Hcs is found instead of Hc2· Tilley 57) reported that Baldwin's 58) 

experiments on the supercooling of Sn films can be explained in terms of Hca. 
From resistance measurements Livingston 59), De Sorbo 60) and Kemohan and 
Sekula 61) also found good agreement with the calculated value of Hcs. 

From fig. 39 we can determine the value of Hca as the field at low currents. 

TABLE VIII 

at.% In · Hcs (fP = Oo) I Hcs (p = 90°) Hca (fP = Oo)/Hc2 

0·4 1460 1300 2·6 
6·4 2600 2150 1·8 

15·4 4840 4300 1·7 
23·9 6600 5300 1·9 
24·5 6040 5860 1·7 
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Table VIII gives the values of Hcs for <p oo and <p 90°, together with 
the value of Hcs/Hc2 for <p = 0°. The latter value is seen to be reasonably 
consistent with the calculations of Saint James and De Gennes, and with the 
value found from the laminar model, Hca/Hc2 2, except for the Pb-
0·4 at.% In alloy. Experimentally, however, a difference is found between Hca at 
<p 0° and Hca at <p = 90°. For a parallel field one has Hcs/Hc2 = 1·7 while 
for a non-parallel field Hca is smaller than 1·7 Hc2· Therefore for <p = oo the 
whole surface is superconductive, whereas at <p = 90° only a small part at the 
side. One would therefore expect, then, that the critical current at a given field 
would be much lower at <p = 90° than at <p = 0°, which is in fact found (fig. 39), 
but also that Hcs would be the same in both cases, which is not fo:tnd. The 
surface of the wire will never be entirely smooth, however, and for this reason, 
the angle between the field and the surface will be place-dependent, so that 
Hca 1·7 Hc2 will only apply at some places. At <p oo there is a much 
greater chance of finding a continuous surface with He parallel to the axis of 
the wire than at <p 90°, so that one may expect to find a better value for Hca 
at <p oo than at <p = 90°. Another possibility is that, because of the inevitable 
structural defects in the material, the measured value of Hc3 is always on the 
high side, and the increased value can derend upon the angle. Experiments of 
Hempstead and Kim 30) and of Schenck et al. 44) indeed show that Hc3 increases 
with increasing number of lattice defects. 
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4. INFLUENCE OF A TRANSPORT CURRENT ON 
THE MAGNETIZATION 

4.1. Introduction 

Magnetization curves of type-II and type-III superconductors are in general 
well understood. The irreversible curves are explained in terms of flux pinning. 
In this model the magnetic induction varies with the distance from the surface, 
the necessary shielding currents having just the critical value. Critical currents 
as obtained from the magnetization measurements are in agreement with those 
obtained from direct measurements of the critical current Ic versus magnetic 
field H 6• As far as we know only a few experiments 1,2,3) have been done on the 
influence of a transport current on the magnetization of type-III supercon
ductors. The transport current It is supposed to decrease the shielding currents 
as the total current can never be higher than the critical current. This decrease 
of the shielding currents causes a change in the magnetization. From the 
experiments of LeBlanc 1) and YasukOchi et al. 2) it follows that the change of 
the magnetization depends not only on the final values of It and He but also 
on the previous history. In the following we shall attempt to explain these 
effects, and also compare the results of the calculations with the experiments 
which were done on In-Pb alloys. 

4.2. Experiments 

The magnetization in a constant field was determined by pulling the specimen 
out of a pick-up coil, which was connected to a flux meter. The change of the 
magnetization due to a variation of It was measured when the specimen was 
kept in the pick-up coil (see sec. 2.3). The specimen was in the form of a wire, 
0·6 mm in diameter, wound in a bifilar way such that the axis of the wire was 
perpendicular to the external field. He. The transport current It was therefore 
always perpendicular to He. All the experiments were done at 2·65 "K on an 
In-8·7 at.% Pb alloy, which has a transition temperature of about 4·2 °K. The 
specimen was cooled in zero external field. Then the magnetic field was slowly 
increased up to a certain value and the magnetization was measured. Thereafter 
he current was applied. 

Rapid change of It 

Firstly the change in the magnetization was measured when It was increased 
rapidly. In fig. 40 the continuous curves give the magnetization before the 
transport current was applied. The vertical lines indicate the influence of the 
transport current. The total change of -4tr M is reached after the following 
transport-current procedure: firstly a current It of 2·65 A (J = 935 A/cm2) is 
switched off and on several times, then It is reversed and again switched on 
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Fig. 40. Magnetization curve of an In-8·7 at.% Pb alloy, before the current is applied (con· 
tinuous curve). The influence of a transport current which is rapidly changed is given as 
vertical lines. 

and off several times. The largest change of --41T M is found after the first 
application of the current. For It smaller than the critical current Ic (defined 
as the current which gives the first detectable voltage) the magnetization 
becomes constant after switching several times. As an example, for He = 145 Oe 
the relative change of --41TM with respect to --41TM before the current was 
applied is given by 

AM1/M -22%; AM2 0; AMa/M = -3·3%; AM4 = 0; AMs/M = 

-0·8%; AM6 = 0, 

where the index on AM is related to the following transport-current procedure: 

(1) It= 0-+ 2·65 A; (2) 2·65 A-+ 0; (3) 0-+ 2·65 A; (4) 2·65 A-+ 0; 
(5) 0 -+ 2·65 A. 

From this it is seen that the superconductor exhibits a kind of training. The 
change in the magnetization is irreversible, i.e. after the current is switched off 
the magnetization does not reach the old value it had before the current was 
applied. For It > Ic a reversible change in the magnetization is found, e.g. for 
He 430 Oe (lc Ro> 1· 3 A) the following results are found: 
AM1/M = -70·5%; AM<t./M +17%; AM3/M = -14·5%; AM4/M = 

+14·5%. 
The index on AM is related to the same transport-current procedure as above 
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(1) It 0_,. 2·65 A ... ). This reversible change is such that applying.the cur
rent decreases the value of -41TM. The variation of LJM/M with It was not 
continue; at a particular value of It a large change of -41TM appears. As we 
thought that this was caused by the rapid change of the applied current, in the 
following experiments we varied the transport current slowly. 

Slow change of It 

The magnetization was measured after each slow change of It ( < 0·1 A/s). 
The programme for the application of the current It (It in A) consisted of the 
following steps where It< Ie: 
(1) It 0; (2) 0 __,. 2.10-1; (3) 2.10-1 __,. 0; (4) 0 __,. 4.10-1; ... (2N) 0 __,. 
2N.I0-1; (2N + 1) 2N.10-1 __,. 0; (2N + 2) 0 __,. -2.10-1; ... (4N) 0 __,. 
-2N.10-1. 
For this procedure we found: 

LJM2N+1 = ... LJM4N-l 0. 

n~2N 

In fig. 41 L LJMn is plotted vertically as a function of It (positive current J+) 
n=l 

n~4N 

and also L LJMn as a function of It (negative current!-). If the critical current 
n=2N+1 

is reached then no change is found during the reversal of the current, thus 

LJMn = 0 if n > 2N and It~ Ic (It= 2N.I0-1 A). 

The influence of the polarity of the current (It in A) was also studied in the 
following programme: 
(I) It o; (2) o_,. 2.10-1; (3) 2.10-1 o; (4) o __,. -2.10-1; (5) -2.10-1 __,. o; 
(6) 0 __,. -4.10-1; (7) -4.10-1 __,. 0; (8) 0 __,.. 4.10-1 ... 

-Jt(A 

Fig. 41. The change of the magnetization as a function of the transport current. 
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In that case LIMa = LIMs LIM7 = 0 while LIM2 > LIM4 and LIM6 > LIMa, 
where LIM4 is the change in the magnetization going from (3) to (4). The 
changes LIM2, LIM4 ... LIMa always had the same sign. If the critical current 
is reached in this programme, then no change is found upon reversing the 
current. Generally if Ie = Ic a diamagnetic moment is found, which is the 
same for the magnetization curve with increasing fields as for the one with 
decreasing fields. If in the programmes discussed, the critical current is sur
passed a reversible change in --4-n-M is found, in contradistinction to the case 
lt < Ic where the change was always irreversible. For He= 480 Oe the relative 
change of the magnetization was 10% if the current changed from 1·0 to 
H5 A (Ic ~ 0·95 A), while the voltage for It = 1-15 A was 12% ofthe voltage 
when the specimen was fully normal. With increasing current the value of 
-4n-M always decreases. 

4.3. Discussion 

4.3.1. Calculations 

As we are interested in the influence of a transport current on the mag
netization we will not consider the influence of the shape of the specimen on 
the magnetization, but take a flat plate with He parallel to the largest surface 
and It 1 He. Calculations along these lines have been given by Riemersma 4) 
who did not mention, however, the current programme he used. Since irrevers
ible effects are concerned one would expect to find a difference between the case 
where the current is applied first and afterwards the field (It __,.. He) and the 
reverse case (He _,..It). Following LeBlanc 1) we will now consider ten cases, 
in the ascending magnetization curve. The magnetization without a current has 
been calculated by Silcox et al. 0) and Riemersma 4) for a flat plate, with the 
largest surface of the plate parallel to the ZOY plane and He in the z-direction, 
and the x-direction perpendicular to the plate. As the magnetic induction Bz 
is only a function of x the Maxwell equation gives 

(%/10) Jy = -dBz/dx, (4.1) 

with J in A/cm2 and B in Oe. 
The current density J(x) can be related to B(x) by an empirical critical-state 

equation 6): 

JB C (Cis a constant). (4.2) 

From (4.1) and (4.2) one gets 

B2 =±ax b, (4.3) 

with a 81rC/10 and b two constants. We take x 0 as the middle of the 
plate and 2d as its thickness. The constant b is found from the boundary 
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x=-d x:o x=d X:-d X:O x=d 
Fig. 42. Different current-field procedures, where (a) gives the changes of the transport 
current (vertical line) and the external field (horizontal line), and (b) the magnetic induction 
in the specimen. 
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condition, where we assume B Bo where Bo is the magnetic induction in a 
reversible magnetization curve. 

In the presence of a transport current It the boundary conditions are changed, 
viz. by the field iJH as caused by this current. As an approximation we will 
take the change in the magnetic induction at the surface LIB equal to iJH: 

where 
+d 

lt {l/2d) J J(x) dx. 
-d 

(4.4) 

If we change It or He then the course of B(x) is always given by eq. (4.3) 
in such a way that the change of B(x) is minimum. The ten cases to be con
sidered are given schematically in fig. 42a, where a vertical line denotes a change 
in It and a horizontal line a change in He. The reversed current has a different 
absolute value only in case 10, i.e. [J+[ > [J-[. In fig. 42b the magnetic in
duction is given as a function of x for the ten cases; in this figure we have 
drawn for the simplicity the B variation as straight lines. A comparison of this 
figure with that published by Riemersma 4) indicated that he has calculated 
case 1 and not a general case. 

As an example we will calculate the magnetization, or the average value 
of B, for case 3. For the other cases we will only give the results. To determine 
the field distribution we must satisfy the boundary conditions, and also use the 
variation of B(x) as given in (4.3) in such a fashion that B(x) remains as far 
as possible identical with B(x) in case 2. The magnetic induction can then be 
given by three curves : 

B2 = --ax+ (Bo + LIB)2 ad if -d:::;;;; x :::;;;; Xl, (4.5) 

if X1:::;;;; x:::;;;; xa, 

B2 -ax (Bo- LIB)2 + ad if X2 :::;;;; x d. 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

The values of x1 and xa follow from equalization of (4.5) and (4.6) for x1 
and (4.6) and (4.7) for x2: 

ax1 BoLIB (LIB)2/2 (4.8) 
and 

ax2 -BoLIB (LIB)2/2 ad. (4.9) 

The average magnetic induction is then found to be 
Xl 

li (lf2d) J [--ax + (Bo + LIB)2- ad]1!2dx + 
-d (4.10) 
~ d 

+ (1/2d) J (ax B02- ad)lf2dx (l/2d) J [-ax+ (Bo- LIB)2 ad]1/2dx. 
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In this way the ten cases given in figure 42a can be calculated, which give the 
following results: 

(I) .B (2Bo3/3ad) [1 (tJB)2/Bo2- A], 

(2) .B (2Bo3/3a.cl) (D B), 

(3) .B (2Bo3/3ad) [(tJB)3/Bo3 + 3tJBfBo + C B], 

(4) .B (2Bo3/3ad) [(LIB)3/Boa + 3tJB/Bo 

(5) .B (2Bo3/3a.d) [D 

( 6) .B is given by ( 4.13), 

(7) .B is given by (4.12), 

(8) .B is given by (4.14), 

(9) .B is given by (4.15), 

E C-F], 

E-F], 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(10) .B = (2Bo3f3ad) [(LIB)3/Bo3 + 3tJB/Bo + G- H]. (4.16) 

The quantities A-H are given by 

A = [1 tJB/Bo- a.djB0Z]312, 

B = [l tJB/Bo + (tJB)2j2B02 adjB02]3!2, 

C = [1- LIB/Bo + (LIB)2J2B02]3/2, 

D = [1 + tJB/Bo + (tJB)2f2Bo2]3!2, 

E = [1 + (tJB)2fBo2]3/2, 

F = [1 + 2tJBfB0 + (LIB)2fB02- ad/Bo2]312, 

G = [1 (tJB)2f2Bo2 + (LIB1)2f2Bo2 + tJB1/Bo LIB/Bo]3/2, 

H [1 tJB1/Bo + LIB/Bo (LIB1)2f2Bo2 + (LIB)2j2Bo2-adfB02]3/2., 

(4.17) 

In G and H the value of tJB1 is caused by It before it was reversed (positive 
current J+), while tJB is related to It after reversing (negative current J-). In 
case 10 it is taken LIB ~ LIB1. The above calculations are valid under the 
condition that B(x) > 0 for all values of x. We will now consider what this 
condition means. The lowest value of B(x) is given by B2 = Bo2- ad. The 
condition B(x) > 0 thus amounts to: Bo2 >ad. The critical-current density is 
given by JB = 10a./87T which gives a field at the surface: tJH = adj2Bo. The 
condition Bo2 > ad is thus identical with the condition that LIH < Bo/2 if 
It Ie, which is always the case if He» Hcl· 

If one assumes . LIB/Bo « 1, which means that the field as caused by the 
current is much smaller than Bo, and one expands C and D up to terms (LIB/Bo)2 

one gets 

3tJB 

Bo 
+C=D. (4.18) 
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From (4.18) one finds then that the B value in the cases 2, 3, 6 and 7 are 
identical. The same holds for the cases 4, 5, 8 and 9, so that one has only a 
difference between the cases 1, 2 and 4. This approximation is justified for all 
currents lower than the critical current if the hysteresis in the magnetization 
curve is small, i.e. ad/Bo2 « 1 and thus iJBfBo « 1. If, however, there is 
much hysteresis in the magnetization curve then this approximation holds 
only for small currents. 

Little hysteresis in the M-H curve 

Equations (4.11)-(4.16) can be expanded to sma11 values of ad/Bo2 and iJBfBo. 
If we consider only the terms up to (iJB)2/Bo2 and a2d2/Bo4 in these expansions 
we get: 

(1): B Bo adf4Bo + (iJB)2Bofad, 

(2), (3), (6), (7): B = Bo- adj4Bo + iJB/2, 

(4), (5), (8), (9): B = Bo- adf4Bo + (iJB)2Bo/ad + iJB, 

(10): B Bo- ad/4Bo + iJB1/2 + tJB/2- iJB1iJBBo/ad. 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

This approximation corresponds to the Bean-London model 7) where B varies 
linearly with the coordinate, or, which is the same thing, it corresponds to 

B (af2blf2)x + bl/2 instead of B = (ax+ b)l/2. 

Much hysteresis in the M-H curve 

If ad/ Bo2 is not much smaller thari unity the value of B can be calculated 
numerically from (4.11)-(4.17). We have done this for the values Bo 6·3 kOe 
and adj Bo = 3·15 kOe, which yielded the results as given in fig. 43, where 

(Bo B)/{Bo (2Bo3f3ad)[l- (l-ad/Bo2)3/2J} 

is plotted vertically and the quantity It/Ic horizontally. If Bo He the quan
tity plotted vertically is equal to M(l)/ M(O), the ratio of the magnetization 
with and without current. 

4.3.2. Comparison with the experiments 

Firstly we want to compare the calculations with the experiments done on 
the In-Pb alloys. It should be remarked that the calculations were done on a 
flat plate, while the experiments were performed on wires. The experiments 
were done for cases 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. As the hysteresis in the experiments was 
not very large we can use for a comparison eqs (4.19)-(4.22). The equations 
give a continuous relation between the change in B (or in the magnetization) 
and ft. In the experiments where It was rapidly changed we found no continuous 
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Fig. 43. The change in the average magnetic induction as a function of the transport current 
as calculated numerically for the first nine cases as given in fig. 42. 

relation. We are inclined to believe that this rapid change of It gives a flux jump, 
which is not incorporated in these calculations. It is a well-known fact that any 
rapid change of It or He can easily give these flux jumps. In the following we 
will therefore compare the calculations with thy experiments where It was 
slowly changed. The experiments giveu in fig. 41 as positive currents corre
spond to cases 6 and 7. From eq. (4.20) it is seen that cases 6 and 7 are id,entical, 
which is also foundexperimentally, as switching off the current (case 7) gives 
no change of --41rM. From (4.20) it appears that LlM is proportional to It as 
AB oc It, which is more or less in agreement with the[+ in fig. 41. The curve 
denoted by I- in fig. 41 corresponds to case 10, in which case Ie is reversed, while 
after reversal the absolute value of It is smaller than before. The change in 
--41rM or in Bas found from (4.21) and(4.22) is given by 

LlR LlB1/2 -"BoLlB1LlBfad 

which shows a linear relation. between LlM and ft. The slope of the curve 
divided by the slope for case 6 should be equal to 

1 
LlB1 Bo 

2 ad 

If the positive current, which gives LlB1, is equal to the critical current then 
LlB1 = adf2Bo, which causes no change in B going from case 6 to case 10; 
this was also found in the experiments. From fig. 41 it follows that the influence 
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of It is indeed much larger for "I+" (case 6) than for "]-" (case 10), however 
the linearity between .:1M and I- is not so good. The curves in fig. 41 do not 
pass through the origin, although they should do so according to the calcu
lations. This discrepancy is probably due to the fact that we have ignored in the 
calculations the region at the surface where B changes from B He to B = Bo. 
It is possible that in this region the critical currents are not related to B as given 
in the critical-state equation used B). 

The influence of the polarity of It is also shown in the cases 6, 7 and 8, where 
we found experimentally: 
jj (case 6) jj (case 8) and B (case 6) = jj (case 7) while jj (case 6)- jj 

(case 6 with It= 0) < B (case 8) B (case 6). In the experiments It ~ Ic 
and thus .:lB ~ adf2Bo. Substituting this in (4.19)-(4.22) one indeed finds the 
above relations. 

For It~ Ic we found a value of -41TM which is nearly the same for in-
creasing fields as for decreasing fields. Substituting .:lB adf2Bo for It = Ic 
in (4.19)-(4.22) gives B = Bo for all the cases. 

We will now compare our calculations with the experiments as done by 
LeBlanc I) and Yasukochi et al. 2) on NbZr. LeBlanc found experimentally 
that as far as B is concerned the cases 1-9 can be taken together in three groups 
A, B, C, comprising A = case 1 ; B = case 2, 3, 6 and 7; C case 4, 5, 8 and 9. 
The experiments gave for It < Ic: 

jj (group A) < jj (group B) < jj (group C). 

Substituting .:lB < adf2Bo for It < Ic into (4.11)-(4.16) does in fact give 
indeed this result. The difference between cases 1 and 2 was also found by 
Yasukochi et al. 2). 

In the experiments on NbZr there is much hysteresis in the magnetization 

M(J)/M(o) 

l 

Fig. 44. Magnetization as a function of the transport current after different current-field 
operations. These results were found by LeBlanc 1) on NbZr. 
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curve, so the assumption ad/Bo2 « 1 is not justified. The results of LeBlanc 
can be compared with the numerical calculations as given in fig. 43. The chosen 
values of Bo (6·3 kOe) and ad/Bo2 ( = !) make a rough comparison possible. 
In fig. 44 we have plotted the results of LeBlanc on NbZr for He= 6·3 kOe. 
These curves show reasonable agreement with the calculations. 
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5. INFLUENCE OF LATTICE IMPERFECTIONS ON THE RESISTANCE 
TRANSITION OF LEAD 

5.1. Introduction 

Lattice imperfections influence various physical properties such as electrical 
resistance, volume, magnetoresistance 1), internal energy 2), elastic properties 3), 
internal friction 4) and the superconductive properties. In this chapter we shall 
examine the influence of lattice imperfections on the resistance transitions in 
type-1 superconductors, with special attention to lead. 

Lattice imperfections in a metal can be classified into three groups: 

(1) Point defects, i.e. defects which, compared to the lattice spacing, are not 
large in any single dimension. Examples are vacancies, interstitial and sub
stitutional (impurity) atoms. 

(2) Line defects, i.e. defects which are large in one dimension only, such as 
dislocations. 

(3) Defects which are large in two dimensions, as for example grain boundaries, 
stacking faults and certain types of precipitates. 

Generally speaking, what is of primary interest is the manner in which any 
individual kind of lattice defect influences a physical property rather than the 
overall influence of all the defects present. With a view to studying the influence 
of a particular kind of imperfection, lattice defects can be introduced in a metal 
in a variety of ways, so as to alter for example the ratio of the number of point 
defects to the number of dislocations. For instance plastic deformation creates 
dislocations and point defects, which are not in thermodynamic equilibrium. 
In order to study these effects it is necessary to deform at a temperature at which 
the mobility of the defects is extremely low. Neutron irradiation gives rise 
principally to point defects or to groups of point defects; dislocations in the 
form of loops may also be produced. The number of point defects in proportion 
to the number of dislocations will be larger, however, after neutron irradiation 
than after plastic deformation. 

Imperfections in the crystal lattice increase the resistance in the normal state, 
and since Hc2 and Hcs increase with increasing residual resistivity, it might be 
expected that deformation would cause Hc2 and Hcs to increase in the same way 
as they do in aUoys with increasing concentration of dissolved atoms (see 
chapters 2 and 3). The experiments show, however, that the increase of the 
critical field cannot be correlated in the same way with the residual resistivity 
as in alloys. In the following sections we will briefly discuss the influence of 
lattice imperfections on the residual resistivity and its recovery, with special 
attention to the case of lead (sec. 5.2). In sees 5.3 and 5.4 we will discuss the 
experimental results of plastic deformation and irradiation on the residual 
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resistivity and on the resistance transition of lead in a longitudinal field at 
4·2 °K. 

5.2. Influence of lattice imperfections on residual resistivity and its recovery 

Since lattice imperfections disturb the periodic potential in a crystal lattice, 
they increase the residual resistivity. For the scattering at a point defect there 
are two factors to be taken into account: the first is the influence of elastic 
strains in the vicinity of the defect, the second is the influence of electric charge. 
In general one can say that vacancies constitute short-range order strains and 
thus the first factor is small with respect to the second 5). Jongenburger 6) has 
calculated both cases for vacancies in copper. His calculations will partly be 
given here to enable an estimate to be made of their influence in lead. 

(a) Influence of elastic strains 

Due to the stresses around a vacancy the ions (or atoms) around a vacancy 
are displaced. The displacements can easily be calculated if one assumes that 
the relevant interaction energy between the atoms can be written in a form 7) 

E = B exp (-r/ro), 

where Band ro are constants, and r the distance. We assume that the energy 
of interaction between the ions decreases so rapidly that we need only consider 
the nearest neighbours. The constants B and ro can be determined from the 
elastic constants 7). If we take for these the values found for lead by Alers 
and Walsdorf8) we find B = I0-8 erg and ro 0·307 A. Jongenburger gives 
the displacements of the nearest neighbours as Ab, where b is the interatomic 
distance. The energy now has to be minimized with respect to X, and this gives 
a value of 'Ab/ro which is independent of the values of b and ro, since the terms 
with ,\ occur only in the exponential function. In order to find the value of ,\ 
for lead we must therefore take ,\bfro for lead to be equal to the value of 'Abfro 
found for copper. Jongenburger reported: ,\b 0·038 A and r0 = 0·153 A. 
For lead, then, we find l.b = 0·076 A. For calculating the incremental resis
tivity due to the elastic strains the mean square of the displacements of the 
atoms (xn2) is compared with the mean square of the displacements of the 
atoms due to the thermal agitation (xT2). From this ratio and from the .thermal 
resistivity PT the incremental resistivity is given by 

Llp = (xn2/xT2) PT· 

For the mean-square displacement in the x-direction we find xn2 = 

(l/3)1Q-2.12.(0·076)2J0-16 2·46.tQ-20cm2,assuming 1% of the atoms to have 
been replaced by vacancies. If XT is the displacement of an ion by thermal 
agitation, we can write as an approximation: 

XT2 = (kTjm6J2) (n/k)2, 
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wheremis the molecular weight, k is Boltzmann's constant and e is the Debye 
temperature. For lead at 20 oc we find 60.10-20 cm2. By comparing xn2 

and XT 2 with the thermal resistivity of lead at 20 °C, PT = 20 [.til em we find 
for the incremental resistivity of 1 % vacancies: 

Llpv = (2·46.I0-20f60.10-20). 20 0·815 ~-til em/% vac. 

(b) Shift of electric charge 

In these calculations 6) the scattering of a vacancy is calculated assuming a 
rectangular attractive potential and taking the number of free electrons per atom 
as unity (n = 1). The final result is given by LlPv = 92 rs ilcm/% vacancies, 
where rs in em is given by :t 7T r8

3 = atomic volume. For multivalent metals, 
such as lead, the number of free electrons per atom differs from unity. 

Reale 9), although writing n = 1, takes this into account by multiplying Llpv 
by m*fm, where m* is the effective mass. The ratio m*/m is determined from 
the ratio of the measured to the calculated specific heat of the ·electrons, 
assuming n = 1. For lead this ratio is roughly 3·329 10). Reale then finds for 
lead: Llpv = 5·8 [.til em/% vac. For vacancies in lead we thus find the total 
maximum value to be Ll Pv = 6·6 ~-til emf% vac. 

The increase of resistivity as caused by dislocations has been calculated for 
copper by Hunter and Nabarro 11) and also by Seeger and Bross 12). 

According to linear-elasticity theory, the displacements around an edge dis
location are anti-symmetrical, and because of this the resistivity increase is 
small and finite, although the stresses around an edge dislocation only become 
zero at r --+ oo. 

According to the calculations of Seeger and Bross 12) a small change in the 
antisymmetry causes a marked increase of resistivity. This increase is therefore 
also a function of the "extensiveness" of the dislocation, and becomes infinite 
when r --+ oo. In order to make the resistivity increase finite, an outer cut-off 
diameter is introduced, in the same way as is done for calculating the energy 
of a dislocation 13). 

A method of studying the effect of lattice imperfections is to determine the 
recovery curve. In these experiments the resistivity is measured at a constant 
temperature after annealing for a certain time at a higher temperature. By 
plotting the resistivity as a function of the annealing temperature one gets a 
recovery curve with the annealing time as a parameter. 

Since the defects present are frequently not in thermodynamic equilibrium 
they will disappear at a temperature at which their mobility is sufficiently high. 
The activation energy for movement will differ, however, from one type of 
defect to another, which means that their disappearance, that is to say the 
recovery of the physical property, takes place at different temperatures. If we 
determine at several constant recovery temperatures the time needed to produce 
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Fig. 46. Activation energy as a function of the recovery P for pure lead, calculated from the 
observations given in fig. 45. P = (RT- RE)/(Rv RE); RT is the resistance after a period 
of recovery, RD before recovery, RE after 24 hours at 20 °C. 

an identical change in resistivity, we can find the activation energy for migration 
by plotting the time logarithmically versus the reciprocal of the temperature T. 

As far as we know, only a few recovery curves have been measured for 
lead 14,15,16), after deformation or neutron irradiation. Boesono 14) has 
measured the recovery of pure lead and commercial lead after rolling the 
metal in liquid air. Figure 45 gives the recovery curve of pure lead. The wires 
were rolled in liquid air, the elongation was roughly 70 %. The activation energy 
calculated from the recovery curve was 0·48 0·05 eV in the temperature 
range of 140-170 °K, and 1·0 0·1 eV at roughly 170 °K. Figure 45 shows .. 
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that it is difficult to distinguish between these recovery steps; it can· be seen, 
however, that there is a gradual change in the resistivity up to about 160 °K 
and a sharp drop at roughly 170 °K. According to Boesono, the first "recovery 
step" (activation energy 0·48 eV) is due to the disappearance of vacancies, while 
the sharp drop at about 170 °K is due to the annihilation and re-ordering of 
dislocations. The latter indeed seems highly probable, but the interpretation 
of the first step may be subject to some doubt. From fig. 45 we can calculate 
an activation energy for various values of the recovery. The result of the cal
culation is given in fig. 46. The figure shows that Qm ~ 0·48 eV occurs at 
P = 50%, whereas it is seen from fig. 45 that the sharp drop begins at P = 50%. 
It is therefore not entirely clear why it is precisely in this range that 
vacancies should vanish with an activation energy of 0·48 eV. Figure 46 
suggests that it is really only for P < 30% that we can speak of one activation 
energy, namely Q ~ 1 eV for the dislocation step. It is reasonable to assume, 
however, that the recovery before the dislocation step is caused by point defects. 
If we wish to indicate an activation energy for the recovery of point defects, 
we must have P > 60%, since we then have no dislocation recovery. From 
fig. 46 it is seen that the activation energy in this range is ·approximately 
0· 2 ± 0·1 e V. It is very questionable whether this recovery is caused by va
cancies. We can compare the activation energy with values found from the 
difference between the energy of self-diffusion and the formation energy of 
vacancies. As diffusion in a metal occurs via the formation of vacancies and 
vacancy migration, the energy is given by QD = Qm + Qf where QD is the 
self-diffusion energy, Qm the energy of motion for vacancies and Qf the 
vacancy-formation energy. The value of QD for lead has been determined by 
Okkerse 17) and Seith et al. 18). Okkerse found a value of QD = 1·1 eV from 
measurements of the diffusion of radioactive lead (thorium B = 212 Pb). 
Seith et al. found a value of 1·2 eV from measurements of the decay of the 
surface activity of X-rays. The value of Q1 was calculated by Le Claire 19) 

from the proportionality of Qf with the heat of sublimation Ls: 

Qt=·KLs, 

Kbeing a correlation coefficient which is constant for one given structure. The 
value found was Qf 0·4 e V. D'Heurle et al. 2°) determined QJ from ·the 
equilibrium concentration of vacancies in the neighbourhood of the melting 
point by measuring the macroscopic thermal expansion with a dilatometer, 
and finding the microscopic expansion from accurate X-ray measurements of 
the lattice parameter. The value found was QJ = 0·52 eV. From resistivity 
measurements on quenched lead Ooms 21) found Qf = 0·67 eV. Although the 
various measurements of Qf show considerable disparities, a value of Qf = 
0·6 eV does not seem improbable. For the activation energy this gives a value 
of Qm = 1·1 0·6 = 0·5 eV and is thus in agreement with the value given by 
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Boesono, although this does not follow from fig. 46. For the relation between 
the activation energy Qm and the melting point T m, Murherjee 22) has given 
the empirical formula: 

Qm = (3 kT m/2) (1 + Z/3), 

where Z is a coordination number for the lattice. For an f.c.c. lattice the value 
of Z is 12. For lead this would give an activation energy of 0·39 eV. 

The value of Qm, and the temperature range where vacancy migration occurs, 
still have to be confirmed by recovery measurements after quenching. The 
equilibrium concentration of vacancies Cv at the melting point (T m 600 "K) 
has been determined by Van Duyn and Van Galen 23), by Feder and 
Nowick 24) and by D'Heurle et al. 20). The latter found a value of Cv 2.10-4. 
At 500 °K this would correspond to a vacancy concentration of 

Cv = 2.10-4 exp [(Qtfk) (1/600- 1/500)] = 0·27.10-4, 

if we assume Qf = 0·52 eV. Taking .dpv 6·6 !J.O em/% vacancies (see sec. 
5.2) this gives a resistivity increase of 0·018 !J.O em. Ooms 21) found a resis
tivity increase of 0·4% at 78 °K after quenching from 500 °K. If we take the 
resistivity at 78 °K to be 5 !J.O em, this gives an increase of resistivity of 
.dp = 0·02 !J.O em. The experimental value is thus in agreement with the 
theoretical one. 

5.3. Experiments 

5.3.1. Rolling at 78 °K 

For the rolling experiments at 78 °K, Johnson & Matthey lead was used, 
the purity of which was stated to be 99·99 %. In the following sections we will 
indicate this as pure lead. Spectrochemical analysis showed that the impurity 
content was roughly 0·01 %; the resistivity ratio R3oo °K/R4·2 aKin the normal 
state was about 3800. The specimens were plastically deformed by rolling in 
liquid nitrogen at 78 °K. The experimental arrangement is shown in fig. 47. 
The specimen is first rolled in liquid nitrogen, after which potential and current 
contacts are clamped on. 

These operations have to be performed in liquid nitrogen in order to prevent 
recovery. After deformation, the residual resistivity and the resistance transition 
were measured in a longitudinal field (0-1200 Oe) at 4·2 °K. The residual 
resistivity was measured in a longitudinal field of 1200 Oe with a current 
density of 500 A/cm2. At these field and current values the resistivity was 
independent of the field. The resistance transition as a function of the external 
field was measured at constant current and increasing field. The specimen was 
then placed in a bath to recover at constant temperature for 20 minutes. For 
the recovery measurements we employed isopentane (melting point 113 °K, 
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Fig. 47. Experimental set-up for rolling at 78 °K. 
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Fig. 48. Residual resistivity pn at 4·2 °K as a function of the recovery temperature for rolled 
pure lead. The recovery time was 20 minutes. 

boiling point 301 °K), which was kept at constant temperature by using in the 
bath a combination of a coiled heating element and a copper cooling element 
through which cold, gaseous nitrogen flowed. The temperature was determined 
with the aid of a thermocouple of gold containing 2·1 at.% cobalt against 
chromel. After each recovery period the residual resistivity and the resistance 
transition were determined. Figure 48 shows the residual resistivity at 4·2 °K 
as a function of the recovery temperature after plastic deformation in which 
the increase in length was roughly 120 %- After deformation the residual 
resistivity was found to be 11.10-2 !J.n em, and after recovery at 273 °K the 
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Fig. 49. J-H (50% Rn) curves at 4·2 °K for rolled pure lead after recovery at the indicated 
temperatures. 
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Fig. 50. Recovery curve of H (50% Rn) at 4·2 °K at a current density of 5 and 1000 A/cm2 
for rolled pure lead. The recovery time was 20 minutes. 

value was 0·58.10-2 ~-tO em. If we define the critical field H (50% Rn) as the 
field where the resistance is 50% of the normal value, we can construct the 
J-H (50% Rn) curves from the resistance transitions for various current den
sities. Figure 49 shows such curves for various recovery temperatures. From 
this figure we can construct the recovery :curve for H (50% R,.) at constant 
current density. This has been done in fig. 50 for J = 5 A/cm2 and J = 

1000 A/cm2. 
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Fig. 51. Experimental set-up for the tensile deformation of specimens at 4·2 °K. 

5.3.2. Tensile deformation at 4·2 ° K 

The influence of stretching the specimens at 4·2 oK was investigated on pure 
lead. Figure 51 shows schematically the tensioning device employed. A wire of 
roughly 0· 3 mm diameter is clamped at both ends in a copper block, on which 
a coiled heating element is mounted together with a thermocouple of gold with 
2·1 at.% cobalt against chromel. Around this assembly a copper cylinder is 
fitted, which contains a heating element. The heating elements are used for 
recovery measurements at low temperature. Placed in the liquid nitrogen is a 
solenoid (0-1000 Oe), the uniformity of the field being better than 0·1% over 
the length of the specimen. The resistance transitions in a longitudinal field were 
measured after deformation and after recovery at room temperature. Figure 52 
shows the JvsH (50% Rn) curve after deformation at 4·2 °K and after re
covery at room temperature for 20 minutes. The relative elongation was roughly 
lO %, the increase in residual resistivity H .I0-2 fL.Q em. 

5.3.3. Neutron irradiation at 78 o K 

In order to study in more detail the influence of point defects on the critical 
field H (50% Rn) we investigated the effect of neutron irradiation, considering 
that the ratio of the number of point defects to the number of dislocations will 
not be the same after deformation as after irradiation. 

The effect of neutron irradiation at 78 °K was investigated on pure lead and 
on normal commercial lead (99·9% purity). The resistivity ratio of the com-
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Fig. 52. J-H (50% Rn) curves for pure lead after deformation at 4·2 °K and after recovery 
at room temperature for 20 minutes. 

merciallead, R3oo ox/R4.z ox in the normal state was roughly 265 before irra
diation. Lead wires with a diameter of about 1 mm were encapsulated 
in quartz glass and annealed for 2 hours at 200 °C. The neutron irradiation was 
carried out at 78 °K in the low-flux reactor BR 1 of the S.C.K./C.E.N. at Mol 

. (Belgium). The specimens were irradiated continuously for 11 days, during 
which the integrated flux was roughly 101s fast neutrons per cm2. Mter the 
irradiation clamp contacts were again applied for the current and voltage leads 
in liquid nitrogen. The measurements were carried out in the same way as after 
the rolling process, except that we measured the recovery curve for various 
recovery times (3, 10 and 20 minutes). The increase in the residual resistivity 
after irradiation was 1·5.10-2 r-!2 em for the pure lead and 2·1.10-2 r-!2 em for 
the normal commercial lead, and the respective residual resistivities after re
covery at 353 °K were 0·43.10-2 r-!2 em and 7·6.10-2 r-!2 em. The residual 
resistivity was measured in a longitudinal field of 1000 oersted at a current 
density of 200 A/cm2. Figure 53 and figure 54 show the residual resistivity at 
4·2 °K as a function of recovery temperature in respect of the pure lead (fig. 53) 
and the commercial lead (fig. 54); the recovery time was 20 minutes. Figures 55 
and 56 give the J vs H (50% Rn) curves as found from the resistance transitions 
at various current densities J. Figure 55 relates to the pure lead and fig. 56 to 
the normal commercial lead. In fig. 57 the recovery curve of the residual resis
tivity for the pure lead is plotted with the recovery time as parameter. Plotted 
vertically is the quantity P = (RT- RE)/(Rr- RE), where RT is the resistance 
after recovery at a temperature T, RE the resistance after recovery at 353 °K, 
and Rr the resistance after irradiation. 
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Fig. 53. Recovery curve of the residual resistivity after neutron irradiation at 78 °K for pure 
lead. The recovery time was 20 minutes. 
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Fig. 54. Recovery curve of the residual resistivity after neutron irradiation at 78 °K for normal 
commercial lead. The recovery time was 20 minutes. 
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Fig. 55. J-H (50% Rn) curves for pure lead, after recovery for 20 minutes at the indicated 
temperatures. 
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Fig. 56. J-H (SO% Rn) curves for irradiated normal commercial lead after recovery for 20 
minutes at the indicated temperatures. 
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Fig. 57. Recovery curves of the residual resistivity at various recovery times for irradiated 
pure lead. Plotted vertically is the quantity P = (RT RE)/(RI- RE) where RT is the 
resistivity after recovery at a temperature T, RE after recovery at 353 "K, and Rr after 
irradiation. 

5.4. Discussion 

5.4.1. Introduction 

The experiments described in sec. 5.3 demonstrate that as a result of the 
introduction of lattice defects the critical field at a given current density is 
increased, or, which is the same thing, the critical current is increased at constant 
field. The influence of deformation and irradiation on the resistance transition 
have already been studied on the superconducting elements Nb, Re 25) and 
Pb 26,15,16), as well as on alloys such as Pb-In 27), Nb-Zr and intermetallic 

· compounds as NbgSn 28). These investigations always showed that the critical 
current at constant field was increased by deformation or irradiation. As far 
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as a type-III superconductor in the mixed state is concerned, this result is easily 
understood in terms of flux pinning against the Lorentz force. As far as soft 
superconductors are concerned, however, there is no satisfactory explanation 
for this effect. The same applies to the increase of Hcs as a result of deforma
tion 27 ,29). 

5.4.2. Rolling at 78 ° K 

Figure 49 shows the J vs H (50% Rn) curves after deformation and recovery 
at various temperatures. The measured points lie reasonably along a straight 
line in a log J vs H graph. From the figure, then, we cannot indicate any value 
of the field at which the critical current is zero; in other words, we can give 
no upper value for the critical field. We shall therefore confine ourselves to the 
value H (50% Rn) at a particular current density. It can be seen from fig. 49 
that the increase of H (50% Rn) at J 10 A/cm2 is roughly 450 Oe after 
deformation. The increase of the residual resistivity is 0·17 !Ln em. First of all, 
we can compare this value with the increase of Hc2 and Hcs, as follows from 
the increase in the residual resistivity of a homogeneous alloy when the con
centration is changed. At T ~ Tc the Ginzburg-Landau parameter K is given 
by 30,31) K = Ko 7·5.103 yl/2 p. Substitution of the Ginzburg-Landau param
eter for the pure metal Ko 0·4, and writing the coefficient of electronic 
specific heat as y = 1710 erg em -a degree-2, gives K = 0·40 0· 31 p where 
p is in !Ln em. From this, with the relation Hc3 1.7, Hc2 = 1·7.2112 KHc and 
He = 550 Oe, the respective increases of Hca and Hc2 are found to be 

AHc2/Ap = 240 Oefttn em, where p > 1 ttn em 

and AHc2 0 for p < 1 !Ln em; 

AHc3/Ap 408 Oefttn em, if p > 0·07 !Ln em 

and AHc3 = 0 for p < 0·07 !Ln em. I (5.1) 

The experimental value of AH (50% Rn)fiJp at J = 10 Afcm2 is roughly 
2600 Oe/ !Ln em, where p 0·17 !Ln em. This value, then, is many times higher 
than the theoretical value. Equations (5.1) hold for homogeneous specimens; 
correspondence between the experiments and theory can, of course, be obtained 
if we assume that, as a result of deformation, some regions have a high residual 
resistivity, i.e. more lattice defects, while other regions have a low residual 
resistivity. Taking as an example the simple case of two wires connected in 
parallel, and having residual resistivities Pl and P2 with equal surface area and 
length, the measured total residual resistivity is found to be 

P1P2f(pl P2) ~ P2 if Pl ~ P2· 

If we measure the critical field Hc2 or Hca, however, a value is found which 
corresponds to Ph for instance Hc3 (0·95 + 0·75 p1) He. The value of the 
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quantity LJHcs/ilp is thus found to be 408 (p1 p2)/p2 Oeff.LD. em for 
Pl > 0·07 [LD. em. In this way it is of course possible to fit the experiments with 
the theory. If the volume fraction with residual resistivity p1 is very small, this 
would explain the fact that Hc2 remains the same after deformation, whereas 
Hcs increases, as found by Schenck et al. 27). The value of Hc2 is after all 
determined from measurements that give the properties of almost the entire 
volume, whereas Hcs is determined from resistance transitions at very low cur
rents, where one can thus measure the properties of a small part of the volume. 

Hauser and Buehler 25) explain their experiments on Nb and Re by assuming 
that dislocations are the current-carrying paths in high magnetic fields. 

In sec. 1.2 it was shown that the critical field of a thin, soft superconductor 
was much higher than the thermodynamic field He. If we imagine the material 
to be built up from these thin superconducting filaments, and we calculate the 
critical field as if these filaments were in vacuum, the value found for the critical 
field can be very high. The difficulty of this approach is that we certainly cannot 
in reality treat them as filaments in vacuum, thus neglecting the influence of the 
surrounding material. Hauser and Buehler 25) assume that these filaments can 
be identified with dislocations, which are line defects. In this model, then, point 
defects play a very little part, which is not justified by the experiments. Shaw and 
Mapother 26) explain their experiments on the hysteresis in the magnetization 
curve of deformed lead on the assumption that the thin superconducting fila
ments may contain circular currents which screen off certain regions magneti
cally. 

Boesono 14) states that after rolling in liquid air the recovery of the residual 
resistivity at temperatures below 170 °K is due to point defects and that the 
recovery at higher temperatures is due to dislocations. The recovery curve given 
in fig. 48 shows a gradual decrease of the resistivity to about 170 °K, after 
which a sharp drop occurs at 180 °K. The recovery at low temperature is there
fore probably due to point defects. From fig. 50 it can be seen that H (50% Rn) 
also shows recovery at low temperature. 

The conclusion drawn from all this 15) that both point defects and dislocations 
increase the critical field, is however debatable 32). If we assume that the increase 
of H (50% Rn) is a surface effect, then the lattice defects present at the surface 
are important. The recovery of the lattice defects at the surface may, however, 
differ from the average recovery as found from measurements of the residual 
resistivity. The increase of H (50% Rn) as a result of deformation can be caused 
by the fact that the surface of the specimen is no longer flat. If there are at the 
surface very thin irregularities in the direction of He then the critical field of 
these irregularities can be much higher as the critical field increases with 
decreasing thickness. Since the surface irregularities of the specimens used in 
these experiments are not known, it is not possible to make any comparison 
between theory and experiment in this connection. 
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5.4.3. Tensile deformation at 4·2 ° K 

It can be seen from fig. 52 that after tensile deformation, too, the critical field 
at constant current density is increased. The increase of H (50% Rn) at J 
10 A/cm2 is roughly 110 Oe, and the increase in the residual resistivity was 
found to be 1·1.10-2 !J.Ocm. This gives, then, LlH(50%Rn)fLlp = 104 Oe/!J.O em, 
which is a factor of 3 to 4 higher than after rolling or irradiation at 78 °K. 
The deformation gave a relative elongation of about 10%. Shaw and Mapo
ther 26) deformed pure lead at 4·2 °K and determined from the resistance 
transition the field HI, which they defined as the extrapolation of the linear part 
of the resistance transition to a resistance zero. Their results at 4·2 °K yield 
LlH1 = 105 Oe at an elongation of 12·6% and a current density of 55 A/cm2• 

Extrapolation of the Jvs HI curves to J 10 A/cm2 gives LlH1 120 Oe. 
The increase in the resistivity is not given, but if we assume that this would be 
of the same order of magnitude as found after roughly 10% elongation of 
the pure lead, we then find for LlHJ/Llp a value of the same order of mag
nitude as found for LlH (50% Rn)/ Llp. It is not clear why the value of 
LlH (50% Rn)/ Llp is so much greater after tensile deformation at 4·2 °K than 
after rolling or irradition at 78 °K. 

5.4.4. Neutron irradiation at 78 ° K 

During the neutron irradiation, see sec. 5.3.3, largely point defects will be 
produced. This appears among other things from the recovery curves given in 
figs 53 and 54, where the residual resistivity shows a continuous decrease, 
beginning at 90 °K. The recovery curves measured for various recovery times 
are given in fig. 57. From these curves the activation energy can be determined, 
if one, assumes that the change of resistivity is proportional to the speed at 
which the lattice defect moves (hopping speed), which is proportional to 
exp [-Qm/kT). If we now determine the time t, taken to obtain the same 
change of resistivity, we then have: t constant x exp [Qm/kT], so that Qm 
can be found from the slope of the curve in a In t vs 1/T graph. From fig. 57 
and from similar results on other wires, we found an activation energy between 
0·1 and 0·3 eV for a recovery temperature lower than 200 °K. Although the 
determination of the activation energy is not accurate, these results are not in 
agreement with the activation energy as found by Boesono 14) (Qm = 0·48 
0·05 eV). In sec. 5.2 it was stated that Boesono's experiments indicated an 
activation energy of roughly 0·2 ± 0·1 eV instead of 0·48 eV in the temper
ature range where the movement of point defects occurs. The value found after 
neutron irradiation is thus of the same order of magnitude as found after plastic 
deformation. The activation energy found by Boesono 14) for the movement of 
dislocations was roughly 1 eV; the activation energies found after neutron 
irradiation were always much lower. From this fact, and from the difference 
between the recovery curves after deformation and after irradiation, it is seen 
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that the ratio of the number of point defects formed to the number of disloca
tions formed is much greater after irradiation than after deformation. The 
increase of H (50% Rn) at J = 10 A/cm2 was found to be 47 Oe for pure lead, 
and 64 Oe for the normal commercial lead, while the respective increases 
of the residual resistivity were 1·5.10-2 and 2·1.10-2 ~-tilcm. For the ratio 
LIH(50% Rn)/Llp this yields a value of roughly 3000 Oe/~-til em, which is of 
the same order of magnitude as found after rolling. 
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6. SURVEY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this chapter we shall survey our work and the results obtained and try 
to give a motivation of the choice of the problems and methods. We shall 
combine various aspects and therefore the sequence of the subjects to be 
discussed will be different from that used in the foregoing chapters. 

Plastic deformation and neutron irradiation 

We started by investigating the influence of lattice defects on the critical field 
and critical current of superconductors. At that time (1962) it was known that 
plastic deformation increases the critical current 1) which feature was rec
ognized as very important with a view to the construction of superconducting 
magnets. A possible explanation for this was put forward indicating that dis
locations might be identified with thin current-carrying filaments. A thin super
conducting filament in vacuo has indeed a higher critical field than a bulk 
specimen, but it has a lower critical current. However, an increase of the density 
of dislocations should then give the required increase of the maximum current 
density. In view of this explanation it seemed interesting to us to investigate 
systematically the influence of deformation on the superconducting properties 
of lead, and particularly to try to correlate these properties with its residual 
resistivity. During deformation the densities of dislocations and point defects 
increase, which is accompanied with an increase of the residual resistivity. From 
recovery measurements of the resistivity of lead, as done by Boesono 2), the tem
perature ranges in which migration of point defects and dislocations occur were 
known. If the change of the superconducting properties is dependent on the 
density of dislocations, then one would expect no change to be found after 
annealing at temperatures where migration of point defects occurs. 

In the experiments the longitudinal field was determined at which the resist
ance was 50% of the normal resistance. This was done for different currents 
after annealing at several constant temperatures. The experiments showed that 
H (50% Rn) at a constant current density was larger after deformation. The 
recovery experiments indicated that H (50% Rn) decreases after annealing in 
the temperature range where migration of point defects occurs. The recovery 
curves for the residual resistivity and H (50% Rn) show the same trend. As an 
explanation for these effects it was thought that not only dislocations but also 
point defects increase H (50% Rn), or that point defects change the dislocation 
structure. In order to check this the experiments were repeated with samples 
irradiated with neutrons, since the number of point defects created in relation 
to the number of dislocations will be larger after irradiation than after defor
mation. If the decrease of H (50% Rn) after annealing is caused by the changes 
of the dislocation structure due to the absorption of point defects then one 
should expect a quite different change of H(50%Rn) after irradiation. However, 
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we found similar effects. The ratio of iJH (50% Rn)flJp, i.e. the increase of 
H (50% Rn) divided by the increase in the residual resistivity, was the same and 
had a value of about 2600 Oe/[LO. em at a current density of 10 A/cm2• From 
the experiments of Livingston 3) it was known that lJHc2/ iJ p 240 Oe/ [LO. em 
for p 1 fLO. em, if the increase of p was caused by dissolving foreign atoms 
in lead. He determined the value of Hc2 from magnetization curves of homo
geneous alloys. In magnetization measurements one measures bulk properties, 
whereas in resistance measurements one can detect superconductivity even while 
there is only one narrow superconducting path through the specimen. In order 
to check whether this difference could explain the divergent results we meas
ured magnetization curves and resistance transitions of lead alloys. 

The critical field Hca 

The values of Hc2 as found from the magnetization curves and the relation 
between Hc2 and p were in good agreement with the results of Livingston 3). 
However, the resistance transitions indicate that superconductivity is still found 
for fields higher than Hc2· If we define a critical field H (99% Rn) as the field 
where R 0·99 Rn, then one can construct from the resistance transitions the 
Ivs H (99% Rn) curves. For small values of I it was found that H (99% Rn) 
was independent of I, so a critical field Hca could be defined. Experimentally it 
was found that Hca was coupled with the residual resistivity and thus with Hc2· 
The Ginzburg-Landau derivations led us to believe, however, that for homo
geneous alloys the normal state is stable if He :;:: Hc2· Therefore we assumed 
that the superconductivity above Hc2, though obviously and consistently related 
to the p value should be correlated with a kind of inhomogeneity. Saint James 
and De Gennes 4) did not consider an infinite body, as Ginzburg and Landau 
did, but took into account the boundary condition. They found that a thin 
region at the surface is superconducting up to a field Hca 1·7 Hc2, if the 
external field is parallel to the surface. This also explains the fact that in 
magnetization measurements one normally measures Hc2, and in resistance 
measurements Hca. Our experimental values of Hca for the alloys were of the 
same order of magnitude. The value of lJH (50% Rn)/iJp found after defor
mation was however many factors higher. More experiments on the influence 
of lattice defects on the critical field would seem to be called for, paying special 
attention to the surface conditions. 

Reversible magnetization curves 

Since not only Hc2 was measured but the full magnetization curves we have 
tried to compare the different quantities as derived from the experiments with 
the theories for the reversible magnetization curves. The values of Hcl, Hc2, 
41T(dM/dHe)Hc2 and the magnetization near Hc1 are given for T ~ Tc in the 
GLAG theory 5) (Ginzburg-Landau, Abrikosov, Gor'kov theory). Maki 6) has 
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calculated the various quantities for all temperatures, while Marcus') has given 
the whole magnetization curve in the approximation where the order parameter 
and vector potential are circularly symmetric. Although there was some hyster
esis in the magnetization curves, the experiments were in reasonable agreement 
with the above-mentioned theories. The consequences of the hysteresis are of · 
minor importance since they tend to compensate each other. The temperature 
dependence of Hc2 was in good agreement with the calculations of Maki 6) 

and Helfand and Werthamer 8). A comparison between the experiments and 
the laminar model as given by Van Beelen and Gorter 9) was also made. The 
agreement with this model was poorer than with the GLAG theory. 

Irreversible magnetization curves 

As the magnetization curves are never perfectly reversible in the experiments 
it seemed interesting to do some measurements, specifically on irreversible 
curves. For this purpose we used alloys of In with some per cent Pb, which 
showed more hysteresis than the alloys used for a comparison with the theory 
for reversible curves. The phenomenon of the hysteresis was studied by com
paring the magnetization curves in a longitudinal field (cp = 0°) and transverse 
field ( cp 90°). In order to make this comparison it was necessary first to correct 
for the demagnetizing effects. For a reversible curve the demagnetizing effects 
for a thin wire in a transverse field can be eliminated by changing the field He 
into He- 2-rrM. Doing this for the experimentally found irreversible curves 
we found that the reduced curve obtained for cp = 90° and the measured curve 
for cp = oo were not the same. The difference can be partly explained with a 
simple model, where there is a linear relation between the magnetic induction B 
in the specimen and the distance from the surface. 

With a rough approximation we found a value of 1·7 for the ratio of the 
deviations from the reversible value for cp = 90° and cp = 0°. In the experi
ments a value of 1·6 was found for increasing fields, and a value of 1· 3 for 
decreasing fields. 

Experimentally it is also found that Hc2 is independent of cp, which is not 
surprising as at Hc2 the value of -4-rr M is zero, while the B value is constant 
throughout the specimen. 

Inftuence of a transport current on tbe magnetization 

For He < Hc2 the hysteresis in the magnetization curve is mostly explained 
in terms of flux pinning, which causes B to vary in the specimen. This variation 
of B is assumed to be such that the shielding currents have just their critical 
value. Therefore it seemed interesting to investigate the influence of a transport 
current It on the magnetization. In this model the total current, i.e. the shielding 
current the transport current, can never be larger than the critical current. 
Therefore one expects a decrease of the hysteresis in the presence of a transport 
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current. There are different ways to get the final values of It and He, e.g. by first 
applying It and then He, the case It --+ He, or by the reverse sequence, the case 
He--+ ft. The experiments were done for the case He--+ It on In-Ph alloys in 
the form of wires, where It 1 He. Experimentally it was found that when It 
approaches the critical current Ic the magnetization was the same for increasing 
and decreasing fields. If we neglect the shielding currents at the surface and take 
Ic independent of B, then for It Ic there are no shielding currents, so B has 
its reversible value. The influence of It on the magnetization can easily be 
calculated for a flat plate, where He is parallel to the largest surface and 
It 1 He. From the Maxwell equation v xB = 4TTJjc and the critical-state 
equation JB =constant one finds for the variation of B with the coordinate x 
perpendicular to the surface: B 2 ax + b where a and b are constants. The 
constant b is found from the boundary condition. If It or He are changed then 
the magnetic induction B(x) is given by this equation in such a way that the 
change of B(x) due to a change of He or It is minimum. With these conditions 
we have calculated the magnetization for ten cases, where It and He were 
varied in ten different ways. The results of these calculations were in agreement 
with our experimental results and with the results of LeBlanc 1°) and Yasukochi 
et al. 11) on NbZr. The experiments of LeBlanc 10) gave a difference between 
the cases It --+ He and He --+ It and a paramagnetic moment for It = Ic. This 
was also found from the calculations. 

Resistance transitions in a magnetic field 

These experiments were started in order to investigate the superconductivity 
above Hc2 for small currents. Later on experiments were also done for larger 
currents and smaller fields while the angle cp between I and He was varied. The 
original purpose of these experiments was to see if the Ic vs H curves of hard 
superconductors could be explained with the aid of a model, where thin super
conducting filaments (surrounded by normal material) carry the current. Cal
culations along these lines were done by Daunt et al. 12). The resistance tran
sitions with constant I and varying He with cp as a parameter can be described 
roughly in the following way. For cp =1= 0° the voltage increases gradually with 
He up to a certain field HR where a sharp increase of resistance occurs. 
Above HR there is again a gradual increase of the resistance with in
creasing H 8 • For cp = 0° the first part is absent, so the resistance starts 
at He HR. The different parts of the resistance transitions were separately 
discussed; the first part in terms of flux motion and for He> HR in terms of 
surface superconductivity. No satisfactory agreement was found with the cal
culations of Daunt et al. 12). In the presence of a transport current the driving 
force (the Lorentz force, or the Magnus force) tends to move the flux lines 
present in the mixed state. If the flux lines move this gives rise to an induction 
voltage and thus to an apparent resistivity. The critical current is therefore given 
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by a critical-state equation: J sinq1. B = constant. This constant is a measure 
of the maximum pinning force on the :flux lines. For It somewhat higher than 
the critical current Anderson 13) has given a model in which the flux lines hop 
(thermally· activated) over the pinning barriers. This model applies especially 
to materials with very large critical currents such as NbZr. Our experiments 
are not in agreement with this model, probably since they were carried out on 
homogeneous alloys in which almost by definition Ic is very small and there
fore I can easily be larger than Ic. Volger et al. 14) have given a model for a 
viscous motion of flux lines. In that model one :flux line was considered. The 
velocity v ,z. was determined from a balance of forces, between the driving force 
(nset/lofc)(vs- Dv ,z.) and the damping force -lv ,z.· The coefficient f was cal
culated from the eddy-current damping of the normal electrons excited by the 
moving flux line, while {} was taken as unity. Tinkham 15) generalized the ex
pression for f by taking into account the normal electrons in the cores of the 
other flux lines. He also added another mechanism which arises from the 
relaxation time for the wave function when it varies in time. Nozieres and 
De Gennes 16) also calculated the voltage as caused by a motion of flux lines. 
Their final result, although obtained in a different way, is forT= 0 the same 
as that of Tinkham. From these calculations a voltage proportional to sin291 
was found, which was in good agreement with our experiments where He 

was constant while I was varied with 91 as a parameter. This experiment also 
gave the same value off as calculated by Tinkham 15). The experiments where 
I was constant and H was varied are not in good agreement with the calcula
tions, where I depends only on He (at constant temperature). However, it is 
probable that for these large currents I will also depend on It, since It influ
ences the magnetization for It > lc. It seems interesting therefore to measure 
simultaneously the magnetization and the resistance. 

The field H R was assumed to be the field which marked the end of the mixed 
state. This is assumed because one expects a discontinuity when the bulk super
conductivity goes over in the surface superconductivity and because HR = Hc2 
at lower values of the current, while for very low currents HR is absent. This 
assumption has not yet been verified by magnetization measurements. 

Critical current in zero field 

The critical current in zero field was also measured. It was found to be the 
current which gives a field of value Hc1 at the surface of the wire. For this surface 
field vortex rings will be formed, which will shrink in order to reduce their 
energy. This motion gives rise to an induction voltage and thus to an apparent 
resistivity. 
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As can be seen from the references throughout this thesis the experiments 
and their interpretation have already been dealt with to some extent in a 
number of articles, published partly with colleagues. I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank them all. 
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Slllli.DW'y 

In this thesis the magnetization curves and the resistance transitions of 
superconducting lead and lead alloys are discussed. Special attention is 
paid to the influence of foreign atoms or lattice defects. This is done 
in order to examine the extent to which the behaviour of superconduc
ting alloys is governed by the properties of homogeneous alloys, e.g. by 
the residual resistivity, or by the deviations from homogeneity. In 
chapter 1 some specific properties of hard and soft superconductors are 
briefly discussed. The experiments performed are described and com
mented upon in chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

The magnetization curves cf lead alloys in a longitudinal and trans
vetse field are examined in chapter 2. The magnetization curves in a 
longitudinal field are reasonably consistent withAbrikosov's calculations, 
which are based on the Ginzburg-Landau equations and are valid for 
homogeneous alloys. The difference between the magnetization curves 
in a longitudinal and in a transverse field can be described with a model 
involving flux pinning, essentially depending on deviations from lattice 
regularity. 

Chapter 3 treats in some detail the resistance transitions of lead
indium alloys. These transitions can be explained on the one hand in 
terms of flux motion, and on the other hand in terms of surface super
conductivity in high fields. In chapter 4 the influence of a transport 
current on the magnetization is discussed. The influence is such that the 
magnetization approaches its reversible value when the critical current 
is reached for increasing fields as well as for decreasing fields. The value 
of the magnetization depends on the sequence of applying the field and 
the current. 

Chapter 5 deals with the influence of lattice imperfections on the 
resistance transition of lead. Defects are introduced into the crystal 
lattice in different ways, i.e. by rolling, by tensile deformation and by 
neutron irradiation. The extent to which lattice defects influence the 
resistance transitions is not yet entirely clear. 

In chapter 6 a survey is given of the experiments done and their 
interpretation. 
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I 

De berekeningen van Riemersma over de stroom- en veldverdeling in 
een harde supergeleider hebben aileen betrekking op het geval dat eerst 
de stroom wordt ingeschakeld en daarna het veld en niet op het meer 
algemene geval. 

H. Riemersma, J. Appl. Phys. 35, 1802 (1964). 

II 

De vaak gebruikte veronderstelling dat een transportstroom in de "mixed 
state" van een supergeleider homogeen verdeeld is, is aan ernstige beden
kingen onderhevig. 

III 

Volgens Catterall et al. zouden Hc1 en Hc3 afhankelijk zijn van de orien
tatie van een Nb eenkristal t.o.v. het uitwendige veld, daarentegen Hc2 niet. 
Het is zeer onwaarschijnlijk dat deze conclusie juist is. 

J. A. Catterall, I. Williams, J. F. Duke, Brit. J. Appl. Phys. 
15, 1369 (1964). 

IV 
De door White gegeven waarden van de drukafhankelijkheid van He voor 
Nb volgen niet uit door hem vermelde experimentele resultaten. 

G. K. White, Cryogenics 2, 292 (1962). 

v 
Het verband tussen de kritische temperatuur en de dikte van tinlaagjes, 
zoals aangegeven door Blumberg en Seraphim, is aanvechtbaar. 

R. H. Blumberg, D.P. Seraphim, J. Appl. Phys. 33, 163 (1962). 

VI 
De bewering van Lems dat de reversibele verandering van de elasticiteits
modulus niet verklaard kan worden uit de metingen van de Bordoni piek, 
is aanvechtbaar. 

W. Lems, Dissertatie, T.H. Delft 1963. 

VII 

Experimented is voor koper beneden 78°K een verschil gevonden tussen de 
grootte van het herstel van de elasticiteitsrnodulus E en die van de elektrische 
weerstand p na deformatie bij 4.2°K. Dit verschil kan verklaard worden 
uit het feit dat het begin van de verankering van dislocaties een veel grotere 
invloed heeft op E dan op p. 

C. J. Meech an, A. Sosin, J. Appl. Phys. 29, 738 (1958). 
W. F. Druyvesteyn, B.S. Blaisse, Physica 28, 695 (1962) 



VIII 

Op grond van de door Baenzinger en Moriarty gegeven experimentele resul
taten, wordt door hen ten onrechte geconcludeerd dat GdAl een CsCl
structuur heeft. 

N.C. Baenzinger, J. L. Moriarty, Acta Cryst. 14, 948 (1961). 

IX 

Het is in hoge mate onwaarschijnlijk dat de door Efimov gemeten breedte 
van het homogeniteitsgebied van de faze ,V aSi" juist is. 

Yu. V. Efimov, Russ. J. Inorg. Chern. 8, 790 (1963) 

X 

De Shockley-diffusiestroom en de Esaki-tunnelstroom in een p-n diode 
dienen als afzonderlijke componenten te worden geschreven teneinde de 
totale stroom te verkrijgen. De toevoeging van de tunnelstroom aan de 
verzadigingsstroom in de Shockley-formule is onjuist. 

A. G. Chynoweth, K. G. Me. Kay, Phys. Rev. 106, 418 (1957) 
J. Shewchun, L. Y. Wei, J. Electrochem. Soc. 111, 1145 (1964). 

XI 

De wijze waarop door Kramers de zogenaamde tweede kwantisatie van 
veel-deeltjes-systemen als een representatie-verandering wordt ingevoerd, 
verdient verre de voorkeur hoven de door Schiff gevolgde methode ge
baseerd op kwantisatie van golffuncties. 

H. A. Kramers, Die Grundlagen der Quantumtheorie Leipzig. 1938. 
L. I. Schiff, Quantum Mechanics, Me. Graw-Hill 1955. 

XII 

De efficientie en productiviteit van de wetenschappelijke werkers zou 
verhoogd kunnen worden door een werktijdcontrole. Deze controle behoeft 
geen belemmering te zijn voor de noodzakelijke vrijheid van wetenschaps
beoefening. 

XIII 

De door Luypen ingevoerde definitie van natuurwetenschappen volgens 
welke natuurwetenschappen te scheiden zijn van andere wetenschappen, 
maakt elke vruchtbare discussie over natuurwetenschappen onmogelijk. 

W. Luypen, Existentiele Fenomenologie, Spectrum 1963. 


